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CHAIRMAN JIM COSTA:
Committee.

I'm Jim Costa,

irman o

We have Mr. Phil Isenberg here this morni

s well,

a Member of the Committee, and others will come and

ti

to time.
The hearing is being recorded and a
will be prepared.

ritten t

As such, we would request that

yourself for the record when you begin your presentat

I

addition, written testimony will be accepted as part of
official record of the hearing until Monday, Dec

So,

r

those of you who would like to submit further information,
those not able to make the meeting, who would like to

to

official transcript, we would welcome that information from
parties.
Our subject today,

I

think, is one of

mo

issues dealing with our water resources in Califor

a.

I

with the public trust doctrine application to wa er ri

t

that

s been in the past, and continues to

a critical role, in terms of how we mana

an i
our wa

resources in California.
Depending upon what side you take, the
doctrine is either viewed as a threat to the

ic
r

tern we have here in California, or a toll to
permits

s

r ative r
wa

i

or licenses granted by the state prior to

certain fis

O's

ry and other public trust resource pro ec i

s

en placed into law at that time.
We have a lengthy agenda, as you can see.
who haven't picked up the agenda, it's down there
-1

F

tho e
s .

to jug
of the Cal f rn

f

ak at 10:05,

to

s a

little bit 1 ter, a
like to

gin

Law

s pr

ane pr

lem

.

1

just accordi

s morni

leas

ll

Gould, from

Mr. Geor

public trust

sc

Commerce, Howard 1'1ar

we will

re

e

ly.

As

McGeo ge

to g ve an overvi

trine from his respected le

1 vanta

i

Mr. Gould.

GEORGE GOULD

MR

ik
jus
i

t

rom

e

n

n

i

s

a sur

r

ence on

ou

s

e s

t

'

c

s

c

e

1

a e

e

1

matte
t

ne
to

1

pr
at

on
I

sen
f

e is s

w

ate one.

ca
I'm sur

I noti
v

re a e
t

'

I

t

if I do make any errors, they will
CHAIRMAN COSTA:
MR. GOULD:

... They will correct it.

I'm sure they'll attempt to

To begin with, it might be use

1 to start wi

sort of a definition, and I would offer
with regard to the public trust doctrine:

orrect

se.
some

finiti

11

ic

mi

In

trust doctrine, essentially, prohibits or restricts private ri

ts

in certain natural resources, in order to protect or
certain public values in those resources.
The historical development of the public trust
is sometimes traced to Roman Law, English Common Law.

At

conference I just attended, one speaker even found traces of it i
Nigerian Law.

So, it has a long history.

In this country, however, almost any discussion of
doctrine begins with an 1892
Court, Illi

cision by the Uni

is Central Railroad v. Illinois.

case, a few facts are necessary:

Illinois a

State

To

s

ire

a

the bed of Lake Michigan, within the State of Illinois,
ctrine known as the "Equal Footing Doctrine".

s

that doctrine acquired title to, upon admission to
the beds of navigable bodies of water.
In 1869, the Illinois Legislature

a gran

00

o

acres in the Chicago Harbor to the Illinois Central Rai
grant was free.
grant.

In other words,

it was not a sale; it was a

I believe the state was to receive cer ain r

that sort of thing,

!ties

from the use of the lands; but, it was,

essentially, a free grant.

-3-

o

In 1873, the Legislature apparently thought better of
its decision and rescinded the grant.

The railroad then br

suit, asserting that this attempted rescission was a violation
contract's clause and the due process clause of
ral Constitution.
The United States Supreme Court held that it was not,
and that the State of Illinois could repeal the grant.

The

reme Court found that these lands -- that is, the lands
navigable bodies of water -- were different than other proper
the state might own.
alienated.

They were held in trust and could not

However, the Court did note certain exceptions to

rule:

One was if the alienation improves the trust.

wor

they noted that the alienation of trust lands for wharve

docks and that sort of thing, might be appropriate.

In other

In addition

if it did not substantially interfere with the public's use of
se waters, it would also be appropriate.
two exc

ions,

So, except for tho

Court said that the Legislature does not

power to transfer -- irrevocably, at least -- the beds of
navi

le bodies of water.
The source of law that the Court applied, in this

opinion, is not clear; the Court never tells us.

Reading the

opinion, one would presume they were talking about some federa
principal -- presumably, federal constitutional law; however
sequent case, Apelebee v. New York in 1926, the Court said
were app

ing Illinois law.
I think it is clear today that the public trust doct

is a matter of state law; that is, that the United States

-4-

Court, at least, is not going to "cram it down
state which chooses to reject it, nor for t

roat"

t mat er

f

t

i

to determine the content of the doctrine.
There are a couple of things that
about the decision.

think

I

r

First of all, you might note that

restricts the Legislature.

The Court, essential y,

t

se 1

Legislature did not have the power to transfer

s --

irrevocably, at least -- into other hands of a private
Now, it's a restriction on the Legislature, which

r
Le

later used to its advantage, since it allowed the Le i
take back this property without running afoul of

ral

constitution.
It is also what I call, "a rule of no c
is not really a grant of power to the state;

nsa i
state

s

adequate power, under the police power and the emanate
accomplish anything it wants in the natural resources a
Wha

public trust doctrine allows the state to

reacquire
r

e

i ri

-- or regulate -- certain private pr
compensation that might

r

se

0

size the word "might", because as

of

Fifth Amendment of the United States Constitu
r
ea
re

irement to pay compensation -- is not clear
doctrine to deal with; in some cases, c
ired, and in others, it is not.

s

But, this doc

i

short-circuits that.
Until recently, it was a rule that also
principally, to submerged lands.
-5-

Historically, it

i

s

e

to protect navigation, fishing and commerce.
And,

finally, as a general introduction, I would note

that it is not universally applied throughout the United States.
Some states have accepted it very broadly; others have no law
it.

I'm not aware of any state that has absolutely reject

although there may be such states.
In California, the doctrine has a reasonably long
history.

It was applied in 1913 in a case called People v.

California Fish

Compan~

to California tideland grants.

Later

Supreme Court extended it to other submerged lands -- lands
other navigable bodies of water within the state that are not
tidelands.

Further, the California Supreme Court has also

extended the kinds of uses that are protected by the doctrine
beyond the navigation, commerce and fishing to include:

bathi

swimming, recreational boating, and in general, the preservati
of the natural environment
In

n these kinds of lands.

neral, I think, it is clear that California

been a leader in giving the doctrine very liberal interpret
and probably has gone as far as, or further than, virtually
other state in the United States.
There is one difference, I think, between the way
doctrine is applied in California and the Illinois Central ca
however:

The California

reme Court,

rather than holdi

grants of trust lands are invalid, or voidable, has held
grant is valid, but that the grantee take subject to a publi
trust servi

t servitude li

ts the use of that pr

and prohibits its use in a manner which would interfere or i

-6-

public trust values.

That is the major distinction.

The Court has indicated that the Legislature can
extinguish the servitude, but only if the intent is clear,
only if it furthers trust purposes.
As I indicated earlier, until recently,

ctri

applied, principally, to submerged lands, and that was true i
California, as well.

The 1983 decision, National

--------------~----~~~~~L

v. The Superior Court of Alpine County, is, of course,
decision which changed that rule in this state and

ed

doctrine for the first time to appropriative water ri

ts.

California was, again, a pioneer in doi

is.

is only one other decision, the North Dakota decision from

9

which, prior to that time, had applied the public t

r

to water rights.

The North Dakota decision,

in

very limited one, in my view, and consequently, rea
the kind of force and revolutionary ef

ct

case has.
I'm sure most of you are familiar wi
Audubon.

Very briefly, however, the case arose a

permits issued by the predecessor of the Water Re

c

Board to the City of Los Angeles, in 1940, to dive t wa
four of the five tributaries that feed Mono Lake.
clos

lake -- it has no nature outlets; so,

is a

lance between evaporation and inflows.

inflows, the size of the Lake increases; if

Lak
evel of

If you
c ease

inflows, the Lake shrinks, because more water is eva
is coming in.
-7-

cr

rat

As a result of these diversions, the Lake began to
shrink.

That accelerated very greatly in 1970, when Los Angele

completed a second aqueduct and began to divert, substantial
more water and precipitated the Audubon suit.

The Audubon Soc

argued that this activity violated the public trust doctrine.
Angeles, quite naturally, pointed to its permits, which had
issued by an agency of the State of California, pursuant to
statutes enacted by the Legislature.
legal authority to do this."

It said, "Look, we

In addition, it urged that its

rights were, I think, essentially, vested rights, which could
now be terminated.
The Court -- the California Supreme Court
the

cision, principally, as an advisory opinion.

recei
The case

actually in federal court, and the Supreme Court was asked to
decide whether or not the water rights, which Los Angeles

d

could be reexamined at this time, under the public trust doctr ne.
The Court rejected L.A.'s argument that the water rights statu
had subsumed the public trust doctrine, as far as it appli
the diversion and use of water in California.
At the o
that

r extreme, it rejected Audubon's argument

use which harms public trust values is, first,

ille

Now, the Court noted the importance of the appropriation doctr
and the appropriation and diversion of water to the economy o
California and to its citizens, and consequently, was unwil
simply say that any use is, first,
And in this regard,

I

illegal.

think the doctrine, as appli

water rights, is different than the doctrine, as applied to 1

-8-

s

because, as I indicated earlier, as applied to 1

Court

taken the view that there is a servitude which pr

ibits

of public trust lands in a manner which injures t

st values.

Wi

water, we find the Court saying that

ic t

doctrine does not prohibit the use of water

use

s

n a manner whi

injures public trust values.
Nevertheless, the Court said that

state

an

obligation to consider trust values in allowing its water to
diverted and appropriated.

And in the case of Mono La e,

Court said this had never been done, and therefore,

t

1 s

appropriate for the water rights held by Los

be

reconsidered, in light of the trust values that were
injured.
The Court went further than that to find that al
rights, even those that have previously had a trust eva uati
may be reconsidered from time to time to determine
they are now being used in a fashion whi

violates

trust.
The Court went out of its
vest

I

think

te

rights do not bar reconsideration, re te

that Los Angeles or,

I

ng it

suppose, some private

, could

lie trus

claim that its water rights were free of the
doctrine, or could not be reexamined,

cause

'r
1~

t

a taking of property.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:
MR. GOULD:

All vested rights?

It seems, all vested rights.

that in a little more detail, in a moment.
-9-

I ' l l ge

to

s

The Court also went on to hold that both the courts
the Board of Control have concurrent jurisdiction to consider
trust issues.
In many respects, the decision of the Court resemble
the public interest balancing that the Board of Control does
i t issues permits.
issui

For a number of years now, the Board, in

permits, has been required to examine the public intere

and to issue permits only where it determines that would be in
public interest.

It is also clear, under the California sta

that the public interest includes the protection of recreati
and environmental values, and that the Board had, and has, 1
engaged in this sort of process in issuing water rights.
The Court, however, noted two differences between
/

statutes-- or, noted at le9it one difference; there is one
additional difference, as well.

The Court said that, unlike

statute -- or, it said, with regard to the statutes -- those
statutory protections can be repealed, implying, of course,
the public trust doctrine could not be.

So, in my view, at

the Court was continuing to indicate that the doctrine, to s
extent, may be a check on the Legislature itself.
In addition, the other difference is, of course,
you alluded to, Chairman Costa, in your opening remarks, that
public interest criteria can only be applied prospectively.
the Board issues a permit, it imposes conditions to protect
public interest.

It has, in recent years, included a kind of

retroactive approach by reserving jurisdiction to later c
those conditions.

But, nevertheless, the public interest

-10-

criteria, under the statutes, at least, does not seem to give
Board authority to come back and revisit water rights i
before it began that practice.
other hand, does this.

The public trust

So, that's the other major

on.

Now, there have, to date, been no actual
the doctrine in California.

f

The Audubon case got stall

procedurally and is just now, I think, beginning to reente

an

active phase, where it will actually begin to examine

s

substantially and determine what limitation, if a

11

placed on Los Angeles.
The doctrine has also been raised in some o

r cas

California; but, to my knowledge, there are none yet in

i

there has been an actual application of the doctrine to
or limit water rights.

So, it's a little difficult

in

estric
te

actually, how the doctrine will be applied.
There are a number of unresolved quest on
ctrine.

One of these is the waters to

a

ich it

it apply to nonnavigable waters?
There has been a historic association of
navigable waters.

'

issue, in a sense.

In the Audubon case, t

Court

The streams, according to the

t

-------- were nonnavigable, but Mono Lake is navi
Court did, at least, extend the doctrine, to
ex
1

activities in nonnavigable waters would injure trus
in navigable waters, the Court said the doctrine cou d
There remains the question of whether or not

ctrine c

applied in a situation in which we're dealing wi

activit

-11-

li

s

which will only have an effect in nonnavigable waters.
A second question remains,

regarding the application o

the doctrine to stored waters -- waters behind reservoirs,

rather

than naturally flowing waters.
Another unresolved question concerns the right,
to the doctrine.

je

Clearly, appropriative water rights, subject to

a permit issued by the Board -- and that has been true since
-- are subject to the doctrine.
What about riparian rights?
rights?

What about 1914 pre

I think, while the Court did not address this issue,

my own view -- and there has been some legal discussion about
these questions -- it seems to me quite clear that the Court
apply

doctrine to all water rights in California.

So, I

that there is any limitation in that regard.
One of the more important questions is the balanci
problem

In Audubon, the Court, essentially, laid down a

lancing test, that you have to consider trust values and
t

1

se against other uses for the water -- uses for irrigation

industry, for municipalities, et cetera.

The Court, however,

provided no standards for conducting that balancing, and, of
course,

t

remains an unresolved question.

Quite

understandably, environmental groups take the position that
trine requires the Court to give trust values special
consideration, s
balancing process.

cial weight, and a demonstrable bias in t
Quite understandably, water-using groups

argued that the doctrine only requires consideration of trust
values and that there is no special weight given to those trus

-12-

e

uses.
Another problem, or unresolved question, is
apportionment of the burden.

Assuming that you

to

restrict water withdrawals to protect trust uses
bear that burden?

Is it going to be the person

suit was initially brought-- L.A., in

case of

That seems doubtful, since L.A. joined 117 o

?

r i s

case, and that seems likely in most instances.

Is it

n
i

t
to

applied by the rule of priority -- the traditional rule in
west -- so that those most junior will have to give
their practices to provide trust water?

Or, is

some other sharing mechanism, perhaps more br
basis of "equity"?

, o

And I put that word in

s
tes,

ome
i

e i •s

always difficult to agree what that means.
Another important question,
r reconsideration.

I

think, ar

The Court indicated

i

water

c

reconsidered from time to time, even where
prior trust balancing.
will

t comes

t occur, and what will be the crite ia
pr

•

The difficulty

lem is exacerbated, because

Court

t anyone has standing to raise a trust clai .
groups, I think, are understandably concerned
ri

ts may be repeatedly challenged on a

1

The most logical criteria for reconside

i

would be a criteria of changed circumstances, that

e pe s

challenging the water rights since the last trus

anci

have to show some change in circumstance.

n,

-13-

Here, a

d

even if this is adopted, it's not clear what change circumstance
might constitute.

Does that mean a change in the scientific

understanding, or a change in the water regime -- the "dryer
years", for example
attitudes?

or does it simply mean a change in

The issues there are numerous.
To summarize, very quickly, there are a couple of o

r

issues ... But, I see I'm rapidly running out of time, and I'm
you would like to stay on schedule.

Let me say just a couple

things with regard, first of all, to some of the effects of
doctrine, and also, perhaps, the role of the Legislature.
The doctrine has created a great deal of uncertain
California.

And the unanswered questions that I just address

contribute to that uncertainty; the argument is made that
uncertainty, particularly, impedes new development.

i

The existi

users have to live with the doctrine, and they've already
ir investments.

And with regard to them, it's just a matte

waiting to see what the future holds.

But, new developments

argument is made -- at least, because of the uncertainty
re

ctant to make large capital expenditures, if their water

rights are as uncertain as this doctrine makes them.
The search for certainty has always been kind of a
principal theme of western water law, and that is the asser
advantage of the appropriation doctrine over the riparian
doctrine, that it gives water rights holders greater certai
Now, the truth, and how much actual development is
precluded by the doctrine,

I

think,

remains to be seen.

California water law already has a very substantial amount of

-14-

o

uncertainty in it, and whether or not the public trust doctrine
contributes enough more to really make much dif

renee

r not, I

think is a very debatable proposition.
Finally, with regard to the role of t
my view, the Court would respect legislative

Legislature, i
cisions

t

attempted to answer some of these unanswered questions,

to

otherwise deal with the doctrine, at least, if it were not in
extreme.

Perhaps, if the Legislature tried to aboli

doctrine, the Court might react differently.

But,

guess is

that the Court does not want a confrontation -- a constitut
confrontation -- over this issue, and would probably res

ct

legislative decisions in this regard.
One final comment:

It does seem to me that one of

difficulties of the doctrine is that it puts courts in a role
which I do not think courts are particularly desi

to

out, and that is, this difficult role of balancing
lie interests.

ar
ti

And certainly, I think that some

perhaps the Board of Control, an agency with a br
r

ctive, might be more appropriate, at least in

i stance, to address those questions.

CHAIRMAN COSTA:

Well, we appreciate

testi

As to your last point, some newspaper columnists
ar

t

Court would be in a better role to provi

lancing act than the Legislature.
MR. GOULD:

Yes.

CHAIRMAN COSTA:
t

Obviously.
But,

I

don't necessarily subscri

se columnists.
-15-

d

t

You raised many questions.

Although we won't be

deal with them all this morning, I think you piqued a
minds here, among Members of the Committee.

You had indic

that the Court is, about now, trying to determine tha

role.

questions, prospectively, are, how we progress and look at
legislation in this coming session, how are we to gage whe
these questions are going to be answered in court and how
se

stions may be answered by the Water Resources Centro

Board as they ponder ...
MR. GOULD:

... I

is that the Board, in fact,

think one of the difficulties
in the American River litigation

its referees report, did provide some tentative answers to s
the questions I raised.

The difficulty is that, as the mat

stands, this is a court-made doctrine.

And while the Court

give a great deal of consideration to the Board's determinat
rticularly with regard to these legal questions, the Cou
not bound by them, and as I see it, that's one of the diff
th the doctrine.

But since it's a court-made doctrine

know the answers to these questions and won't know them, I
with absolutely certainty, until the California Supreme Cour
addresses them.

And that will take, I think, years and year

years of protracted litigation, before many of these questi
have a definitive answer.
ne

And I see that as one of the re

tives of the doctrine, that it creates uncertainty,

uncertainty is partly just the unanswered questions that are
there.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

Well, uncertainty is a part of a

-16-

political fact of life.

What advice would you give us, as we're

attempting to deal with some of the major wate

poli

in this state, over the next several years, as we

stion
temp

to

maintain appropriative rights, but at the same time
needs that we view as a part of the overall sol

io

ome

our water problems?
MR. GOULD:

Well, certainly, with re

rd

c

trust doctrine itself, you'll hear testimony from o

I

think the Legislature is probably going to have to
sort out where it feels it has an appropriate role.
sure I'm prepared, at this point.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:
MR. GOULD:

Do we have an appropriate r l

Yes, I think you do.

As

I

i

think the Legislature could, and perhaps should
these unanswered questions.
those determinations.

I believe the C

re

o

rt

And consequently, it is

t

could be answered more quickly.
The other role that I see for the Leg s
r

e

aggressive role in attempting to provide

idance in some of the underlying issues

at cau

trust

ctrine to be raised in the first place

con

ive use against environmental protection.

ink California would benefit greatly

lane
e

a go

instream flow legislation which attempted ... n ma

s

re may not be problems, at this point, on the str ams.
other words, if you got in now, I'm sure that o
t

t

there are enormous problems in some places,
-17-

rs

n

11 test
t

probably true.

But, in many cases, if some things are

the problem is not there.

If, on the other hand, nothing i

and the situation continues to get worse and worse, then
eventual

, the public trust doctrine will be applied, pe

retroactively, perhaps to undercut certain people's rights.
Whether or not they have a vested property right, when you
something away from private parties, they feel like they've
un

irly injured, and I think if you can do it prospective!

always a better approach.
A part of my criticism of the doctrine is exact
would prefer to see
doctrine
water ne

I'm not opposed to many of the aims

a good aggressive instream flow approach identi
s of the state, and attempt to go out and pro

provide for them.

c

Where they can't be provided for in that

fashion, perhaps there are a variety of approaches that
aken.

rchase of ...
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

establis

d

nimurn flows .. .

MR. GOULD:

... Yes ...

CHAIRMAN COSTA:

s

ies

... In some cases, the Board has

... and in other cases, they have

tare currently being pursued, but they're moving

slower.
MR. GOULD:

Yes, although it is ... And perhaps, one

the other people who is more familiar ... Off the top of

he

cannot remember the precise answer, but I think the objection
many environmental groups and fish and game groups have
current practice is that they fight the same battle over
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that while the Board has established or required the protection of
instream flows, they do it on a permit-by-permit approa
you're never sure you've won the battle.
s
li

i

t

Finally,

, so

re's neve

a

t this water is dedicated to this purpo

ts, and I think that's one of the ...
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

... How would you

st we add ess

that in legislation, the maintenance or protection of

nstream

flows?
MR. GOULD:
west that does so.

There is a variety of legislati
Some states have statutes

i

allow a

agency to appropriate water for instream purposes.
agency
so

state

now, that put the states at the bottom leaf -- won't
all the problems.

In other words, it will come

existing uses; but, nevertheless, it at least gives
of protecting against future harms.
es

Ano

r

te

s

1

ish certain minimum flows and reserve a

pr teet that.

What you're saying, in effect,

s

itional permits for appropriation can be issued
vio ate this particular standard.

That's a sec

most of the approaches throughout the west are a var a i
in some fashion or another.
Montana has a very comprehensive statute i
establish them and go back and look at them every
I'm not

rticularly fond of the Montana scheme.

nearly
it has

e water problems that California

i

0 ye

Mon a
s,
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e

t
I

en easy for them to reserve a lot of wat r wi

rt ng anybody too much, at this point, and

s.

t

d tests a e

going to come on down the road for them.

But, there are a

t

ls out there that could be used to do this, and that's
least one approach.

It won't provide the total answers to

stions, certainly.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

Mr. Waters, for a question.

ASSEMBLYMAN NORMAN WATERS:

No,

I didn't have

to ask.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

I thought you were getting

Oh.

re.
Okay.
will

We appreciate your comments, and if you

to stay around for a bit, we may want you to come ba
MR. GOULD:

mar

Okay.

It's my intention to stay for

to teach a class this afternoon ...

I

CHAIRMAN COSTA:
MR. GOULD:

... I understand.

... and I have not yet prepared for it.

to leave aft r lunch to do that.

i

CHAIRMAN COSTA:

All right.

We'll look forwa

as a resource in the future.
MR. GOULD:

I

would be glad to do that.

CHAIRMAN COSTA:
1 ri

No.

Thank

Thank you very much.

Mr. Marguleas hasn't come in yet, has

All right.

Well, then, we'll begin with the panel.

What I'd like to do today on our panel presenta i

e

i

ivi

all four
wi

1 panelists make their presentations,

rsons come

for a question and answer

r

s.
So, our first witness from the first panel,
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ali

the Bay-Delta proceedings before the State Water Resources Control
Board, is Art Littleworth.
MR. ARTHUR L. LITTLEWORTH:

Good morning.

For the record, my name is Arthur L. Littlewo t

am

.

a partner in the law firm of Best, Best and Krie
counsel for the State water Contractors in the

ari

and that was the subject that I was asked to speak
particularly, this morning.

s

t,

I've passed out written copies of

testimony, but I think I'll try to speak just from notes.
have a couple of comments on things that Professor

a

I

d r

upon.
The state contractors are a group of

ic a

t have contracts with the State of California

o

ake wat

from the State Water Project -- and that project as
lives up to its name now; it does, in fact, pr
parts of the state.

We now have water flowing

ameda counties, and into the South

c es

ls
wa er f r

n o

l

S

Area

into the San Joaquin Valley, from Ventura to S

i

a

we're south of the Tehachapis.
The State Water Resources Control Boar
process

f part of a three-year plan to

i

l

qua ity control plan for the Delta and for San Fran is
n, to review water rights in connection with
implementation of that plan.

It's important,

that these proceedings are not aimed merely at prot
neficial uses in the Delta and in San Francisco
rat

r, are required to address the beneficial uses
-21-

self

t

t are made

ta

ter

so

consider

lso

c

n this

in fact,

t

an is

use of Del

s s.
now is, it s

is doi
, an act
of time

a
ma

s

ich has

sic planni

en in

statute for wa

to rely on a

r

s a matter of fact,
just exact

as it is, if

:rine

ision,

i

en enuncia

neve

ich interpret

ct to

proceedi

s

t the Board has wide authori

is

ting, "whi

I'm

ues involved. "

cons

te est

i

.

y

ti

Act.

s en in

B

ta heari
r

t

gi

0

g.

of parties t

he

us

nee for
eve

r all

lancing process

a

1

r

f

jectives

le protection that is con

e

e

is

, on

t

for

t

lie tr

ic t ust uses
I

quote

in

statement

es here, f om some of the s
-22-

that are made in the briefs which have been filed in the
hearing proceedings.

lta

One of the environmental coaliti

that the State Board must, and I'm quoting, "ad

ar

s

t a

demonstrable bias in favor of resource protection."
further that the protection of trust resources must

0

greater weight than other aspects of the public interes

t

the Board must establish standards which are sure to protect
instream uses, and that California law now requires

Board

deny environmentally-destructive uses.
The California Department of Fish and Game seems
generally on that side.

It states in its brief that fish a

wildlife uses should have, and I'm quoting, "a higher prior
than meeting the export needs."

And we saw a statement f l

the League of Women Voters in one of the public heari
they recommended the public trust uses be accor

s

d,

quoting, "a separate and special validity over t

I'
o

r

beneficial uses of the estuary."
So, we are looking at a situation whe e we
of these legal questions that are still un esolved
ginning to see the proceedings in which some of

•

a

coming about, unless the Legislature should inte
some d rection.

And the first thing we are seei

are major efforts that are being made which, in
to e

the public trust doctrine from what t

talked about in the Audubon case.

And I would agree w

h

Professor Gould said.
In the Audubon decision, they talked
-23-

t consi

i

a

instream values, as

nto account
n t the

on

uses of water.

i

gi

There cert

case that would indicate

c

t

ference; as as matter of fact

u

of

si

ar

t was

ar

1 uses should, in fact,

i

i

recall.

I

ven

Court said

nd of a situation.

p

see
now
allo

e s

a priori

e

t

But,

efforts being

spite
in

rtant in how our water is

, to ta e bits a
i

a

to

i

pieces of the langua

out o

of a preference for

lie

ct that the Audubon case makes
ations of water, even
rus

use , and eve

not p omote,
n

t

stream.
aware, we have j s

are all als

aft p an

n

p

1

plan is to recommend
e

s ri

f

p

flows
d bass.

some
t

s

a

y

ts

ted to instre
They get

fl

t o
sayi

c

some should come

t

rtially

e

n the spr

time
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is

ing the e
670,000 ac

In that plan -- to get those figures -- t
ri

basically gone back to flows for salmon on a historic

of

trying to reproduce average flows from 1930 to 198 ,
tried to go back to a situation of exports between 1953 and 1967
that is to say, in essence, before any water wa

x

r

s Water

Westla

state water project, or by the federal project f

District, rolling back the exports to that period of time.
Now,

I

don't want to get into the arguments

merits of that kind of balancing here.

t

s

Suffice it

t

state contractors disagree very strongly with those fi
with the "balancing" that has gone into putting
recommendations together.

But,

I

es and

se

think what is i

tant

re

is

the fact that it does not appear that the State Board's staff
relied upon a preference -- a public trust preference -- to re ch
that conclusion.
balance.

I

about that.

What they are saying is,

a reas

don't think that's true, and we're

t

But, they are saying we, basically,

balance under Porter Cologne.

le

e

They didn't reac

s

at least, there's nothing in the text which shows
rea

d back and said -- that there is some ki

of a

and we've got to do that.
I

ink that you can see the tremendous i

cts whi

wou d occur if, in fact, there was a prefe ence in the
public trust uses.

It would give the courts or the S

the power to inflict untold damage on the economy of
if we were in a position where a preference was a le
requirement over all other beneficial uses.
-25-

aw

or

t
i

ate,

Lastly,
re

rt a

want to make one other point on that Boa

I

the public trust uses:

They begin that recomme

plan with a California water Ethic, and it has a number of poi
which deal with the management of water resources for farms,
cities, conservation, reclamation, conjunctive use -- all

f

f

things which need to be done, and certainly, we have no
disagreement with
ke

i

t.

When

read that paragraph,

"Where is the last sentence that says environment

uses must also be managed?"
Water E

I

That's missing from the Cali

ic, which is set forth in this plan.
Now, the law is pretty clear that instream uses,

ju

like consumptive uses, are subject to the reasonable use doctri
of the constitution, and

I

think that it's really clear that

public trust uses must be subject to the same kind of
requirements
we're not si

t we see for the rest of our consumptive u
l

relying on large flows to meet our envir

t we are

ing to have to be looking at a r

alternatives and managing environmental uses, which inc
ki

s of non-flow measures, such as the construction of

facilities,
kinds of

itat restorations, fish screens, hatcheries
ings.

So, I

ss the two

want to emphasize out of
looki

at

ints that, it seems to me, I
Bay-Delta hearing process,

lie trust doctrine, are:

One, t

t

c

uses cannot be granted a preference, if we are to have
workable water poli

ki

in this state; and secondly, that tho e

ic trust uses cannot be exempted from the same ki

-26-

s of

nt responsibilities that are i

mana

One last comment:

se

on

Professor Gould tal

ying to establish some instream amounts and
Governo 's Commission to review wate
we

al

with that question.

igh s

It is a very

i

not come out with any particularly precise re
we did, though, is to reject one of the

tion

and that is that the Department of Fish

II

for water.

a

Game

It just seemed to me, as

committee, that if that were the law

sa

I

were

I

director, I would tie up every stream in the
lications on every bit of water that was in
time you got that sorted out, it would
So,

I

think that this problem of fi

balance and an appropriate amount of water fo
ve sus

amounts of water that would
use, is certai

ti
es on

s
on 1

y not ea

in fact, we are reachi
s on

I'm

nt

that's to be settled.
Mr.

CHA RMAN COSTA:

irrnan.
Well,

so sure that

M

ny of the

e today are easy.

i

e olved them a long time
With
w

p

t we have seen in other states

,

a i

avail

If they

go.

competing needs t

t

s we 1 ok at the public trust doc rine
-27-

.

t

r

the attempt to provide a balance between consumptive uses
instream uses and the public trust doctrine.

You noted that

t

balance seems to be missing in the State Board staff report.
would you recommend that we in the Legislature, in the next two
years, if there is interest, attempt to provide some balance
this area?
MR. LITTLEWORTH:

I think,

in the balancing area, i

something where the Legislature could act, and where the cou
would probably pay attention.

We've got a very generaliz

s
k

of statement coming out of Audubon; but, I think that, wi
sufficient flexibility,

if the Legislature were to lay out s

factors that had to be taken into account, the courts would
recognize that.

Now,

in my judgment -- and I want to make i

absolutely clear -- public trust uses are one of the things to
considered, but they do not have a preference.

That certain

a negative way, perhaps, to approach some of these things,
that is certainly one thing that can be done.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

we establish preferences -- bei

Devil's Advocate" here, for a moment -- under the Porter Col
Act and o
in

o

r statutes, for water usage.

We have a statute

i

sets forth priorities of water usages.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

Correct.

MR. LITTLEWORTH:
ever truly followed.
irrigation and,

I can't think of any case when

s

The highest is domestic, the next is

in fact,

recreation and other kinds of uses a e

down at the bottom of the list someplace.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

Weren't those preferences attempted to
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be applied during the drought of 1976-1977?
MR. LITTLEWORTH:

Yes.

I think that we've got some

other drought-related statutes which do,

in fact,

set forth more

specific ways in which water is to be allocated during a drought
and, in fact, that has been done.

But, we've got a couple of

other situations out here, besides the water code, which set forth
the priorities.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

Do you think Audubon renders Section

106 meaningless?
MR. LITTLEWORTH:

Well, there is a statement that, at

least, certainly restricts it and limits it.

I think it's goi

too far to say that it renders it meaningless; but, it certainly
begins to change the balance.

But, I think that's where the

Legislature does have some power to act and could begin to put
some more realistic elements and preferences or priorities
to

ther.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

All right.

Are there any

stions?

The next member of our panel is Mr. Gregory Thomas,
Attorney at Law.
MR
the

GREGORY THOMAS:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Members of

ttee.
It's always a daunting assignment to follow Art

Litt ewo th to the podium; but, I'll do the best that I can.
a

He

I are on opposite sides of the Bay-Delta controversy ...
MR. LITTLEWORTH:
MR. THOMAS:

... Be undaunted ...

... and, perhaps, I can point out some of

the differences in our view of the Board's decision.

-29-

By way of personal introduction, I'm a visiting
Professor of Law at UCLA, teaching in the natural resources
environmental field, and also, of course

in administrative law.

I also represent or counsel both non-profit environmental
or

izations and public agencies that are charged wi
nt.

res

We find that they have much in common, in terms of

their limited budgets for paying legal fees.
The entities that we represent really do range ove
br

spectrum, including, at one end, the organizations, su

the Sierra Club and the Audubon Society, and at the other
Trini

County and the five-member San Joaquin Valley Dra na

Program.

The water resource management problems that we're

involved in, that implicate the public trust doctrine, incl
Bay-Delta proceedings that have been alluded to, problems of
managing irrigation water in the San Joaquin Valley, problems
e Trinity River, the Clav
River,

River, the Eel River and

just to give you the current agenda.

So, the public

ctrine is very much a daily part of the legal landsca
deal wi
It should

clear that I have accepted the Commit

invitation to appear here as a practitioner and as an ac
this field, not on behalf of any particular entity that I wor
wi

I want to be particularly clear about that, because

environmental organ zations are still ve
evaluating the staff proposal in the B

much in the proces
Delta proceedings,

would be premature for me to indicate exactly what concerns
ultimately,

they may want to register in Phase II of

-30-

s

proceedings.
What I did want to do today was to comment briefly on
AB 4439, Mr. Waters' bill, which purports to place procedural
structures on the public trust doctrine.
still a matter before the Committee.

I

I

take it that that's

had assumed

I

was going to

be after the speaker from the Chamber, who was going to address
that.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

Yes, but the speaker from the Chamber

was late and we've had to reverse the agenda order.
goi

So, we're

to address that.
Mr. Waters is here.

Actually, the initial reasoni

r

this hearing was because AB 4439 had come before the Committee.

I

felt, frankly, that not enough discussion had taken place for
Committee to render a good judgment on that piece of legislation,
persuaded Mr. Waters to put over the bill.

would hold an

t

i

hearing, and then we could determine, at the next

eg

1

ive ses ion, whether or not he or other folks want

in r

e this legislation, or similar legislation to it.
e initial reason for this interim hearing.

t

t me,
the

Sine

at

ch greater interest has developed, I think, around
lie trust doctrine, and a host of decisions on the

nvironmental and water landscape, as well.
i

I

rt nt

t we have this hearing today.

So, I think it's
Your comments on AB

4439 certainly would be welcomed.
MR. THOMAS:
Seco
ser

Fine.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

ly, I do want to comment on just some initial

ions on how the Bay-Delta water quality proceedings may
-31-

serve as an object lesson to us all on what,

if anything, needs

fixing with this public trust doctrine.
Turning first to AB 4439, as Professor Gould has
indicated, California law is clear that instream uses
non-

tive uses are beneficial uses under the law.
t that now, a

cade and one-half, perhaps, into what s

sometimes referred to as, "The Environmental Era", these ins
values are quite universally recognized in the law, not on
Cali

rnia, but of other western states, as well.
The problem is that these values come to the f

relative

late in the process of allocating water rights,

difficulty that we all face is accommodating these important
entries.
that.

The

lie trust doctrine is California's answer t

And it's too late, I would say, in the political day

realistically challenge the importance or the workabili

f

concept.
It is notable that the proponents of AB 4439
rport to derogate the public trust concept; they inste
to si

ly place some procedural restrictions on it.

I not

April 8, 1988 letter of support from the California
Commerce,

I quote,

"AB 4439 will provide stability

certainty for water rights without substantively changi
courts' public trust in water doctrine."
Well, I want to talk about these problems of
a

uncertainty.

First of all,

it may

that there are two basic ways in whi
ace

ted in t

law -- o

worth just re
instream uses can

two basic approaches in west

-32-

r

at least.
Some states confer on public agencies' appropriative
rights in these instream waters.

Now, that does provide an

element of certainty and predictably that may be beneficial.
problem, of course, is that, because relative priori

The

to water is

a function of the time at which a right is conferred, the
late-coming right, namely these public trust rights, are at a
decided disadvantage.
In California, we really take a different approach.

We

recognize a correlative right in the public resources.
"Correlative" means a right that is balanced on some scale with
other rights.
Now, I would submit that the fact that it's a public
trust right does not mean that vested consumptive ri
are being taken away in any sense.
reco

ts in water

Rather, this doctrine

izes that consumptive rights -- water rights in general

are merely a right to use, not a right to possess, or to own,
water

that right belongs to the people of the State of

California, under the Constitution.

What's more, t

rights in water are highly qualified rights.
of Audubon, and it's the teaching of Racanelli

se pr

rty

That's the teaching
other cases in

lie trust area; they're qualified, and subject to
li

tations on reasonableness of use and on beneficial use, and

t

're qualified by an overriding public interest in the
on-consumptive benefits of rivers, and part of an inalienable

common

ritage.

That's what we mean by a public trust.

Using the public trust approach avoids the problem of
-33-

the temporal subordination of public rights to private
appropriation; but, it does introduce an element of uncertainty,
which AB 4439 pur
correct

rts to fix.

Is the premise of that bill

and how does this bill purport to fix it?
Let's talk for a second about the nature of uncertai

in the
appr

ic trust field:
riate y,

cou

ints out that the public trust doctrine,

ctrine

a

it's a

The National Audubon case, quite

is i

a

rently flexible in its application,

ctrine that expands and grows as the public

rception of environmental values expands and grows.
fi

i

conce

It'

not

Now, is this bad?

I would submit to you that this evolution and growth in
l

values

in environmental laws to accommodate and protect

them is really universal.
environmental le
Toxics

1 regimes:

ink,

ess a sage on this subject than Professor Sacs,

ve

uncertain

ill
t

Sacs,

nating statement on

is issue of

ject the Committee to.

Let me quote Professor

, "We must put aside the dominating idea that the

lega

tern is to

st

ili

re

ir

designed, essentially, to institutionalize

securi

Pr

bly nothi

is more urgently

in environmental management than institutions

controlled i

s ability.

to

the r

a

wi
rds.

s,

I always subject my students to, and therefore,

feel entit ed to

st

The Air Acts, The Water Acts, The

stance Control Acts, and so on.
No

I

We find it in all of the important

r

Environmental law is principally nee

idly changing world, one of rising public

In such a world, the old idea of a stable and
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pred ct

a to

e

agency

11 then be fixed a

dec
desi

es

to

ze ar ange

st b

is preci ely what is nee de

t

central

ature.

We see
reflected in

tiati

then ungue t on a le fo

es ly outdated.

is

tiently ne

ix

A

solutions that

years

e

ni

es
cure

s

for a mi

even

e

is

II

is benefit of uncertai
water ethic that's now cal

re s
0

in

Yes.

MR. THOMAS:
n we're

ali

allocation of pr

wi

CHAIRMAN COSTA:
MR. THOMAS:

t

inter

r

Okay.

But

is a p

what I do want to say is t

t of an evolution in the

environme t,

ac

t, part cu a

t at all.

don t d sagree w th

uncertai

That's certainly ri

hat

ed.

t

t

ic

t not to be cut off, it

s

ace

tion t

t

want to t

I

a

pr

lem

ink, from the standpoint of

I

CHAIRMAN COSTA:
the

'

b

ause what Mr. Waters was att

s

I

... I'm just wondering
ti

t

to try to bring some certainty in a change in law ...
MR. THOMAS

... Sure ...

r a
uncertain
ce t

to bri
jecti

So, by t

t

in

on

very nature,

, it seems to me

you woul

e.
t want to go t

MR.
is:
to

s

new

at I

t

aling

r
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n su

p

are more time-

are i

thi

r

maki
of this b 1

a

far.

Let

riate

r

st some that I

c i ve.

at's not produc ive as an a
r

t

on-mak ng

ie

are

e al ocati

de

s ons --

r

a h
ar
ch

d

a f

those who seek to vindicate the publ c
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really do find highly objectionable.
This bill would deny access to those entities that
purport to speak for the public trust, instead dele

ting that

responsibility to the Attorney General, but not requiring that the
Attorney General actually act as
these tribunals.

public's repres ntative in

The Attorney General is given

do so, or to not do so.

discretion to

In the event that the Attor

decides not to act on behalf of the public, ano

General

r layer of

uncertainty is actually interjected, because what the bill does is
then provide for a complex set of criteria, under which the
Attorney General evaluates what group might step forwa

to speak

for the public, and that is a decision that's made in an
adversarial context where other groups that wish to be nominated
contend.

The decision is subject to judicial review.

are excluded, no matter how strong their interest

1 others

or how serious

their diversion from the selected public representative.
thi
standi

that

is is out of keepi

with

rn c

ce

I do

ions of

and of due process.
The other features of the bill

even wo se.

would seem to insulate consumptive water ri

s

rom any balancing

with public values for periods of from 10 to 40 years.
possibly combines the worst features of each of
that I've talked about to protecting inst

am

of all, subordinates the public interest in
those of the private use of resource interest.
that adjustments, when they come, will come
gradually, as the public needs are identified.
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It

This

two approaches
alues.

It, first

lie resources to
t

also assures

large changes, not

F nally,
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is bill i
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showings,
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ized, are quite severe.

to prove

ter right

of neg igible val
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o
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MR. THOMAS:

So, it amounts
ssible for

Okay.

Why don't we move on.

Let me talk about
should

s in whi

ace

te, on the basis of temporal priority, is now
to

s
Boa

t

t

ec

on

sc rei

is

e s

e
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o one

reall ca
f
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rom a 1

izes uses.
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to a

re.

It is too late in the political
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e t
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ce some un ertaint

c
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es or enterprises in reliance on past
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esponsib y
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a

wi h

is

for water to

ecological resources is certainly a use,

tl

to se i

invested

eco

n the stream;
1

e

pr

faces.

not a user of

certain

ted:

here is really one of allocative

ssible answer is to conve t

t

is

problem is that a resource that was once abundant

to

overt

ay.

ing wi

e

t

ized.

it seems to me, can

issue

replac

t makes it almost i

CHAIRMAN COSTA:

justice.

Taken

consumptive water ri

could easily

u e

public trust to be

uncertain

a

amount to requiring the public representa i

y

1 o

criteria,

t would have to be made, in order to

nterest

together

to an

ses burdens of proof on the

pr

em?

Well, the time-tested answer,

I think, that comes from a variety

of areas of environmental law, is to "divide the pie", holding in
reserve enough to allow for future contingencies; that is,
apportion public trust initially with sufficient quantities to
meet reasonably projected expansion in the public's interest in a
quality environment, and to accommodate new data on public trust
resources and the degree of protection that they may require.

Put

another way, the burden of proof -- and therefore, the burden of
uncertainty -- should lie on consumptive users.
I want to turn to the Bay-Delta proposal, and draw from
that some object lessons to illustrate these points ...
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

... All right.

But, on that point--

before you leave -- you would then disagree with Mr. Littleworth's
comment that public trust uses should also be included in a
management approach?

I refer to the comment that

California

Water Ethic must also include the management of public trust uses,
and that concept must embrace considerations that involve
consumptive uses as a part of that management.
MR. THOMAS:

It may be correct to say

t

e

reasonable-use doctrine applies to all beneficial uses,
consumptive and non-consumptive.

That does not, however, in my

judgment, mean that the fish and other public trust assets in the
estuary -- for instance,

in the San Francisco Estuary -- can be

maintained simply through artificial devices, such as hatcheries,
or, in the case of Suisun Marsh, overland water delivery systems,
in lieu of water.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

How about when it comes to the
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protection of a species of fish that's not native to Calif
MR. THOMAS:

It happens to be the case that

S

Francisco Estuary is a highly-altered ecosystem these
of the fish species are, in fact,
CHAIRMAN COSTA:
cate

introduced.

California could fall under

t

ry.
MR. THOMAS:

t

s

That's right, but the important

int

t it is still an ecosystem; it's still a functioning or

whole ...
CHAIRMAN COSTA:
MR. THOMAS:

... There's no question ...

... that's valued by the pe

le,

i

needs to be protected, whether those species be native are no
But if I may, let me turn to some features of
Bay-Delta proposal ...
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

... Since we've touched upon

t,

please go ahead.
MR. THOMAS:

The question really is whether or no

Board, or the staff of the Board, in proposing the water
plan, ind cates that there is a crisis in the application o
lie trust doctrine that ought to stimulate action by
Legislature.

And I would submit that, quite the contrary

not the case.
The plan considered five alternative levels of
protection for the public trust resources,
levels
re noth

sted

ranging from

the testimony, to a no-action alternative

at all would be done.

middle judicious course.

It actually recomme

That course reflects no change in
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average annual level of exports from the estuary.
repeating:
estuary.

That's worth

No diminution in the level of exports from the
Now, this is to be compared with what

Board acknowledges,

evidence, the

indicates would be the optimal level of

protection of the public trust resources.

t

would have

required delta outflows of more than 7 million acre-feet, in
addition to those that have been historically experienced.
So, in other words, the public trust resource in this
decision is giving up some 7 million acre-feet over optimal
protection to accommodate the very concerns that generated AB
4439.

It would require an increase in delta outflows for April

through July, through conjunctive use of service and ground water,
and re-operation of the Central Valley Water facilities.
It does set flow standards; but, these flow standards
are set only to protect salmon and the striped bass fishery.
Moreover, the level of protection is not sufficient to restore the
fishery to its pre-project levels.

The reason is that, to do so,

would require increases in San Joaquin River flows,

such that some

existing consumptive uses would have to be curtailed.
not appear to be reasonable, says the decision.

is does

In other words,

the balance is struck, such that optimal consumptive uses are
preserved, in order to preserve a sub-optimal flow for the public
trust resources.
The decision also retreats from the level of protection
provided in the earlier 1978 decision, it appears, for Suisun
Marsh, that D-1485 prescribed a measuring point in the Western
Marsh that provided substantial benefits to the tidal marsh.
41-

This

new opinion does not incorporate that.
The decision does acknowledge the need to take a gl
view of the estuary in keeping with the Racanelli decision
is to say, to consider protection, not just for the Delta, but
San Francisco Bay itself.

But, significantly, in the end,

Board declines to set standards to protect the Bay,
notwithstanding extensive testimony on the public trust value
the Bay.

The information presented, this decision says, did

provide an adequate connection between physical changes in
Bay, due to inflows and beneficial uses in the Bay.

The

presented was judged insufficient, as a basis for a water
objective.

Further studies should be performed to address t

concerns.
Well, the decision does a couple of other things
are notable:

It redefines the ''water-year" classification in

a way that less water would be provided in the second of two
years" to the estuary, which may create a problem with the
resiliencies of the living systems there to respond to two
years" back-to-back; and, notably, it provides for a water
conservation ethic

r the consumptive users.

This water conservation ethic assumes a modest degre
water conservation, about four percent of existing consumptive
agricultural uses in the area receiving Bay-Delta water.
efficiency improvements alone,

F

it does not consider cropping

changes, or retirement of marginally productive agricultural
and it does not consider the effect of price reforms.
The efficiency improvements would cost between $25 and
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$40 per acre-foot of water conserved.

This may be far less than

the cost-effective conservation potential, considering either
marginal cost of new supply, or the market value o

salvaged

water, the point being that the Water Conservation Ethic that's
called for is to be regarded as an important new devel

nt, but

probably far from the degree of the amount of water conservation
potential that exists in export water.
The one thing that the Board did correctly, in our
judgment, quite clearly, was to recognize that there are public
trust values in the estuary that go beyond simply protecti
fish and the fishery.

the

It did, at least, implicitly recognize that

the entire life-support web, if you will, is a part of the
protectable public trust resources; but, in the end, it declined
to articulate standards for any of the resources, other than the
fish, because it found that there were significant, scientific
uncertainties in the record.
Having taken as much time as I have,

I

ss

I

want to close with the observation that this Board, in

ly

si

aling

with uncertainties, essentially took the kind of conservative
approach that I think would please the water contractors.
the evidence was less than convincing:

Well,

It did not articulate

standards; it certainly did not take away water from consumptive
users.
I think an argument can be made -- and probably will be
made, in Phase II of the proceedings -- that in circumstances like
this, a way of building certainty into the allocation of water
rights is to proceed by resolving uncertainties in favor of
-43-

protection of the public trust resources, and to build into
sta

rds, as they're set, an ample margin of safety.

tha , the Board can avoid exactly what

s been indicated a

concern.

It can avoid

will

to be revisited years later, and once again
r

prospect that the same water ri

lie

, or new
pro e tion need

In

rception of environmental values

ta comes in, indicating that levels of
o be increased.

CHAIRMAN COSTA:
I'm goi

Mr. Thomas, thank you.

to give you an opportunity to correct

yourself, if you so desire.

You made references toward

in terms of the recommendations that have been made in
se.

As I read i

,

it is the staff that has made

recommendations in the first phase.

The Board has not determi

yet how they choose to act upon those recommendations.
to use

f

se interchangeably,

You

I don't know if that was

intent or not.
MR. THOMAS:

Your point is well taken.

I

beli

technically correct.

It may be said in this case, however,

t

rentl

Board itself,

s engaged in

ite a

r o

closed session deliberations on the evidence, and I surmise
that that this document reflects, to a considerable extent
views of

Board

rs, as well.

CHAIRMAN COSTA:
MR. THOMAS:

t

may or

not be the case.

We'll soon know.

CHAIRMAN COSTA:

We will soon know on Phase I .

're correct on that point.
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Mr. Waters has a comment he'd like to make.
ASSEMBLYMAN WATERS:

It's not a question; it's a

statement, Mr. Chairman.
First of all, I want to thank you for holding this
hearing today.

I don't think there's any doubt as to the

importance and the intensity of this issue.

It has been debated,

over and over again.
I should tell you that I introduced this issue last
spring, knowing full well that it would create somewhat of an
emotional response, and I certainly was not disappointed in this.
My purpose, however, was to raise the issue, and the importance of
this issue, to all of those interests that are out there.

And

believe me, there are a lot of them out there who recognize that
the water right challenge procedures, under the public trust
doctrine, needed some review and some reformulation, if you will.
There are some flaws in there, and we certainly need to recognize
the need to provide those public agencies with some element of
confidence and certainty that, once approved and permitt

, those

projects can operate as planned, at least through their repayment
period.

That's an important statement, because you can leave

someone high and dry out there.

I don't know how you can expect

people to build projects under circumstances that now exist.
It is an important issue, and certainly, we need some
certainty in that water rights loss, so that these repeated
these very frivolous

- or

claims do not jeopardize public financing

for these projects.
And in doing this, we definitely need to ensure that the
-45-

public trust doctrine is upheld.

intent of

sp r t
no ar

I

nt with that, but if we don't resolve a way to

satisfactorily, the taxpayers are the ones who are going to
out.

Clearly 1 they're

financi

ing to lose by having to pay

for a water project without planned water and

revenues when a water right is limited by such a public trus
claim.
feel very str

I

dollars
of

ly that the protection of

i

t are invested in a water project, and the protec
financial integrity of our local governments and at

public a

ncies, need the same equal consideration as an el

of

lie trust, as do the water rights issues.
And, Mr. Chairman, again, I just want to thank

holding a hearing on this very controversial issue.
think

t

n I intr

right out of

re.

certainly ask

r

Again

I

ced this bill, I didn't expect it

It does ne

a lot of work, and I waul

lp to possibly refine this bill, to mak

wo kable in some way, where we can, indeed, protect those
who

made these investments in a project.
t

rs me --

ones

r

That's the

n, the taxpayers of this state will

ing to suffer.

We've got to somehow eliminate

of those frivolous claims that are being applied.
some i
w

as,

If you

'd sure like to hear about them -- from all o

nesses.
I

want to thank the witnesses, too, on behalf of

Cha rman, for coming here and trying to unravel this very c
issue.
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MR. THOMAS:

The one thing I might say about that, if

you'll permit me, Mr. Waters -- perhaps, I didn't say it as
clearly as I wished to, in my testimony -- is that

if you look at

the Bay-Delta proceedings as a indication of whether or not there
is reason for concern about investments and public facilities
being frustrated through application of the public trust doctrine,
the conclusion that you have to draw is that there's no problem
that needs to be fixed.

And what I would suggest to you is

that ...
ASSEMBLYMAN WATERS:

. .. I think you'll get an argument

on that, sir.
MR. THOMAS:

Well, we'll be arguing about it during

Phase II and Phase III of these hearings.

But, at least, until

there has been an opportunity to engage in that argument, I
certainly think it would be premature for the Legislature to move,
particularly with a bill as draconian as this one.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

So, you're saying, in effect, that we

should not take any action for two years.
MR. THOMAS:

I say that what the Legislature should

continue to do is monitor the applications of the public trust
doctrine.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:
for the next year or so.
MR. THOMAS:

You're saying that we should do nothi
We do that well.

Including in this context.

it

that there will be no need to move for much longer than two years,
if at all.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

Well, that may be.
-47-

I would s

that

there are a lot of folks who are concerned out

re -- peop e

have appropriative rights --with the staff's recommendati
the first phase.

And to say that that doesn't exist, I t

res a lot of public sentiment that's taking place

i

Mr. Littleworth, you had a statement or a comme
wanted to make.
MR. LITTLEWORTH:
that Mr.

s

Let me just respond to the las

about the fact that we haven't seen

problem in this uncertainty field, and have facilities wh
aren't being used.
This staff plan now gives Southern California 7
acre-feet of water.

We hold, in Southern California, state

contracts to 2.4 mi lion acre-feet of water.

so, basically,

getting about a third of what that project has been built
that's really to say that that investment is wasted, and it
s

ld

project,

been

ilt that

-- a tremendous impact on

f this were to stay the way it is now propos
But, I think there are some real problems in

application of the staff recommendations.

Here, the sta

think, using other reasons to reach -- other legal reason
reach

se lar

allocations for instream flow; but,

try to reach them through the public trust doctrine, as wel .
But

whi

ver way you get, there are some real problems

f c lities and projects
there -- and so forth.
st

ili

ich have been

ilt -- a

And there certainly ought to

to protect the fiscal integri
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

some

of those project

Some would argue, Mr. Littlewor
-48-

one of the jobs of the Board is to balance -- if I understood you
correctly.
MR. LITTLEWORTH:
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

Yes.
Many of my environmental friends would

argue that all of the balancing thus far has been on the back of
the environmental resources, without much attention being
addressed toward those resources.

How would you describe that

balancing as needing to take place?
MR. LITTLEWORTH:

I'm aware that they believe that the

environmental resources have not received a fair share in
past, and that's the reason that we ought to roll things back, so
to speak.

If you look at the evidence in that case, though, I

think two things are apparent:

One is that you can do a lot to

improve salmon, without large amounts of water, and without the
enormous spring flows.

When you can accomplish the same kind of

result, more economically, in terms of water usage, it seems to me
that that has got to be part of our system.
Secondly, if you look at what we're going to buy for our
money with the high spring flows for striped bass,

ere's really

very thin evidence that we're going to get very much for it.
only place where there was much agreement about striped bass, is
that we would improve the situation, if we built some facilities
in the Delta; if we did that, everybody seemed to agree, there
would be improvement.

It wasn't in large flows, but it was,

really, that the consensus of the evidence was more in terms of
accomplishments through facilities.
ASSEMBLYMAN WATERS:

If we would build a full-service
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Auburn Dam, that would help too, wouldn't it?
MR. LITTLEWORTH:

That would help.

ASSEMBLYMAN WATERS:
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

I had to get that in, Mr. Cha

I know you had to get that in.

I

you were looking for your chance.
Gentlemen, would you please stay here?
I'd like to have the other two parts of the panel
Walt Pettit and Mr. Bob Potter

come up before us, to give

some public policy perspective.
Walt Pettit is the Chief of the Division of Water
for the State Water Resources Control Board, a group of
have been much in discussion this morning.

You'll be speaki

the Chief of the Division of Water Rights.
MR. WALT G. PETTIT:
CHAIRMAN COSTA:
we're talking

That's true, Mr. Chairman.

You'll make sure to reference

t staff, and when we're talking about

MR. PETTIT:

I'll try and keep that very clear.

an issue I'm faced with constantly.
Mr. Littleworth and Mr. Thomas have already
number of the points that I was going to make ...
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

... Good, you can go right to

of it, then ...
MR. PETTIT:

... and I guess it's significant,

to which we agree with them both.

I've passed out some wri

copies of my prepared text, and I'll t

and go through it as

quickly as I can.
Board has implemented policies which have also
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served to implement the public trust doctrine for many years.

In

specific regard to the Bay-Delta, the Court of Appeal in the
Racanelli decision said that the Board, in its 1978 decision,
complied with the public trust doctrine, as described in the Mono
Lake case, even though the Board didn't refer to

public trust

-- and the decision was five or six years before the Mono Lake
decision.
We believe that the previous decisions, with respect to

I

the Delta, have also complied with the public trust, although they
relied on other legal theories.

The point that I'd like to make

is that the public trust does not add significantly to the Board's
authority to put terms and conditions on water rights permits and
licenses.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

I see you agree with some of the

earlier statements that, if there were not a public trust doctrine
today, you'd still be contemplating the same decisions.
MR. PETTIT:

Yes.

And like the requiremen s

of the existing statutes, the public trust also requir s
decisions be balanced and reasonable, in light of t

orne

r
t

t

rticular

circumstances.
Some of the other laws we've applied in the

st inc

the provision that's about 30 years old now, that recognizes fish
and wildlife as beneficial use, a
uses in decisions.

requires protection of those

The protection of the public interest is a

long-term activity of the Board in its decision making.
Since the early 1970's, the California Environmental
Quality Act has required a consideration of alternatives that is
-51-

very analogous to the public trust balancing.

The constitut

prohibition against waste and unreasonable use has also be
effect since 1928.

And because of that prohibition agains

wasteful use, we have routinely included a continuing au
term in water rights permits and licenses.

The Board als

reserved jurisdiction and permits in many cases -- Mr. L

t

alluded to that earlier -- to make amendments, particularl
certain aspects of the situation are unknown at the time
permits are issued.

Those reserved jurisdiction terms are

when a permit is licensed.
Under the public trust, we consider that the s
trustee.

When it makes a decision concerning public tru

resources, it must balance those resource values with the
developmental interests and protect the resources, if it's
feasible and reasonable.

The Board deploys the public t

projects involving navigable waters

projects which cou

navigable waters -- and the fisheries.
About the only major change attributable to t
Lake case and the elucidation of the public trust doctri
ople can now petition the Board to undertake statutory
adjudications to include consideration of public trust resou
Many people have suggested that before the Mono Lake deci
established rights were untouchable.
retained continuing authority, as
the water rights

I

However, t

Boa

mentioned a moment

rmits and licenses, to modify them in

interest of the public welfare, to prevent waste and rea
use on reasonable method of diversion.
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I have included, as Attachment 1 to this write-up, a
copy of the Board's current continuing authority term.

is

version includes language, and it is intended to comply with the
requirements of the Mono Lake case.

It's included in all new

permits and licenses, and it's inserted in
that have an older version, whenever t

ts

icenses

come up for review for

any other reason.
In practice, the Board has not yet modified a water
right, solely on the basis of public trust authority.

We ve

responded to a number of complaints that were filed, which sought
greater protection for fishery resources, and typically, they cite
public trust as one of the bases for the Board action
potential bases of board action.

or

Some of these cases are still

ongoing; others have been concluded.

But, the actions taken, to

date, have been based upon agreed-upon solutions, or continuing
jurisdiction, to modify terms that were included in the original
permits.

As I stated before, other bases exist for taking

same actions as the public trust doctrine requires.
the specific situation, with res

ct to t

B

And I

believe

lta, is pret

much the same as the general situation I've just outlined.
In handing down its decision on the Delta water right
cases, the appellate court

the Racanelli decision -- said the

Board had done a couple of things wrong or inc
1978 decision.

letely in its

For example, the Court said that the Board had to

adopt water quality objectives that reasonably protect all
beneficial uses of water, whether those objectives can be met
entirely through conditioning water ri

-53-

ts or not.

This point is

based on water quality statutes, not the public trust.
The Court also said that the Board should make
rights holders share the burden of meeting the objectives,
just the Central Valley Project and the State Water Pr je
Therefore, the Board has vehicles for modifying Delta
requirements.

The existing permits of the state project

federal project were heavily conditioned when they were i
because there were a lot of uncertainties and a lot of
studies.
It's unlikely, at this point, that the next Boa
decision on the Delta will impose any conditions that
solely on the public trust.

And I was going to give you a s

report on a couple of reports we've released fairly recentl
I think you've probably already heard about them.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:
reports.

I think we're familiar

Speaking of those reports,

th

I have a question:

stated in the last page of your statement, in the first
the Court also said that the Board should make all water
rights holders share the burden of meeting objectives, no
the federal and the state projects.

My reading of the

salinity report talks about cutbacks to correct reverse f
problems, as it relates to salinity in the Delta,

i

fisheries, particularly striped bass and salmon.
that is that the changes in flow patterns, those in

i

would not be pumping from certain periods of the year, and
affected, principally, the CVP and the State water Proje
in reading your statement here, it seems that you're s
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the staff is recommending reduction in flows for eve
their spigot out there.

Would that include munici

others who have water rights?

I haven't re

report, and I'm just wondering.

Ma

MR. PETTIT:

I

be seen.

It could.

who has
lit
to

t

I've overl

ked

hi

think t

i

But, the thrust of the recommendation -- a

it's necessary to comply with the appellate court

t

we think
cision

that this burden be spread much more broadly than it
the past.

s

s

is
en in

And the example might be the upstream "diverte s",

particularly the upstream large storage projects of
entities -- either municipalities, irrigation districts
rights holders -- who have built facilities in

r

0

th

or prior
San

Joaquin and Sacramento valleys, and who presently have no
obligation to meet any Delta standards at all.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:
MR. PETTIT:

Yes.

And we considered

t

r

that we have to look at the possibility of assi

told us

in

t

burden to those ...
CHAIRMAN COSTA:
MR. PETTIT:

Well, that seems on

t?

It seems to

quantities of water that you all

d to ... We

e

e

t

this time, to define where those quantities of water come from.
In the Sacramento side of the system, for ex

if t

responsibility were apportioned, on some basis, through

t th

entire Sacramento valley, other folks would have to help the
Department of Water Resources and the Bureau meet
flows.
-55-

se spring

t

CHAIRMAN COSTA:
MR. PETTIT:

And the same on t

The same on

S

Tuolumne, the Stanislaus, the Merced, and s
rivers.

And from our standpoint,

we'

t

s

, at this point, is to tak

see if it's within the realm of

ssibi i

flows could be produced.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:
"thi

", or wi

how

So,

their c

've
ter

could work these flow patterns

objectives, but you haven't made a

de

where that would all come from, or whose
wou

amending.
MR. PETTIT:

That's correct.

comfortable, but it looks like
could

done.

we all

t comfortable, to

re'

We we

a

But, as was r

as a staff report for consideration.
t off on it.

And we, frankly, ne

as to how feasible some of
CHAIRMAN COSTA:
few

se a
Ok

l

ings for us.

a , M .

Why don't you have a
M
s

e

Potter, De
ak br efly on

ty Director of th
public poli y

become crystallized in ever
deali

wi

ne s m

, as we discuss
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t,

fits the Bay-Delta proceedings before the State Board.
MR. ROBERT G. POTTER:

Thank you, Assembl

Costa.

The Department is not prepared to make
comprehensive response to the staff draft

sort of

an, at

is

it will probably be some time before we can make a
assessment.

So, what I'll do here, this morning,

int, and

omprehensive
is to si

make some observations on the report, and I might no e

ly
t

I did

spend a good part of a delightful weekend wading thr

330

pages and eight chapters.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:
MR. POTTER:

It makes for delightful readi

I don't purport to understa

it; but, I

can say that I've read it.
The report significantly and comprehensively overhauls
the D-1485 plan -- the existing plan.

It makes major changes in

Delta outflow, major changes in Delta export

imitations, and

provides, as was mentioned earlier, a large block of water in
spring for fish.

There is a whole additional serie

water quality criterion that are set forth in t
objectives.

Operational objectives, such as

of c

p
e

flow
i

take over operation of the Bureau's Delta Cross
near as I

n a

lly,

tes

l

as

can determine.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:
MR. POTTER:

Who takes over the ... ?

... Well, the plan purports to

modify the way those Cross Channel gates have o

adica ly

rated,

historically.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

The federal government,

recognizes the state's ability to set those standards

-57-

r

COA,
and the

r

t

Is t

those standards.
. POTTER

Yes.

I'm s

l

tandard setting.

t not corr
i

There's a

le series of

ere s a
n eve

i

e

beneficial use

e, incl

ing specific

Bureau Cross

anne

an i

e we

t

p

ard Mr. Pett

e.

plan; but, the plan does
rations will be af

r

lt, if not impossible,
la

ck int

te
r us

o

i

t the plan is

t

as we evol

'

lement d.
tantial ef
ve

r

r

major water

t

plan would

a

s

e a

ecommendations

t were

not all of our recomme
different picture o
eas d at the
ter Plan.
e maj

r is

The plan purpo t
~58-

o

in
1

annual exports from the Delta level, through the

ar 2010.

At

the same time, it greatly reduces exports in the spring
region time-frame, which is, of course, why you

summer

ild a water

project -- to provide spring and summer flows.
It assumes a 1 million acre-foot re

tion

agricultural demand, between now and the year 201 ,

i

substantial departure from our planning documents.
1.4 million acre-foot per year increase in ur

is a
assumes a

I

conserva ion

reclamation by the year 2010, which is also a majo
the future.

The recommendations in the staff pla

ture from
ire a

wou

total "re-operation" of all the major reservoirs in
Valley Basin, and extensive new conjunctive-use i
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

Central
t

tives.

Would you go as far to

that it

includes, not only those reservoirs that are current y
operated by the state and the federal entities,

i

tho e that are

being operated by municipalities, as well as local water
districts?
MR. POTTER:

The draft plan certainly s

s

suggests that, as an initial undertaking ...

r

reservoirs, if memory serves me correctly,
acre-feet of capacity.

r

The plan suggests

t

place to start -- with that list of 31 in the

ntral

1

reservoirs.
As

I

said, it's not at all clear

objectives of the plan can be accomplished.
a greatly different future

0

us

-59-

he

It certainl

water future -- tha

last planning document.

a

we

epicts
in our

RMAN COSTA:
;

On

int ... I

t

haven't had a chance

I

t

... fan entity municipality had thre
were 100,000 acre-feet, of
tal

i

, 200,000 acre-feet

s

rposes of the staff's re

0

MR. POTTER:

don't think

I

t

t question into the plan.
si

ne

suggest that

reservoirs and make the

r

se

are in excess of 100, 00
i

ss the main thing that I'm
e

a continuation of the phase of this plann
come

rough, or a substantial le
ocess, is inevi
gi

t
p

d

e in

to sort out the i

lica

at all obvious to me

oject, if we are in fact to
orne thing li e three

rters

the Delta diversions.
COSTA:
d

If you re

r

the staff ... You s

e ... ?

. POTTER:

... That' s

ima

a re-feet ...
IRMAN COSTA:

. .. Hav
-60-

your fo

Department been able to do any quick math on

c

cu

out whether or not you could continue to pay for
MR. POTTER:

we've made,

1 ver fu

it just means that

p i

gone up by a factor of several fold,
contractors.

e of

I would a surne,

We collect on a basis of
regardless of whether we

CHAIRMAN COSTA:

facilitie
liver

So, the price of

increase?
MR. LITTLEWORTH:

There is, ultimatel

behind the state contracts, to prevent a defaul
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

So, you'll be

le

way or the other?
MR. POTTER:

I don't know what

ns

Project moves beyond the point of its customers'
don't have the capacity to pay.
that

int.

fully, we

But, we have the institutional mec

remain whole.
That's really about all I had to s
do think that it's going to take a 1

time t

out.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

Has

he Depar

in the last year or two, on the public tr
MR. POTTER:
another; but,
that issue.

ct?

Well, the way that our

work, we get paid, whether or not we
Unfortunately,

to

I'm sure t

t we hav

I can't recall a specifi

ng

We've been, of course, very awa e

-61-

i

r

t ine, and keenly interested in the
ction to it and, of course, the
it.

RMAN COSTA:

Well

have pr

t

reas

ced the

. POTTER:

lleti

... Yes ...

RMAN COSTA
si

thers,

water mana

all of

in

nt plan, t

e various regions o
f

se

0

lie trust
on, or contemplati
r ate

a

flexible environment that Mr.
. POTTER
f

s

re are a series o

those issue .

re

I certai 1

be

n'

water i

st

rtment of Water Re
wa e
ould work
ne

tiations

a ste

in a ba anc
was not an
COSTA:

at

Well,

ic ted
i

of "certai

it
62

0

least, indicated that it might be preferable.

He

s talking

about environmental law; I don't want to take it c

ly out of

context.
MR. POTTER:

Well,

just one

serva

t

area ... I don't know what this will mean, 1

t

a long time in the Suisun Marsh, negotiating
going to do there.

We ended up, after several

negotiations, with a document that was si

•

wer

ed

tment

the Bureau of Reclamation, the Suisun Marsh Resour
District, and the Department of Fish and Game,
thought it represented a good, negotiated res

tion
e

se

ly

o p ot

t

the Marsh and protecting the project.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

It was an agreement

r

signed off on.
MR. POTTER:

It was an agreement

The Board saw fit to, basically, modi

si
n

t

this decision, which has some interest
future.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:
questions:

Which brings me

which the Department has issued, but in
Director Kennedy and others who have
years, you've attempted to set forth a

d
en invo
i

improving water quality in various regions o
improving the supply at the same time.

n,

1

First of all, not only under

You

las
l

e
step

approach that deals with facilities, not on y i
elsewhere in the state -- the Kern County water

-63-

cili

rs, to name but a few.

and o

I'm wondering, wi

the s

tions that were issued two weeks ago, how you

re

recommendations,

t

es

a ste

li

e

in comparison to the Department's

tt

step approach, to provide water r

e

needs of the state.

I, personally, would believe

MR. POTTER:
strategies and

roa

a

riate in

1

i

appr

t

are

s we've used historical
future.
is morn

int was made earlier

as

or not people were willing to invest in an environment
unce tainty; I think that's the key.

If we lose

our water users -- that we understand our system,
t's capable of, and that we know what the

t we
nefi

an increment to the system will be ... If we lose their con
in

t process,

we

't

f

el

n the uncertainty has set us

ck

ople can come to grips with living on a

and

s kind of "mushy", then I

think

used will continue to

t
r

p

ria e

state's water delivery system.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:
ecomme
roa

Could

implement the Boa

and still proceed with your s

ions

making any changes?
MR. POTTER:

stem is
for a

e of,

I'm at a point
right now.

I

stantial period of time.

t

I

c rt

n

' t know t

t

think we' 1
Until we work our

I could answer

-64-

ere I don't

hat

stion w

f

s

CHAIRMAN COSTA:

This is the last

rt

It seems to me that we have two "arms" of

stion:

f

state

nrnent

that have complementing responsibilities; bo

p

idi

the proper management and the protection of ou

e ,

and attempt -- in spite of what uncertainties

pl n for

t

the long-term needs of the people -- not only

re

today, but the people who we project will live
years.

It seems to me that it has become very

next 50
ous

last

two weeks that these two different "arms" of gover

t

eem

to be communicating very well with one another.
Might you have any suggestions, as we

as

of this process, as to how the Department

rd, as

well as the Department of Fish and Game, and other ,
communicate better?

II

1

It seems to be that "the ri

know what the left hand is doing."

Am

I

t

incorre

t

statement?
MR. POTTER:

I

wouldn't touch

t ...

guess what I would ... I heard you ask for a
we could better communicate ... rnidway al
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

... Yes,

I

ink tha

question ... (LAUGHTER) .. .
MR.

POTTER:

... I guess

one thi

is that this plan that we have in front of us

s
f

assumptions, goals and objectives; nowhere in it i
analysis that demonstrates that what is there is
would think that, because of that, the next pro
the next step is -- is going to take a lot of ti
-65-

1 .

I

er
re s

going to

to be a lot of detailed, specific discussi
ri

to

sf

t

of

us to the point where we have

plan really means.

c

lis

Well,

I

Director

ri

t

we're

I

i

t

te

the Department begins to talk wi
to

t

t's

m not sure of

nk that it's very important --

I

t

I'm not sure that

d.

CHAIRMAN COSTA:
t

f

gree you're enga

s start

, at

is

n less than two months ... Is

t

lking about an issue of tremendous importance to

in

s state, whe

r you're an environmentalist or a

or a farmer, or a

rson living in the city.

ions are going to have a treme

i

se staff
s i

c '

relate, not just simply to the public trust doctrine,
we try

provide a sound public policy, and at
e

rce

si le for deali
as

with this

r alize

t

ing to wor
is

ci

ssue are worki

... I

as

realize that there are

re are s

cifi

together with a 1 the

pr

t

r

r

rties who a

ssue.
MR. POTTER:

t

t

led; but, we're still talk

s mat er is

in

ncie

Well, we ...

CHAIRMAN COSTA:

a t

a

ght.

MR. POTTER:

ro

r

in this state.
sn't seem like all of

I

to

I

certainly agr e.

in the process that led t
-66-

We

e full

the plan that

1

didn't have as much influence as I would like to
had ... (LAUGHTER) ... We won't "pick up our marbles and

home

we'll be there.
I do believe, though, because of the
of the plan, in terms of demonstrating its i

a

ic

s

ct

e

systems, or demonstrating how an operation could achieve
there, that the whole thing has got to slow down.

jus

I

think we're going to get there by April, in terms of
definitively describe the impact of all of

is.

t's
't
e to

i

I'

certain

from what I've heard here today, that the Board ha

a

that would be what I would consider engineeri

i

r tions t

t

would demonstrate that the thing works.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

Very interesting.

Any other comments, by any of

gentl me

£

rs

the panel, this is your last "crack" at it, now.
MR. PETTIT:

Mr. Chairman, ...

CHAIRMAN COSTA:
MR. PETTIT:

... Yes ...

... I would like to comment

e o

things.
There have been a number of statements
the plan does and doesn't do;

I

don't think this i

which you would like to get into an ar
couple of the things,

t

t

n

nt on t

think, do represent some

ta

but, there are a couple more general points that

to

I

Mr. Littleworth, for instance, su

est d

proposed "water ethic" be amended -- or expanded

-67-

k

t

- to inc

reference to the fact that the public trust conside

i

a
need to

and reasonably met, along with all

1

0

om

st

int, looking back at it, I

ink I

can speak for the Board, for certain, in

rta nly agrees to that.
d dn't

t

That may have

nk

t

en so

it down; but, we think that all

benefi ial uses, including the public trust uses,
je

to

t kind of balancing, and

to

to meet t

crite i

eness.

e

regard to effects on the integrity of
i

I

that's why I mentioned earlier that the staff is

interested, and needs to get the feedback from the
De

rt es

rtment, because there wasn't any way that we could,
recision we would like, assess the implications o

t

se recommendations.

feas ble,

t
an

t's wor

s

We need that feedback to decide

isn'

asible.

t destr

I

cannot envision

the integri

of

j

r

t

, I'm comfortable with sayi

t, on

Boar
i

I

that we certainly have no

step process

t

Department and o

Coordinated Operations
ta

re

nt

rs

s

reement,

i

at about

Suisun

t was reached?
MR. PETTI :

-- or,

st

t of the state's water planni
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

some

sire to

t

We changed that,

t we'll have to look at.

recomme

in one

ct; that s

We accepted the

d acceptance of the Agreement.

-68-

es

We,

in e

re
t,

changed the "water-year" criteria, to make i
other "water-year" criteria.

The effec

s s
t

t

f

will be less years that are declared "dry

t

with

t

here

a

that the "dry-year relaxations" would come i
So, in one sense, the Agreement
essence, it will put an additional bur

s

n

n on

cause

of the change in "year-type" criteria.

a ,

another factor -- or, another issue -- t

t the

s

consider, whether it's worth disrupting t
that gain, or not.

to

l

r

1'

The staff's initial rea

"year-types" ought to be defined the same for a
all the factors.

That Agreement had a diffe

With respect to the time schedule

ier t

the fact that many of these issues ... The

11 c

responsibilities can't be decided, until

e

kinds of things that would have to

it.

i

1

is adopted, I anticipate that this is goi g
process; it will be well into the 1990's,
changes could actually be implemented -After we get out of Phase
responsibility to a number of ot

I

if

r projects

have to be some implementing mechanisms
near in place now.

0

si

So, it's going to be a

t

proceeds along its present path.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

Am I to underst

the staff plan is a working document f r t
to solicit response from the various affected
-69-

r

t

e

I

Board begins its hearings in early January?
MR. PETTIT:

Absolutely.

re are a

We think

out there on the table.

d to

issues

t

menti

earlier, and it's a very good one;

tail on our salmon recommendations.

Salmon was
I

we've

There are two or

e

tions

, in the staff report.

down one

into some

could

cisions inherent in the salmon recomme

li

r of

t

There are a c

cisions -- for

a e strictly policy

tion in a different direction.

CHAIRMAN COSTP.:
look

t this as a worki

so i

1

will att

document, ''ll1hich

?
MR. PETTIT:

Well,

COSTA:
MR. PETTI :

cast

11

t

modifi

n conv need

I'm more

at all these

k

m

Board

her input from, when they begin their hea i

Janua

be

n

So, ...

ink that

... So, you

e

t

tcheries versus natural salmon populations -- that caul
that recomme

t

ecommendations, and

t

s accep

n stone".

CHAIRMAN COSTA
o

r comments, Members?

We
time

t

s Mr. Howa

one last
nee.
p.

lie

Thank you very

Our last witness,
rguleas, who is

of Commerce.
to

tness.

fore we break

f

o

he Cha rman of the Ca

He will speak on

is con erns as t

rust doctrine, specifically, as they relat

Waters' AB 4439.
-70-

r

nia
elate
o Mr.

It's good to see you, Mr. Marguleas.
MR. HOWARD P. MARGULEAS:

How a e

ing?

Thank

I apologize for being late ...
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

... I have pla e

to

time, myself; so, I understand what you're

re

glad that you're here.
MR. MARGULEAS:

Good morning,

irman

ta,

Members.
My name is Howard Marguleas.

I

am

rman o

Board of Directors of the California Chamber of

ce

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Sunworld,

onal.

We appreciate the opportunity to exp ai
co-sponsored AB 4439, with the Association of Ca

e

Agencies.
John Fraser, the Executive Direc

ia

of California Water Agencies, is with

on

tha

is

we

can jointly respond to your technical
trust doctrine.
We understand the environmenta

ce

this issue, and agree with the importance

in

s

r

California's natural water ways, wildlif

r

are still, however, several major reasons
be introduced:

4 9

One reason is to tell

as this, that the public trust doctrine

h

p

a

to water supplies for our cities, our i
agriculture, an industry which economi al y
every three of us.

It also creates uncertain
-71-

r s
ouche
s t

's
0

whe

r

we

Legislation

r water supplies.

can
e erne

c rta n

tween existi

Let me break down the problem
lies:

water

tr

t

stems

a

it

lopment systems are not

ex

water ri

woul

a catastr

t

e

f

unlike

.

If e

r, sine

ies would

f

0

1

1 .

uti on to

rationi

s

r

al ernat
t r

s

r e
n

aft

int deals with

next
1 t on

g

t

0

t t
g

1

wa

r

ter

i

economic gr

no ves

ons de

succ s

water pr ject

i

meet

entire state's ec

replacement water would not be avail

ava

i

re succes

more serious for the water infra tructur

lem would

i

1

lie trust claims

r claim

water

t

re was too mu

ic loss to t

s

h

e

use

ization br

cause

ion, it would not

env

d

s tax or a monthly water bill.

a maj r f e

pr

e

r

id for largely

an environmental or
s

nsive

are e

are

s a

t

public's wate

for

wa

s ne

ic
n

r

new p oject

s fa

t a

ta

back to

he

inanci

and buil i

f

-72-

a
a ne1.v fr

1

opponents could file an environmental lawsu t
closing that freeway after it's built?

ceed in

If on y a

decision-makers would have to seriously cons
liability for prudent use of public

il

r

, the
ential

s.

For new water projects, uncert in

How

can we build a canal, enlarge Shasta Reservoir

rn

Dam, if a new court interpretation of the
10 years from now,

ine,

requires the release of t

t

sat is

new environmental claims.
The uncertainty of when a public trust cl
made, creates a unique problem for financi

new

m
te

terns.

For most water projects, bonds are issued; finan ial investments
are consequently made.

The public trust doc

those investments become enormously risky
The cost of money will either go up, o
available at all.

ne

e

wi

t

The project will neve

major purposes of the bill were to provi
existing and new water supplies, a

to

before the Legislature.
My third point is that it is not fa

t

only way to protect fisheries and the env r
public trust doctrine.

There are

laws which protect the environment;

t

zens of sta
t

satisfied -- when complied with -- then set
financing and planning the public works

ic

ro

e the

trust doctrine upsets the planning and fina
Legislature should take the "rough edges'' off
-73

h

and

establish certain sound ground rules, so that planning a
financing decisions are not made in a "vacuum".
The next question is, who will pay for successful
trust claims whi

ri

s are

take away a community's water

primari

, held by public agencies.

ly.

lie

Water

If more wate

must be released into a river for fisheries, should local
resi

nts

le for the old facilities?

can

time, against any communi

at

's water

This "hit and miss" doctrine can unfairly si
waters
a

d, one community, one project.

ress

1 .

le ou

Our Legislature ne

stion of who will pay for

ring ec

st

aims

lie trust

to

se potentially

c losses.

The final

was to

eason this bill was intr

reinforce the Legislature's decision to have a State Water
Resources Control Board to decide water rights
a me

f

place
re

r

consi

ration of

ldl

That proce

e needs when issui

re clearly

t permi .

or modifying a water ri
re,

State

authority to decide public trust issues.

State Board is the appropriate forum to deci
ter ri

t i

State Water Resources Control Board to consi

AB 4439 re nforced this proce
r

We

lie trust claims that was

is Legis ature, decades ago.

ires

stions.

t matters.
forum s

We object strenuously to
ing" among

va

ous

We

public trust
tern

p es

t

f

stat .
would now like to ask John Fraser to make a few
commen s

our j intly-sponsored bill.
-74-

lieve

John?
MR. JOHN FRASER:

Mr. Chairman, I'm John Fraser,

representing the Association of California Water Agencies.
I would like to endorse and underscore Mr. Marguleas'
statement, and would like to suggest to you that, as were some of
the statements that you've heard already this morning, those that
you're likely to hear this afternoon will be in the nature of a
dentist approaching you with his drill going full blast, and
saying, "This is not going to hurt you a bit.

The public trust

doctrine has been in existence for some time, and we can assure
you that there is nothing to be alarmed about."
The difficulty, as we see it, is that our members are
going to be the ones, as the responsible parties for delivering
water in this state, who will have to answer to the farmers, and
to the people in the cities, should we be unable to deliver that
water, because of any public trust claim.
When we asked Mr. Waters to intr

ce AB

39

with the

intent of getting this issue before the Legislatu e and having it
discussed, we had no idea that this hearing would be so timely, in
terms of the Bay-Delta hearings, and what might
those hearings.

I suspect the value of this

ng out of
ar

has been more

than emphasized this morning, by the statement of the last
witness, from the State Water Resources Control Bo rd, and their
willingness to sit down and talk over some of the more "sticky"
issues.
The other analogy, that I'd like to close with, is that
I think many of our people have the feeling that the present
-75-

situation, with respect to
11

foo

I

st, is sort of like a

t

i

where

an official there

of a court

n

comes

cis ion

the ball

are.

game" are

re we

We
gin

to e

rate.

field".

We think the

ate those rules for us,

Mr. Waters' bill wa
all public trust issues,

i

vehicle, through which the Le

not i

e

sly;

t, it was considered to be a

latur

d to be an "e

a

II

could look at some of

" issues

"

what the rules of
rules of the "ball

a grea

e us to

of the

on you, by way

rst

Legislature can

rnor

It know

you

it's only

ules;

you have

11 field,

0

ess some of those issues,

others, as well,

wi

t

t up in the hearings this

be br

wee .
ase

RMAN COSTA

eas, f

Mar

your comment .

It seems like mo
a

is point.

re

Mr.

s

dis

Mr.

ssues seem to
, from

r comments, that

need for uncertainty in

t

is are .
Let's talk

t

t you co-s
r

t

h

t

measure were to become law
1

't

where

lie trust areas.

t

f

cus

cifics of the measure

t

f

s stated earlier
t

y General, if

t

nd that it

n

t

t

n de ermining these

Do you want to comment?
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r

MR. FRASER:

It could be that the proce

re that was

suggested in the bill, with respect to the Attorney General being
ria e

the responsible party, may not be the appr
approaching this.
explored.

We don't know; we thi

of

this s

It seemed to us that, with the prece

d

nt

ing

established in Proposition 65, for the Attorney General bringing
such actions, or being the appropriate party, and then deferring
to others, was a method that we might try.
I think it's somewhat ludicrous that once the State
Board has completed the Delta hearings, and has allocated the
water resources of our state, in whatever way they deem
appropriate, that any individual would have the right to bring an
action in any Superior Court in the state to c

llenge that

position, and presumably have a judge rule that
invalid.

That is not the kind of certainty

t

cision was

t we would like to

see in the water rights process.
We think the Board is the appr
Marguleas pointed out in his statement.

riate p

s Mr.

That is

re

the water rights administrative process begins

ink

that is the appropriate forum where those issues s
discussed and decided, not in any court

n

t

d

state, where

individual might choose to bring an action.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:
relates to the bill:

Let me ask ano

r

st on, as it

The public trust doctrine, as it has been

interpreted in California, allows the opportunity for
individual to go to court -- in essence, to have st
with environmental concerns.

ing, to deal

One of the changes that would have
-77-

been made, were AB 4439 to become law, would be to prevent
individuals from litigating a public trust challenge.

Shou

't

the right to have a day in court be made available to ea
indivi

l?
MR. FRASER:

right, I

Well, the individual, if enforcing

ink, is not the problem; the forum in which the

individual enforces the right is the problem.

I think the

riate forum is the State water Resources Control Boa

t,

at the same time, there must be some finality to the process, Mr.
Costa, in water rights hearings.

Once the Board has handed

a

decision in a water rights matter, we think that the age
applying for that decision should be able to rely on that decision
and build its project in accordance with that decision.
We've lived with this law, now, since 1959; the
Legislature put it on the books then.
much considered
C

are, as

t

We have, I think, pretty

those statutory requirements in the Wate

representative of the Board said, tantamount to

the public trust procedures.

Those projects that were buil

fore those statutory provisions were enacted are more difficult
projects to

al wi

, admittedly; some would be seriously

rt

now, if a court or the State Water Resources Control Board would
st

in and require huge releases of water, in order to satisfy

demands downstream.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

The reason I had raised that is

cause

you used the Prop. 65 example for the way you structured the
Attorney General as being an arbitrator of sorts.

Under Prop. 65,

that allows the provisions for that individual participation, and
-78-

I just ...
MR. FRASER:

... That's exactly right.

Ours is a little

bit different than Prop. 65 ... (LAUGHTER) ...
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

rt Pr

... Well, I didn't

not because I don't want clean water; but,
it was the proper approach.

. 65. --

cause I didn't think

That's another matter; we're dealing

with public trust.
Any other comments, gentlemen?

•

MR. MARGULEAS:

No, we just certainly want to thank you

very much for allowing us to speak here today.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

Well, we appreciate that.

We

appreciate the fact, as a co-sponsor of the measure that Mr.
Waters introduced, that you would be here to make your case.
is an issue that, obviously, is not going to go away.

This

It's "part

and parcel" to the State Board's involvement in setting new water
quality standards that will have a tremendous impact on the state
in the next two years.

We are looking for input.

Is it your feeling,

representing the

Legislature should not sit placidly by,

e next two

r, that the
ars, as the

Board attempts to grapple with this awesome decision-making
process?

You think we should give them greater direction, I

guess.
MR. MARGULEAS:

We clearly believe that the Legislature

should take the initiative on this issue.

We think t

foundation

for state water needs improvement, and needs additional financial
structures added to it.

The financial community certainly would

not look favorably at all, with the lack of stability, on the
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final decision.

We think it will rest with the Legislature.

MR. FRASER:
that.

Mr. Chairman, I'd like to subscribe to

I would like to point out that, as important as the Delta

arings are, this application is being felt -- and bei

us

as

a matter of fact -- in many other cases in the state today.
think it's important that the Legislature get on with

So

process.

It's going to be a long process, in order to work out a bill
t s

i

to be helpful and meaningful ...
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

... Then you're indicating that even if

the Board were not in the process of the Bay-Delta heari

s

that were not an issue, that it would still be important

t

Legislature, as you say, "round off some of the rough edges"?
MR. FRASER:

That's right.

And I'm saying

t, in

spite of the fact that they are involved also, I think it's
important for the Legislature to take a very close look at
i

ct of this doctrine.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

All right.

Thank you very much, gentlemen.
MR. FRASER:

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN COSTA:
waiti

, we

Members who have been patiently

11 now break for lunch.

Those of you who participated this morning, and are
goi

to participate this afternoon, we will attempt to ge

started at 1:30.
We will have the Mono Lake case -- the National Audubon
r Court.

~~~~~·~-~~~~.-.~~~

We will have our next

"kick off" the afternoon session.
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nel t

t

will

So, with that, I want to thank you very much.

We'll see

you at 1:30.

-LUNCH BREAK-

CHAIRMAN COSTA:

The Committee will come back into order

for the afternoon session.
The afternoon is as full in its attempt to take on the
agenda at hand as it was in the morning; so, I would try to
expedite the comments that are made by the witnesses -- to the
point and as concise as possible.
We'll begin with the Mono Lake case -- the National
Audubon Society v. Superior Court.

We'll begin as we did this

morning, with the legal perspective first.
Patrick Flinn, Attorney at Law, with Morrison and
Foerster ... Mr. Adolph Moskovitz, Attorney at Law, with Kronick,
Moskovitz, Tiedemann and Gerard ... We will ask those gentlemen to
stay up here, as we then follow with the public policy

•

perspective, to get a rounded discussion on this .
Mr. Flinn, it's nice to have you here this afternoon.
MR. PATRICK FLINN:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

It's a

pleasure to be here, on behalf of Morrison and Foerster, who has
represented the National Audubon Society and the Mono Lake
Committee in approximately the 10 years the public trust lawsuit
has been fought.
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personally worked on the lawsuit for t

I

the

0 years t

nding.

trust

e

war" -

e on

I'd like t

s can

we

t

ssues, whi

re

r

is morni

ari
at,

s,

t does

ve

I

ic

believe, can

s s

values when it's

ib e

e

so

asible

pr

s

.

.L

c

ru t

ues

cted.
roc
i
Does

seems to me to

CHAIRMAN COSTA:
)

fo

leg slation in much of
t promote uncert in

is

... And is

t
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0

discuss on.

, wi

d

t unce tain

...
MR. FLINN:

e

e
,

t t

s clea

d

t

n it is not rea

is ion

a

sition that was enuncia

eme Court,

t

wi

pr c

t

t

cide to implement the

le pr

n

1

1 c trust

public trust doc r ne do

substance of it,
l

I

can be distill

n

ia

s;

think deserve different analysis

I

ter allocation?
r

s

t

stance of
t

it

t

this morning's

to, ra
me

t

al

ite that "adversaria " a contex

did at

I

p

0

le b t, as a "report from the front line ",

li
t

t it has been

as

uncer

in

t

is g

go so far as to say that the uncertain
this following observation:

I would make

If you accept t

p

public trust doctrine is something that Cal f
have, that it ought to be of va ue,
incorporate it in its laws,

then~

t

n a

aw

to
s

1

the public trust doctrine, is some cone

of

t

to

t

s at

t

ess

the

t

f

om

ti

supervision.
A

•

trustee is someone who cent nually

the State of California.
uncertainty.

s and

trus

supervises the use of the trust values -- t
this case, the water that is the pr

lo

of a 1

r

You can't div de

li

at

right to take a second look at a water a l

r

nate all

e

state

If you're going to give

in

ct

California

tion

on

' e

trum

On

going to have some element of uncertain
I would submit that there is a
the one hand, you have finality; a

on t

complete uncertainty, with no finali

t

debatable as to how close we are to th s
suggest that the pending legislation is

0

extreme.
I'll come back to "finali

", i

a

thing bears in mind -- just what the conce t
That means that you are willing, for t

t

f

e woul

we could do it over again.

o

For the sak

to live with it; you're going to liv
period of time, or in perpetuity.
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I

means

"

a

a bad decision -- a decision that eve

one

i

a

0

keep

if

ee is

1

you' e going

wit

some
d

t

t

t

Mono

Lake case i

a quintessential example of the down side of

sacrificing supervision at the "alter of finality".
re has been some suggestion this morning

t

public trust

ctrine is somehow a 1970's or 1980's revo

the law.

in preparation for this hearing, I

a 1

Now,

did wan

into the history of California law and the

doctr ne, to see

I

went back into

believe, is the first re

California Supreme Court,
Mining Company.

is notion i

stacks of
wi

Morrison and Foerster libraries, and came
1884, which, I

lie trust

the courts first came up with

State of California.

is vo ume

rom

rted decision.

it's the

This was a case that, I

believe,

s

repr

first efforts of California to evolve from one

of

tion in

i

f

economic reality to another.
Prior to
ts

ld m ni

State.

A

1880's, California

it was a pri ciple source of revenue

lot of people came to

gan to

out,

came ha

use of hi

As the

ld

o develop its

its great agriculture, its tr
r

harder to do.

They

rt tion
to mine by

ressure hoses.
This case involves

long-es

state.

California be

commercial activities
-- mining

a lot inves

ni

companies that would

lished, perfectly lawful me

simply hosi
a hillsi

down, with high-pre su e

of mining
ses,

se a

oa

arge qu

e

then sifting through the ''ta lings" to get

out.

"tailings" would then drift

block

navi

to the river a

l

would

tion of the rivers, preventing commerce from

-84-

f

si

them.

The State of California tried to sue to

revent this

practice.
Not surprisingly, the argument aga

s

the i

sition of

a public trust, in this case, was, "We ve
long time.

W~

or a

spent a lot of money inve t

s

It's going to cost us some money, if

mak

differently."

,

The principles of finali

more, recognized that if California were

were

at cas

reme Cour ,

Happily, the California

o

e.

i

ankly

f

fense in

underlying the mining company's

u

oce

18

n

4~

or

s a

0

on

continue to be forward-looking, it was

and
ne

to

ssa

or

the state to revisit and rethink the way it used i s natural
resources.

This is but one example,

National Audubon Society case is

wou d

I

see

fr

cases; and it is, by no means, a revoluti

om

ase

law.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

Did the Cou

t

cite the public trust doctrine?
MR. FLINN:

Yes, it d d.

considered it in the context of a

li

nuis

stands for some public nuisance pr

sitions.

lso

s

finitely

I

cites the concept of the public trust,
navigability of the river as something

a

t

i

by a private party.
Given, then, that if Califo

a i

to revisit and rethink its decision ,
indivisible from the public trust doctr ne
-85-

t
f

r

y

e

i

to

ty

have to have some kind of ability of your decision-makers ... what
forum you have the decision made is a separate question ... But, I
don't think that you can simply erase uncertainty entirely
keep

public trust doctrine.
The effect of sacrificing the public trust at

of finali

al

", I think, can be illustrated in the histo

Mono Lake litigation.

Ten

ars ago,

of

lawsuit was fil

almost 10 years ago; in 1979, it was filed.
be the hearing on the merits of the case.

There is stil
Not one dr

of water

has been determined to be required to preserve the Mono La e
public trust values.
The notion that "wild-eyed environmentalists" ar
to

bringing these lawsuits, and turni

off

i

spigots of

Californian water users, overnight, is simply an unrealistic
prospect.
ASSEMBLYMAN WATERS:
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

Mr. Chairman ...

... Mr. Waters, a

ASSEMBLYMAN WATERS:

stion or comment

I was under the underst

t

there was a reduction of the water that actually flows into Mono
Lake, through some sort of an agreement, and subject to pendi
lawsuits
doctrine.

t were obviously in the violation of the public trust
There was some consideration by the Ci

of Los Angeles

to cut back some of those inputs from some of the numerou
creeks that flow into Mono Lake.
MR. FLINN:

ittle

Isn't that so?

There are two lawsuits, separate from

Mono Lake litigation -- which is solely

a

ic trust lawsuit

which invoke a statute in the Fish and Game Code, Section 5937,

-86-

which requires that the owner of a dam preserve fi
the dam.

life below

Those two statutes were the principle

these

two lawsuits, for two of the creeks feeding Mono
pending preliminary injunctions --

y're

e.

ing tri 1.

Both cases rely, principally

on

there are public trust allegations in

al

59

c ses.

regard to Mono Lake, there has been no

y, with

ai

whatsoever on the

merits of the public trust case that the

reme Cou t decided in

1983.

When the Mono Lake litigation was br

we we

t

with the following response, basically, from the Wa er Boa
According to a record at the time, 45 years a

water

n

rights were first granted, the public protests fr

local

residents of the Mono Basin area, whi

were s

is was

area of origin for the water.

ing

water away.

You're

It's going to be destr

this

a

ing our

a

We rely on

the fishing and the recreational area he e for
and you're taking that away."

The predecessor to

said, "Well, we understand that you have

r Board

t, our

p

mandate is to give the water to the fir t
spend the money to divert it.

to

first

the appropriation is the City of Los An

les.

Ou

s a

tied."
The argument, "Our hands are tie
through 1983.

We think it might well have be n a

If we had to do it all over again, we would
matter is, we can't revisit it.

All t
-87-

up

e

but,

Calif rn

c

on.

fact of
upreme Court

said in the Audubon case was that some responsible
Mono Basin water allocation

rethi

concurrent juri
do

t

re wa

cision.

iction between the Water Board a

ou t

t

t, in this case.
consi

r the public trust as a le

1

issue ... One of the features of this bill, in fact

s

courts ought not to be the place to li igate
t to

t

i

ing to the

t s

se

t

s

can b

e

kinds of lawsuits.
I

submit that you're solving a problem t

proven to exist.

As

I

t

s

say, the first lawsuit to bri

trust claim in the State of California has not yet
and i

s been 10

ars.

to

There has been close to

al,

twe

$500,000 and $1 million in legal fees on one side -- our s

to br ng

ase.

't submit

I

t there

ts out ther
bit" to

se ki

will
to liti

te.

I

On

to

r

tion,

j

them drag

r

pres n

n , thought

res t

e

as long as

t e

ire a great deal of technical e
dil

take

proc

lawsuits are difficul
re

the importan

lie trust lawsuits,

amendments to

n some cases, seemingly, wi

i

re is a pr

cation of

not

c

important one

would submit that if

en revealed in the

reso

s of lawsuits.

; even the ve

r

ust

a

s a whol

're ex
rtise.

1, and creative 1

of Los Angeles
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my

f

si

t

rankly, when you
rs, as those

m has had the

a

I think, of standing next to Mr. Moskovitz in different forums
than this one -- those are going to be
battles.

They are not going

fou

t,

fficult

o be the

volous

lawsuits.
I

can close my remarks, a

that, while you may wish to consi

sting
als with

r 1

the procedure by which public trust ca e

a e

ica

j

value of

that you wish to promote the value of certain
finality -- which

I

and

,t

would submit are
ic t

sacrifice the substance of the

ne,

i

is,

Court as a forum

r

it, we

and remains to be, a valuable feature.

On the issue of having

rt, e

would submit that, for the most
"orphans";

re is no ready-made con t

no money, and there is no enti

a

want to spend its resources to p ot c

va

Historically, in our country,
I

sire to

p aces

c

do

much

Mono Lak

beyond controversy that if

en brought

in court, the City of Los Angeles

k

statements that it is, and that rna
take another look at,

e, there is

t

t

where the "orphan" is heard.

oncerns are

1

Mono

i

e

ethink, and

t

cisi

Thank you.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

Tha k

How would you argue t

ve y
p

certainty and procedure, if we we
upcoming session, and not take

h.

for

reater

that in this
r1r. waters

-89-

s in

his legislation?
f

st

t there are two different kinds of

t

MR. FLINN:
is realize

lems out there:

pr

Board, not

I would suggest

You have the

t

old" kind

the power to undertake

i

in the first instance, has never

necessa

to s

i

re

in whi

e

balanci

cision,

t

1 c tr s

it

that you want to preserve the

t

i

rtuni

cause it was never

e.

now have, since the late-1970's

On the

early-1980'

onset of public trust litigation in the courts
beginni

to make that balance.

It's beginni

lance, both with regard to new
nto it and

c

Wa
to make

iations requests

r

r

applications, as it's forced

the fact that water is a lim ted resource.

s

re

t

i

at

courts;

en a

of

ce to

f

t

cision

r

c ea
j

two of those present se

i

I

Water Board,

t

11

f

let

c

lie t ust balanci
ly, likely to re

t decision is, fr
r

t, it's certainly an

se wa

ights

riate con i

an

re
r

i r

so that they ca

now

lie trust requ

jus
extent

to

want to con

Water Board of

ication

ra

rs, who have yet to s

diversion facilities,

1

a e

t you

p

tru

1

t

for
~ments

s

could

fo

ference, however, in water rights decis ons, a
-90-

i

i

in,

woul

careful that

want to be ve

don

the bath water" and preserve

by with

t is essential to the

doctrine, and that is some conce
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

row out the

of continui

All ri

ic trust
rvision.

t.

other questions
Why don't you have a seat, Mr. Flinn.

You will be

Mr. Adolph Moskovitz.

followed

MR. ADOLPH MOSKOVITZ:

Mr.

irman, Me

rs of

Committee, staff and people who are inte ested in
name is Adolph Moskovitz.

I'm a 1

with

r

ience,
Sacramento law

firm of Kronick, Moskovitz, Tiedemann and Girard.
have been practicing as a

I

resources law for near

yea s.

4

cialist in water
wa

I

a governmen

the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation,

i

t

General's Office, for about 10

si

e

practice.

I

pri va e

represent

ie

,

water r sour e

t

e

law and env

onmen

Po we

cas

s

some e

i

on

ter from
vi

'

tri

as

Mono
t

streams

These cas s
t

r

e City

the various dis

0

Mr. Flinn.

ctrine, as wel

1 to

1

i

ses, involving

public trust

lie

1

s

divers

----

refe red to briefly,

959, in private

Weste n

about Mono Lake, and t
se incl

Attar

th

r

rtment of Water

De

ta

ve r

in e 1981, I've
An

lawyer with

a es

Los
tes

Mono Basin.
e directly,
ich were
involved the

in which I've had

rience, in recent times.
I mi

t men ion, in commenting on what M . Flinn just
-91-

said, that in the two stream cases that he referred to, in which
preliminary injunctions had been issued, and the Ci

been

required to release certain flows of water down to Mono Lake

r

fish protection, the judges in both of those cases, in deciding
that a preliminary injunction was appr

riate, reli

public trust doctrine, although Fish and Game C

Section 5937

was also raised, as a basis for seeking the injunction.
not the authority that the judges relied upon in sayi

That was
, "It look

as though a preliminary injunction should be applied in

is

instance."
I want to emphasize that my remarks are not officially
on behalf of the Department of Water and Power; they'll reflect
own views, based on my involvement in the cases thr

t

state.
There are three as
regarding the public trust

cts that
ctrine:

significance -- and that may be sel

I

would like to focus on,

First of all, its stat
evi

interest that has been expressed, and

nt, with all the
various pe

spoken up about it ... But, I do want to point

e

tout, to

emphasize that, throughout the state, urban water users and
agricultural water users who use most of the developed water,
could be affected by the public trust doctrine.
As the Supreme Court laid down the doctrine in t
Audubon case, it addresses diversions, which affect navi
waters and the large projects in the state
urban areas:

at serve

San Diego, the Los Angeles area, Southern

California, generally, the San Francisco Bay Area, and the
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ble
major

Sacramento area -- all derive significant portions of their water
supplies from navigable waters, or waters that affect navigable
waters...

irrigated agriculture, too, largely through the big

Central Valley Project of the federal government and the State
Water Project, tap navigable waters of the Sacramento-San Joaquin
Delta and the tributary streams that are dammed for those water
supplies.
All of these water users face uncertainty, because of
the decision.

Whether uncertainty is desirable or undesirable,

the fact is

t a great deal of uncertainty has been injec

into the water "picture" by the Audubon decision.

It's not the

only decision, and the only recent activity, that has resulted in
such uncertainty, but it is a major source of uncertainty.

The

basic uncertainty is that diverted water supplies, long thought to
be assured, under vested ri

ts, are now subject to reallocation

for instream public trust uses.
secure, no

So, what was once thought to be

r is.
The uncertainty, though, extends beyond that.

sic proposition that water can be reallocated, in

ace p
or

'

r

provide for public trust uses not theretofore provi

for,
dec

If you

water taken away from those who have relied upon it for

s,

are
have a re

e still remains the various kinds of uncertainty that
how the doctrine will be applied.

Some of them

been identified by Professor Gould, but I want to

just quickly go over a short list of the most critical ones that
immediately strike one when one starts to think about what
actua ly happens in a public trust balancing.
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1 c trus

The kinds of uses that are protected
are always subject to expansion.

Originally,

re were very f

as Professor Gould pointed out; now, they're

ite br

perhaps, the broad definition, at this time,

is so swe

you cannot expect it to be expanded stil
t

ssibility does exist, because of

i

e

t

itself has said about public trust uses.
Court expanded public trust uses t

furthe

In
recre

1

ion

w ldl fe.

environment and the resources for fish

Court

said that public trust uses are sufficiently flex ble
changing public needs, and that the state is not
outmoded classification favoring one
ano

s

rde

an

of util za

r

r.
Another uncertainty is

kind of water ri

awarded and had exercised.

of

The decision

it would be extended to other kinds of rights -- ri
prescriptive rights and reserve rights.

consequence.

I

s

i

appropriative

ts

i

tend to agree that that would

Nevertheless, that is st 11 an

ssue unreso

Another uncertainty is whether navi
be impacted.

rian

Professor Gould said, in

his view, the rationale would exte
to those rights.

i

case con e

are subject to those limitations.
statutory water rights that the Ci

ts

The Audubon case went off s

d.

ble wat rs

rply -- clea

to
y

on

the fact that navigable waters would be affected; but,
Attorney General has argued that the doct ine a
nonnavigable streams, in which fish are af
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amount
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general
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As

I
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other

to

There are lawsuits

release of stored water is sought,
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If

retention of stored water
-- is sought, under

situations are cover
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ly to non-natural flows

rtinent issue.

ne, and

in a reservoir -- not to

significantly

table and,

t has also been referr

on file now, in which both t

Last

wate

tation, and

atural environment?

Does it

It's a very, very

public trust doctrine.

lie trust -- for

iver (INAUDIBLE) in Greek mythology,

ies -- of water?

under

t

for

t t

ve

Another uncertain

speakers.

n, the

sour e of ve

ter

r

reduce

-- or

doctrine applies to all
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s
1

by that

t at all least

- there is unc rtain

cause of

r

s, most

absence of
r a

any ar

decision

parti

public trust

laid

other is

balanc

the

left
( INAUD

) of the facts.

makin
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uses;
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social
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c

The courts are left in the role of

ions of

lie interest as to competing water

determine
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on the

sis of the particular

onmental values and perceptions of the
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e tainties,
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sion to water

t.

I

't

i

what I'm saying.

t it said

n

ct i ne ...

in one sense, and

's an ex

ject to

c

allow the

ctrine; it is a

r

... t san expans on

It was

state's

which cannot be

vate action.

t's an e

ri

ne

t

same

on

ies

doct

which says

an noun

trans fa

I..

was setting

as a

c n

ic trus

~

ject to tidal influence on

pr

t

Are

e?

's a trust r

damaged

a
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trust doc

l

it's
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concept of

i

to

t was

tr ne had bee

t

s

s

lieve

I

t

t

r

if necessa

f

t

state.

r sio s.

t

re
, to

So, it

It was a

ication in an area where

never before had it been applied.
The Supreme Court was very frank to say that its
decision was to clear

the

a reallocation of water that

rriers t
he Ci

t o

of Los Angeles had obtained.

We have not yet had the opportuni

to test

constitutionally, that would stand up before
Court.

There was a request to the

the Audubon decision; it was

rwise existed to

u.s.

nied.

r '

U.S. S

reme

Supreme Court to review

The argument had been made

by the Attorney General of the United States, in opposition to
such review, that it was not yet "ripe", because the City had not
yet actually lost anything.

All that had happened was the

announcement of a new rule of law, and
something depended upon what happe

ther the Ci

would lose

in the trial of the merits.

Now, aside from legal considerations, it's my view that
the means to obtain replacement water
rights are impaired by the

lies to

se whose

lication of the public trust

doct ine is important for practical and moral reasons.
is

t you may have communities that have invest

fact
stantial

sums of money, have foregone other means of obtaining water
supplies, and have relied upon the water, and the effect has been
something that was either not known, or appreciated, at the time
that they were allowed to proceed -- an environmental value that
is deemed to be overriding results.
conse

If that happens, and the

ence is that the "diverter" is told to reduce, or

eliminate, the diversions, the people who are directly affected
ought to be given some help by the larger community, on whose
behalf that public trust resource is being protected.
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The people of this state are the beneficiaries of the
public trust resource.

It's the statewide interest and, indeed,

the national interest, that the Supreme Court cited in the Audubon
case ...
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

. .. Are you implying, then, that if the

Superior Court were to rule in favor of the Audubon Society, then
it should be the state that should compensate the City of Los
Angeles?
MR. MOSKOVITZ:
s

I'm saying that the City of Los Angeles

ld be provided the means .. .
CHAIRMAN COSTA:
MR. MOSKOVITZ:
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

... I mean ... To give an example ...
... Yes ...
... I'll put it very directly:

The

people of the City ...
MR. MOSKOVITZ:

. .. I thought I was putting it pretty

directly ...
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

. .. Yes, but, the people of the City

ought not to be expected, on their own, to bear this burden that
has been imposed because of the needs -- or the benefits -- of
people throughout the state.
federal government, as well --

So, the state and, perhaps, the
and others

who are so

interested in restoring what they think is so important for the
rest of the people, should participate in seeing to it that the
people of the City of Los Angeles-- and we're not talking about
the City as an abstract entity

will continue to have those

water supplies that they need, and continue to have the water
quality that they now have, and not be shouldered with an
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sible approach to this public trust

CHAIRMAN COSTA

try to re
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reduced.
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easons -- environmental,
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the latest draft re
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en happe ing

what'
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po it ca

n

t doesn't mean it's going to be ea

te

this

n

lpi

se who may be

r what should
rsely affected.

The Legislature is the place to do it; the courts are not the
place to do it.
on

courts deci

narrow issues of t

ought to look at the
I

nts

cases t

case.
t

So,

fore them

I think the Legislature

I've made.

e

assuming the courts would allow it.
is t

come

' t think, at this date, one can expect that the

Leg slature is going to dest oy t

t

t

t

lie trust doctrine,
I've always been puzzled by

the Legislature and the people of this state cannot

decide what they want to about the public trust doctrine.
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I don't

know from what source the law comes,

that makes it incapable of

adjustment by the Legislature, and the people whom the Legislature
:represents.
In any event, I think the Legislature is the place to do
it.

I think the courts would probably welcome some overall policy

guidance from the Legislature.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

Thank you very much.

Yes, Mr. Isenberg.
ASSEMBLYMAN ISENBERG:

Mr. Moskovitz, is the City of Los

Angeles willing to pay anything for replacement water?
MR. MOSKOVITZ:
in that regard.

Well, I really can't speak for the City,

As I said, these remarks are mine ...

ASSEMBLYMAN ISENBERG:

... Well, putting you in your role

as a City spokesman, does the City of Los Angeles agree that any
cost of replacement water should be borne by anybody other than
themselves?

Is that the official position?

MR. MOSKOVITZ:

The position that has been announced a

number of times, as a policy, by the Board of Water and Power
commissioners and the administration of the Department of Water
and Power is, yes, there should be aid from other levels of
government, ...
ASSEMBLYMAN ISENBERG:
MR. MOSKOVITZ:

... No ...

... other entities ...

ASSEMBLYMAN ISENBERG:

... What I'm asking is, whether

they have said, categorically, that under no circumstances are
they willing to pay even one penny towards replacement ...
MR. MOSKOVITZ:

. . . I have not heard that statement ...
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ASSEMBLYMAN ISENBERG:

... All right.

I know Mayor Bradley has recently made a statement,
within the last three months, on the Mono Lake controversy.
S

aking on behalf of

you characterize t

Department of Water and Power, how would
Mayor's statement?

MR. MOSKOVITZ:

I'm not familiar with the Mayor's

statement that came out in the last three months; but, there has
been a

•

li

statement issued -- I think in the last couple of

weeks-- by the Board of Water and Power commissioner ...
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

next witness, Mr. Isenberg,

might be better able to address that question.
ASSEMBLYMAN ISENBERG:

Mr. Georgeson?

All right.

Yes,

thank you.
MR. MOSKOVITZ:

I think he'll

better able to reflect

the official views of the Department.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

A couple questions ... I'm sorry-- are

you done, Mr. Isenberg?
On the question of uncertainty that we spoke of earlier
-- that I spoke of with Mr. Flinn and that you addressed in your
comments -- under the "reasonableness" test,

found in Article 10,

Section 2, of the State Constitution, which would include coverage
for all waters of the state, that does exist, does it not?
MR. MOSKOVITZ:
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

Oh,

s.

Why is that so different, when we point

the finger at the public trust doctrine?
MR. MOSKOVITZ:

I'm not sure it is so different.

The

uncertainty that we've been experiencing in recent years has not
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been created solely by the public trust doctrine.

I think I

indicated that a little earlier.
The new view of what Article 10, Section 2 -- the
"Reasonable Use Doctrine" in our Constitution -- what it means,
and how it can be applied, has also been made more uncertain.

The

Racanelli decision says that, on the basis of "reasonableness of
use", there can be reallocation of water rights.

It's the same

sort of thing that the public trust doctrine would allow.
I think that here, too, in the case of the Delta, there
could very well be helpful guidelines by the Legislature.

My own

personal view, based upon the kinds of experiences I've had, and
my own commitment to the idea of as much certainty as possible, is
that it is not a good idea to reallocate water that people have
been relying upon and have made investments upon.

There ought to

be some means by which, if you need the water for some other
purpose, those people are provided an alternative.

But, to allow

reallocation of water, because of changing perceptions, without
looking at how you help those who are adversely affected,

I think,

is not a desirable public policy.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

As an attorney, Mr. Moskovitz, I find

it interesting that you argue for certainty; I'm not so sure how
that speaks toward continuing the case load ... (LAUGHTER) ...
MR. MOSKOVITZ:

... I don't worry about

that ... (LAUGHTER) ...
I might say this, Mr. Costa:

One of the more recent

California Supreme Court decisions, which drastically changes
California water rights law, did so on the basis that it was
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in or

necessa

r to produce certain

This is the case that

drastically restricted (INAUDIBLE) water rights law, and said that
was necessary, because otherwise, there would be too much

e

So,

certain

of

sir

ili

of certainty is in

our law, too ...
CHAIRMAN COSTA:
arguing throughout

... Final question:

Since you've been

r statement that the Legislature ought to

provide greater direction, if you were to make some suggestions to
us next session
argue

I'd like you to be specific, here -- how would
we

ld specifically make c

sort of certainty that

provi

MR. MOSKOVITZ:
efforts in

Well, I

right direction.

've

s that would
en arguing for?

ink Mr. waters' bill contains
I'm not prepared,

right now, to

get into a detailed listing of the things that ought to be in a
bill that's finally enacted ...
... But, on the public trust

CHAIRMAN COSTA:

doctrine ... I mean, you've dealt with this issue at great length.
What would make it easier for you, as counsel, to argue the cases
t you're concerned with?

What kind of certainty are you

looking for that the Legislature could provide the direction that

I

would assist the courts?
MR. MOSKOVITZ:

I think that having a better idea of the

process would be helpful.
have

Where you go ... Who are the people who

standing to bring the action ... ?
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

... Do you think we ought to limit

standing?
MR. MOSKOVITZ:

I

ink that some serious thought should
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be given to limiting it, so that there cannot be multiple,
multiple challenges.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:
MR. MOSKOVITZ:
is one.

Limit it to who?
I think, certainly, the Attorney General

To what extent it should be limited further,

a matter that requires a good deal of thought.

I think, is

The approach in

the bill was that, if the Attorney General didn't want to bring
it, that the Attorney General should designate some other party to
do so.
One of the problems that I think we face is that there
can be two or, perhaps, even more organizations ...
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

... But, that hasn't occurred.

Mr.

Flinn argued that the situation -- at least, if I understood him
correctly ... Mr. Flinn, I thought you argued that there has not
been a situation that has taken place recently in which we have a
tremendous amount of parties out there, threatening to bring suit;
in fact,

there has only been this one particular case, thus far.

These cases are expensive, as he argued, time consuming, and take
a tremendous amount of resources, of which the average public
certainly doesn't have the ability to proceed with.
MR. MOSKOVITZ:

Well, as a matter of fact,

the two

stream cases that have been mentioned -- streams that are
tributary to Mono Lake ... In both cases, there are two
environmental organizations, which have different views,
represented by different counsel.
that are actually, in fact,
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

So, you do have more than one

coming into a public trust area.
Mr. Isenberg.
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ASSEMBLYMAN ISENBERG:

Mr. Moskovitz, do you know of any

cases currently pending, other than the Mono litigation, where the
public trust doctrine has
not ar

d

en extensively relied on ... ?

because you toss every ar

nt you can

I mean,

... But,

extensively relied on ... ?
MR. MOSKOVITZ:

... I'm aware of a case involving the

Ventura River, in which it
not yet been rea
environmental law.

s

en pleaded; but, that issue has

d, because it

s gone off so far on the

But, it's there.

There is a case now, involving the East Walker River, in
which it has been asserted ...
ASSEMBLYMAN ISENBERG:

. .. The recent fish kill ... Growing

out of the recent fish kill?
MR. MOSKOVITZ:

That's the case.

I believe it has been relied upon in a case involving
(INAUDIBLE) Reservoir --Golden Feather community case.

That's up

in the Oroville area.
Of course, in the Delta cases ...
ASSEMBLYMAN ISENBERG:
MR. MOSKOVITZ:

... Right ...

... it has been advanced.

There may be

some others that don't come right to my mind.
It's a doctrine that I think is sure to be increasingly
relied upon,

cause it is available.

to make changes.

The fish and game,

It affords the opportunity
recreation and environmental

organizations are, of course, interested in finding legal bases
for doing what they think is so desperately needed; that is, to
change what has occurred in the

st.
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That is certainly one basis

for making that kind of change.
ASSEMBLYMAN ISENBERG:
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

Thank you.

All right.

Mr. Waters, do you have a

question or a comment?
ASSEMBLYMAN WATERS:

Oh,

just a brief comment, along the

lines, Mr. Chairman, that you asked Mr. Moskovitz.
I would hope, Mr. Moskovitz, that you might help us help
this Committee with some language.

I recognize that, probably, we

moved a little too fast in trying to implement legislation last
session.

I think with your help and with the input from others

Mr. Flinn and others -- we can come up with something that may be
reasonable here.

I want to thank you, Mr. Moskovitz.

CHAIRMAN COSTA:

All right.

Thank you very much.

If you gentlemen will be seated where you are, we'll
have the other two members of the panel come before us:

Mr. Duane

Georgeson, the Assistant General Manager for the Los Angeles
Department of Water and Power, and Martha Davis, the Executive
Director of the Mono Lake Committee.
Mr. Georgeson, we'll begin with you.

Mr. Isenberg, as

you already heard, has some questions for you.

We'll round this

off, on the public policy perspective, dealing with the Mono Lake
case.
Mr. Georgeson, please proceed.
MR. DUANE L. GEORGESON:

Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman,

Members of the Committee and staff and audience.
I'm Duane Georgeson.
system.

I direct the Los Angeles water

I appreciate the opportunity of appearing before your
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to address this i

Committee t

rtant issue.

I have a statement; although it's brief, it covers a
alre

number of issues whi
So,

t

nk might

I

statement whi h t
Angeles

been

most use

Board of Wate

lled on this morning.

1 is to focus on a policy

Power

ssioners in Los

ir meeting two weeks ago, addressing the

ted at

broad issue of how the Department will attempt to approach the
resolution of

ve

difficult issue at Mono Lake.

I'll briefly
statement -- number one:

through that statement.

First

Water diversions by the De

rtment from

the Mono Basin are an important source of high-quality water for
the City, as well as an important source of non-fossil-fuel-based
electricity.

The people have relied on these ri

water and ener
Two:

ts and this

supply for almost 50 years.
The Department will consider any

crease in Mono

Basin diversions, in light of two very important realities:
First, the City faces consi

r

le uncertainty, with regard not

only to the Mono Basin supply, but also to our Owens Valley
supply, the Colorado River supply, the State Water Project supply,
and also our ground water supply, because of severe threats from
ground water contamination; secondly, all water purveyors today
are under increasing pressure to serve the highest quality water
available.

A loss of Mono Basin water would force our Department

to serve more water of somewhat lesser water quality.
Three:

The Department believes that the Mono Lake

ecosystem is currently in a healthy and productive state,
particularly in regard to the Lake's ability to provide food and
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habitat for large numbers of migratory birds.

The Department will

continue to participate cooperatively in research to determine the
lake levels necessary to maintain the Mono Lake ecosystem in a
healthy state.
Four:

The Department of Water and Power must view the

water needs of the residents of the City as its first priority;
however, the Department recognizes that for many citizens of the
City, state and nation, the Lake is a unique environmental
resource of significant value.

The Department acknowledges its

responsibility to do what it reasonably can to maintain the Lake
in an environmentally healthy condition.

The Department also

recognizes that to do so will, at some point in time,

require a

reduction in the City's authorized diversions, which must be
replaced from some other source.
Five:

The Department believes it is incumbent on all

concerned -- the City, the state, the nation, the environmental
community, and other relevant entities -- to work together to find
means by which both the needs and requirements of the City and the
Lake can be accommodated.
Six:

Specifically, the Department believes that the

responsibility for providing high-quality replacement water and
energy must be shared by the state and federal governments and
other interested parties ...
CHAIRMAN COSTA:
Isenberg?

... Does that answer your question, Mr.

(LAUGHTER) ...
MR. GEORGESON:

. .. Seven:

The Department will continue

to vigorously pursue the practical implementation of water
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We're about a yea -and-a-half from completing that
program.

It appears that that coopera ive effort is far more
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constructive, in terms of producing benefits for both parties.

I

think it creates a climate in which we can constructively address
a lot of other issues.

Because of the City's very large land

ownership in the two counties, it's obviously important for us to
have a constructive working relationship and to not be locked in
tractable legal, political and public relations battles,
particularly during this period of time when resources are tight
for local government, in both small communities, like Inyo and
Mono counties, and in larger communities, like the City of Los
Angeles.
I should point out that in resolving-- or, taking steps
to resolve -- the environmental issues in Inyo County, there has
been sizable financial expenditures by the Department of Water and
Power.

While we may have been careful, from time to time, to

resist offering up some particular formula for resolving that
issue, the fact of the matter is, we have made substantial
investments, both in terms of our staff time, and financial
resources, to develop increased water supplies from that ground
water basin -- for example, to restore the flow in the lower Owens
River, which. had been dry since 1922, and to develop additional
fish and wildlife projects, parks, recreational lakes, streams and
some increased agricultural flows.
It seems like we are making progress on resolving that
issue, without standing on any particular legal issues, by trying
to find practical solutions to conflicting water supply and
environmental issues.
With that experience in mind, it seemed like trying to
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might provide a

apply that practical experience in Inyo Coun

good parallel for trying to resolve the Mono Basin problem, as
well.
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CHAIRMAN COSTA:

Yes, Mr. Isenberg.

ASSEMBLYMAN ISENBERG:
push you too far, but, the

I

Mr. Georgeson,

I don't want to

licy statement that has been adopted

by the Department of Water and Power's governing body, does not
preclude -- as I read it -- the water and power users from
partici

ting in some cost solution for the Mono Basin.

doesn't exactly say t
preclude it.

t you're willing to do it; but,

It
it doesn't

Is that ... ?

MR. GEORGESON:

... I think it's clearly the intent that

we would participate, along with other parties ...
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ASSEMBLYMAN ISENBERG:

... Okay.

Just to let you know,

that's my view of how the only way a solution is going to come out
of it.
Okay.

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN COSTA:

The temporary injunction at Rush

Creek ... ! don't know; maybe Martha would be in a better position
to respond to this ... It allows 14,000 acre-feet, annually ... ?
MR. GEORGESON:

... That's correct.

CHAIRMAN COSTA:

How much water ... ?

At what level,

given the evaporation rate, would it require to maintain the Lake
at the current level?
MR. GEORGESON:
acre-feet, more or less.

Something on the order of 70,000
So, it would take,

the quantity of water going down Rush Creek.

roughly, five times
We are releasing

about 4,000 acre-feet a year down Lee Vining Creek, as well.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

So, 18,000 acre-feet, which still is a

long way from 70,000.
MR. GEORGESON:

That's correct.

CHAIRMAN COSTA:

So, it would be about 50,000-plus

acre-feet necessary ... ?
All right.

Very good.

Martha Davis.
Have a

sea~,

Mr. Georgeson.

MS. MARTHA DAVIS:

Good afternoon.

My name is Martha Davis.
the Mono Lake Committee.

I'm the Executive Director of

We are a 15,000-member citizen's group

that is dedicated to the protection of Mono Lake.
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CHAIRMAN COSTA:
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MS. DAVIS:

. .. Thank you.

we organized the Mono Lake Committee.
1978, few pe
today,

10 years since

in

Obviously, we've come a long

When we were formed,

in

le knew what Mono Lake was, much less where it was;

it's a destination for at least 250,000 visitors,

across the country and,

indeed, ar

world.

from

It is

ultimately expected that, within 10 years, over one million people
will be visiting Mono Lake.

For a coun

t

t

is as dependent on

tourism as Mono County is, obviously, the protection -- the full
protection -- of Mono Lake is critical to

e County's future.

Mono Lake has, obviously, also become an important
statewide concern; in fact,
recently,

I heard from Mr. Potter, fairly

from the Department of Water Resources, that for the

last four years, they have received more letters of concern and
support for the protection of Mono Lake than any other water issue
in the State of California.

This is consistent.

Perhaps, when we started the issue, there were some
questions about the significance of the Mono Lake resources.
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I

think that question has been answered today; it's recognized as
being incredibly important to the state and to the nation, by the
Mayor of the City of Los Angeles, by the State Legislature here,
by Congress, and by the Department of Water and Power
commissioners.
Since no one today has touched on the resource values,

I

just want to mention that it is one of the oldest continuously
existing lakes oh the North American Continent, second only to
Lake Tahoe.

It is the habitat for an unusually large number of

birds; at least one million nesting and migratory birds are
dependent on Mono Lake each year.
-~North

American populations:

They include major populations

Thirty percent of the eared grebes

population for the North American Continent, and 10% of the
world's population of Wilson's phalaropes, depend upon Mono Lake.
No one can deny the value of Mono Basin water to the
City of Los Angeles.

On average, the City diverts about 100,000

acre-feet of water; this represent 14% of the City's water supply,
approximately.

It also generates hydro-electric energy, as it

flows down to the City of Los Angeles -- probably less than two
percent of the current consumed energy, within the City.
At issue is not the fact that water is even being
diverted from the Mono Basin, per se; it's that water, which is
essential to the deeds of the public trust resource -- Mono Lake
-- and to the area of origin needs of Mono County,

is being

diverted, particularly when there are feasible alternatives.
other words, what is happening here is that water is being
diverted that truly is not surplus to the needs of the area of
-116-
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is morni

As you

, the Mono Lake is a closed hydrological basin.

So, the fluctuations you see are in res
years"

6,400 feet.

se to

"dry years" -- Mono Lake goi

diversions had not occur ed, acco ding to
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and down.

s

If the
t was done

for the California Legislature, called, "The Cori Report", the
Lake t

would stand at least 50 vertical

current elevation of 6,377 feet a

et higher than its

sea level.

When the diversions started in 1941 -- or, since
then ... Between 1941 and today, the volume of Mono Lake has been
cut in half.

The natural salinity of this lake has doubled.

15,000 acres of lake bottom sediments

Over

been exposed to the

wind, violating state air quality standards on 11% of all days in
the year, and occasionally violating federal emergency air quality
standards for particulate matter.
As you can see, there was a period of time when the Lake
was lower than it is currently today -- between 1979 and 1982.
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During this time, islands were land bridged that are critical to
the nesting success of the California gull colony, the
second-largest California gull colony in the world.

There were

dramatic changes in the productivity of the ecosystem, which the
birds depend upon for their food supply; and, of course, the dust
storms intensified.

It was the wet winters, between 1982 and 1986

that caused the Lake to rise about nine feet, bringing it up to
its current elevation.

It has dropped a little bit since then.

If the diversions continue unchanged -- as you look at
the red-lined projection -- according to the studies done by the
National Academy of Sciences and The Cori Report for this
Legislature, Mono Lake's ecosystem will collapse; we will lose
this wetland resource.

That will happen within 20 to 25 years.

In The (INAUDIBLE) Report, that was presented earlier
this spring to the California Legislature, it was recognized that
there would be serious changes to Mono Lake's ecosystem, as soon
as next year, and that there is a general ecosystem decline,
caused by the increasing salinity in Mono Lake and the potential
land bridging of the islands.
If we could go back to 1940, I would imagine we would
argue that we would want to restore Mono Lake to its historical
lake level; but, we recognize the need for the balancing of
beneficial uses, and we seek a compromise -- that's set out in
blue -- to maintain a lake level range to sustain a healthy,
living ecosystem.

What we advocate is a range between 6,378 feet

and 6,388 feet.
This recommendation is not ''pulled out of a hat"; there
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was an inter-agen

task fo ce study done in 1979, with

representatives of the state, federal and local governments, and
the De
lake

rtment of Water and Power, that first recommended this
evel r

, in

Most i

r to protect the eco

rtantly, the Forest Service, whi

leading land-use agency in
Cori Report
recomme

stem.
is now the

Mono Basin, based on studies -- The

National Academy of Sciences Report --

ed that Mono Lake should be sustained between 6,377 feet,

which is

current elevation, and 6,390.
As Mr. Georgeson mentioned,

much water is nee

just a few minutes ago, how

to sustain this eco

70,000 acre-feet, whi

stem is, approximately

is about 10% of the City's current water

ly ...
CHAIRMAN COSTA:
with the 70,000 acre-feet?
MS. DAVIS:

... That would put us at what level,
The blue level?

Yes.

As you can see, the blue level, in terms of the
protection of Mono Lake's ecosystem, is not perfect -- you will
see dust storms continuing at Mono Lake -- but, we believe that it
protects the essential elements of the ecosystem -- the
productivity, protection of the gull habitat -- minimizing the air
quality pr

lems, within the Mono Basin -- important, both from a

recreation st

int, and a resource

CHAIRMAN COSTA:

sta~dpoint

...

... So, the blue level gives us 6,380.

Is that right -- 6,380 feet --vertical feet?
MS. DAVIS:

It would be a range, because Mono Lake ...

CHAIRMAN COSTA:

... Yes, it goes up and down, depending
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upon the rainfall ...
MS. DAVIS:

... It goes up and down, yes ...

CHAIRMAN COSTA:
MS. DAVIS:
alternatives.

... Sure, I understand.

There are, we believe, reasonable

We've been an advocate of a "wet year-dry year"

plan, for managing Mono Basin diversions.

Clearly, the City of

Los Angeles needs the water most during "dry years".

If the lake

level is maintained at the higher end of the range during "dry
years", the lake level can drop, and the City of Los Angeles can
divert most of the water, except what's needed to protect the
fisheries and the streams.
As a way of sharing the water between the Mono Basin and
the City of Los Angeles, water conservation is clearly a very
important way of solving the problem.

Mayor Bradley currently has

a water conservation program in the City of Los Angeles, projected
at saving 10% of the water supply, which could be used as a
replacement source.
Third, as Mr. Georgeson mentioned, we are working with
the City of Los Angeles, through the UCLA program, and also with
the State of California, the Forest Service and Mono County, to
see if we can come up with a creative solution to this problem
an alternative, which would replace Mono Basin diversions.
Finally,
One:

I'd like to address the public trust questions:

Without the public trust doctrine, we would not be

here today with the City of Los Angeles, seeking a constructive
solution to the problem -- one that would meet the needs of
protecting a very important resource, one that had been left out
-120-

of the e

tion, back in 1940, when the Water Board first gave the

City of Los Angeles its permits to divert water from the Mono
Basin.
Two:

times, this issue has been characterized as a

case of birds
versus

sus

le.

domestic pur

ople

or fish versus people, or resources

It's clear that

people need the water for

ses; they also need these resources.

here is to try a

find a

uses that ensure

And the goal

lance of these kinds of beneficial

t we have these resources, and future

generations do, too.

The public trust doctrine is the key to

seeking that balance.

We see it as being a very important part of

it.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:
MS. DAVIS:

Thank you, Miss Davis.

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN COSTA:

I have a question, as it relates to

, to the comments that have been made here, most of today.
You've been here most of today, is that correct?

At least, this

afternoon?
MS. DAVIS:

Sure.

CHAIRMAN COSTA:

Part of your handouts you provide --

the Herald Examiner article or editorial -- that says,

"Draining

Mono Lake" and then it has a subtitle on that, that says,
Has To Find Other Wate
but,

Sources".

"L.A.

We always include conservation;

I think you and I might agree that, in spite of what

aggressive additional conservation efforts we take, there are
still demands that must

fulfilled.

The public trust doctrine had a tremendous impact upon
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the attempt to get the recognition to maintain this valuable
resource and to protect it.

Without the public trust doctrine,

the situation would be dramatically different, as it relates to
Mono Lake, today.

Would you not agree?

MS. DAVIS:

I would concur.

CHAIRMAN COSTA:

You would concur.

So, we agree that

the public trust doctrine is very important to Mono Lake.

I think

it's important, and I suspect you would agree that it's important
to the rest of the state, as well.
We discussed the need to balance competing uses this
morning.

Fortunately, or unfortunately, I'm one of those public

policy officials who has to try to deal with satisfying those
competing uses.

How would you take care of L.A.'s problem?

MS. DAVIS:

In our analysis, the first place we started

was to ask the question,

"Is there a better way to manage the

diversion, and is the way to share the water between Mono Lake and
the City of Los Angeles?"

The answer is, there are some very

creative things that can be done in the Eastern Sierra, such as a
"wet year-dry year" program that's attached to a specific lake
level, where Mono Lake resources are protected, and then finding a
way to manage the diversions.

To the extent that we can address

the City's real needs, which are particularly water, during
"dry-year" periods, how do you make sure that the resource is
protected, and that you bring the water to the City?
There are things within the Eastern Sierra that have
been discussed,

in terms of taking a look,

for example, of

expansion of a reservoir in the Eastern Sierra, to see whether or
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rt of it -- protection of the

resources in the Eastern Sierra.
Then,

ct.

So, I'd start there.

the second place I'd go to, as you point out, is
looking at

s in which you can improve that,

most cost-effective way,

I

lieve, of using a

It's the analogy you make with what has happened with

automobiles and ener

After

1974 energy crisis, we were

able to make our automobiles so much more energy-efficient.

It's

a way of stretching existing supplies; we're in agreement on that.
The third way,

I think,

s been very interesting; that

is, emerging out of our discussions with the City of Los Angeles,
is the possibili

of identi

ing voluntary sellers of water in

the San Joaquin Valley, where, if through conservation, you can
help resolve some problems, such as selenium problems in the San
Joaquin Valley, by reducing the amount of water that's being
a

lied on agricultural lands.

Whether that might be water that

then can also be brought down as a replacement source of
water ... There has been a lot of talk about that as a possibility;
I think it has to be approached very care
CHAIRMAN COSTA:
MS. DAVIS:

lly.

Easier said than done.

Perhaps; but, that's one of the avenues that

we're exploring.
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CHAIRMAN COSTA:

The only problem with that

argument ... That's not the only problem; there are other problems
with that argument ... But, most of those in the valley

and I'm

somewhat familiar with that because I'm from the area

argue

that they're in a deficit area.

But, I mean, there are a lot of

other problems, as well.
MS. DAVIS:

There are clearly some issues there that

have to be addressed, particularly in the protection of the
valley's environment.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

All right.

Does the panel have any other comments or advice you
want to give the Committee on how we deal with this issue next
year, as we apply the public trust doctrine throughout the entire
state?

How do we provide water supplies for the state?

How do we

make more out of less?
MR. FLINN:

No, sir, except that we recognize the

challenge, I believe, that's facing,

frankly, not only this

Committee and the Legislature, but all California citizens, as we
have to confront the realities of our water situation -- not that
that's any help.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

Not comforting.

Thank you very much.
MR. FLINN:

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN COSTA:

All right.

Moving right along ...

We now have our second panel for the afternoon, the
issues panel on balancing California's diverse water needs:

We

have the very able Thomas J. Graff, the Senior Attorney for the
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Environmental Defense

; Mr. W. F. "Zeke" Grader, the Executive

Director for the Pacific Coast Federation of Fishermen's
Associations; Mr. B. J. Miller, Consulting Engineer; and Jan
Stevens, Assistant Attar

General, who has just come back from

Oregon, I understand, and did a very effective job with a group of
experts in that discussion of the public trust doctrine up there.
MR. JAN STEVENS:
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

Tha

you, Mr. Costa.

The first

aker will be Mr. Thomas

Graff, providing us with the information and advice necessa

to

balance California's diverse needs, taking into account not only
the public trust doctrine, but all the other factors that we're
attempting to
Do

al with.
have some sure-fired suggestions here, Mr. Graff?

MR. THOMAS GRAFF:

I hope so.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for inviting me here to
testify.
It has been a long day, I know, for the Committee, and
for you, Mr. Chairman; so, I will try to be brief today.

And, of

course, I'm willing to respond to questions that you may have.
What I brought with me today-- and I've just given you,
Mr. Reeb and others -- is an article that I wrote.

It's really a

derivation of a speech I gave, and it was published in the UCLA
Journal of Environmental Law.

You'll note,

it is a legal journal,

but the article has no footnotes, and that is because my command
of legal doctrine is dimming, as I spend too much time up here,
and with newspaper reporters.
The topic today,

though ...
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CHAIRMAN COSTA:
those newspaper reporters?
MR. GRAFF:

... How do you spend all that time with
That's what I want to know.

The topic, however, that you've assigned to

me and the others on the panel today is not, at least, directly
the public trust doctrine; it is balancing California's water
needs.

I wanted to begin by saying that I'm for it.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:
MR. GRAFF:

Good.

So am I.

But, as we all know, balancing California's

water needs is in the eyes of the beholder.

From the perspective

of the Environmental Defense Fund, let me tick off a few of the
major environmental resources of the state that we believe are not
yet getting their due.
Mono Lake has been discussed in great detail today, and
so has San Francisco Bay, the Delta and the Estuary.

Let me

mention as well, the Trinity River, wildlife refuges of the
Central Valley, the Sacramento River and the American River.
I might add, with respect to the American River, I have
a little supplement to the answer to the question that Assemblyman
Isenberg asked of Mr. Moskovitz, as to cases involving raising the
public trust doctrine.

The case of EDF, Save the American River

Association, the County of Sacramento, supported, I believe, by
the City of Sacramento and its counsel, Mr. Moskovitz, against the
East Bay Municipal Utility District, of course, also raised as the
public trust doctrine, on behalf of the American River.
Lastly ... I don't mean to put this last, because, in a
way,

it's the environmental resource that's most threatened in the

state, and has had the most damage done to it -- the San Joaquin
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River.
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CHAIRMAN COSTA

th rna

rl

ted

r the San
We appr

t

ran isco B

,

in the
ly with

State Water
Delta Estuary.

iated your leadership in that

role.
MR. GRAFF:

We're invol ed now in a two-year joint study

with the Metropol tan Water District of Southern California.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

Let me as
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you a question, kind of

parenthetically, that just came to mind:

Were you here this

morning?
MR. GRAFF:

I was here, on and off.

CHAIRMAN COSTA:

I don't know if you heard the comment

by Mr. Potter, when he was talking about not just the COA, but the
Suisun Marsh Agreement, as well.

He was concerned by the impact

that the staff's recommendations might have, and the implications
that it might have on the Suisun Marsh Agreement that had been
reached, because it would change the "water-year" type, and it
might undermine some of the agreements that had been reached.
Were you here for that?
MR. GRAFF:

No,

I didn't hear Mr. Potter's remarks; but,

I've heard that argument already made by others representing
con~ractor

and project interests.

I haven't actually seen the

parts of the opinion of the Board report-- staff report, ...
CHAIRMAN COSTA:
MR. GRAFF:

... staff report ...

... I guess you should properly call it; at

least, we've been instructed in that way today.
What I've heard -- and I haven't looked back at the
Suisun Marsh part of the agreement

is that,

in fact,

the staff

did not recommend the protections for the tidal wetlands and other
Marsh interests that we thought were required,
was provided in the agreement.

in addition to what

I might say that, as I understand

that agreement -- and I'm not an expert on it -- it was kind of in
lieu of the standards that were set by the Board.in 1978; it was
kind of an effort to see if a physical solution could be devised
that would replace the need for flows to meet the Marsh's
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objectives.
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they are,
experts
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he first thing that

t when the

in 1978 ... That's

If that didn't work

for t e Marsh's needs
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all recall,

at least,

ing met by that physical solution?

fine; water may not be needed for the purpose.

a~e

If
But, our

telling us that there are values in the Marsh that are

not going to be met by that
other objectives are

went as fa

the critical issue is,

e

sical solution, and therefore,

ired.

CHAIRMAN COSTA:

1

MR. GRAFF:

I don't

,

Alt

n

l

se

ahead.

please

o as fa

ink the staff actua ly

, as what we asked for on

that.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:
MR. GRAFF:

e

MR. GRAFF:

You

f

t

, wi h the staff.

a

use th s afternoon as an

orne of your grievan es.
Hamme

CHAIRMAN COSTA
MR. GRAFF

unha

Of course.

cos

CHAI
opportunity to

'r

No,

CHAIRMAN COSTA:

away.

Wel , I don't know.

try
I

un a fair hearing, Mr. Graff.

ppre iate your ...
... Ev~ryon

has an o

rtuni

to list

their complaints.
l\1R. GRAFF:
first:

We

Let me list t

good things we're doing

en active in working with the Berenda Mesa Water
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District, in Western Kern County, in an effort to help them with
their economic problems, as they have a very expensive water
supply which they can't fully utilize, and they're trying to
eliminate some of the institutional objectives.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

You've done a lot of good things.

You've been active with the MWD, and the Imperial Irrigation
District.
MR. GRAFF:
was just referred to.

The last thing is the Mono Lake group, which
We've been putting a lot of time in

recently with the City of L.A., the Mono Lake Committee, the
Forest Service, the County of Mono, and the Department of Water
Resources, under the auspices of the UCLA Extension School of
Public Policy.
So, what I think I want to say, having ticked off some
of these concerns, and then willingness to work in concert with
others, is that we stand willing in 1989, to work with you and the
other Members of the Committee in the Legislature, to address the
environmental problems and the other problems of the water sector
in California.

We do hope that the Committee will take an

attitude that is really one of balance, and that it will recognize
that the historic imbalance has been one which has been ignored,
up until recent times -- the environmental values that I mentioned
and that, on the whole, has responded to the values of the
consumptive users.
So, sure, we have to worry about their problems, as we
continue into the 1990's and beyond; but, the problems that have,
as yet, not received sufficient attention, in our judgment, are
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A couple of quick questions:

Do you think we ought to

modify or provide greater clarity, as it relates to the public
trust doctrine?
MR. GRAFF:
that.

My sens

the Mono case

is

re has been,

t

has gone off on

whi

other matters t

ink it's pretty early to tinker with

I

t have

doctrine i
report,

If
rely he
eas
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t

t'la te r Code,

look at that staff
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CHAIRMAN COSTA
that most of
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and the public trust
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Most of the

ing handled,

r p ovisions of

me

t does

ctrine.

t

discussed are

by the courts, on the basis of ot
the Fish and

eally, one major case,

Yes.

I

ink ever

the Board has been doing

lie trust doc r

same course t

y,

nd that
r or n t

has argued today
s not relied heavily

hey would pro
t

bly

ere was a publ c trust

doctrine.
r1R. GRAFF:

That's the s nse I get.

I think if the

Legislature is going to concern itself with water matters next
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on

year, the public trust doctrine is not the place to look.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

You've attempted to be helpful in a

host of different regional water problems, as they exist today,
and you cited many of them; you used the Berenda Mesa Water
District as an example.

But, if we were successful at attempting

to deal with it, and made that supply available, vis-a-vis water
marketing, how does that address our deficit question, when the
State Water Project, in terms of its un-met needs,

is

significantly below the levels that it has attempted to provide
for the contractors?

Why should MWD, for example, look at Berenda

Mesa as their source, when,

in fact,

they haven't been able to

receive their full supply as a contractor from the state?
MR. GRAFF:

Let me address that one first, and then the

other one second.
If the MWD doesn't want to buy from Berenda Mesa, that's
fine; but, there are other interests in its service area who are
interested and, in fact, have expressed very strong interest in
purchasing Berenda Mesa water supply.

They were, in essence,

"shooed away".
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

Kern County Water Agency doesn't want

to see that water go out of its service area.
MR. GRAFF:

Well, that's another problem.

But, in

terms of Southern California interests, there are interests in
Orange County who I think would be happy to pay top dollar for
that water,

if only they could get their hands on it.

As to the State Water Project's interest in additional
water supply, I would argue that if we could really get water
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MR. GRAF
very important one
what was

cont

water Resources -- an
accepted
it, and said,

Well,

cant

f

I

time.
th

overdraft problem is a
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sy

ne.

Then,

ssuan e

rt on of land that's

think
f

overdraft as a fact of

Thinki

back a year ago,

t was t

bulletin which,

Department of
sically,

ife and didn't really address

"We 1, economics will probably be what drives the

solution to that problem."

And I think that's pretty much where
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the Board has left the problem with the recent staff report.
I do think when one addresses the L.A. problem from a
water supply perspective, though, one ought to remember that it
has an absolute legal right, as we understand it, to a fair share
-- indeed, some may argue more than a fair share -- of MWD's,
partial entitlement to State Water Project supplies, that the
other interests in Southern California, in some senses, are at
greater risk than is Los Angeles, because L.A. taxpayers have been
paying, I would argue,

"through the nose", over the years,

basically, to provide water to their neighbors,

in terms of the

contributions they've made to MWD's State Water Project purchase
for very little water supplies.
So,

really, I think the one kind of modification I would

make of Martha Davis' answer, is that the MWD is a potential place
for Los Angeles to go for an alternative supply,

recognizing that

that's potentially expensive, there may be alternatives, and that
from an environmental perspective, it might be better if one could
find other water supplies which solved other environmental
problems, such as, potentially, some of the westside districts'
selenium problems.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

One last point:

Going back to the

Berenda Mesa proposal, you talked about the barriers that exist.
What barriers are you talking about?
MR. GRAFF:

Well, you mentioned the biggest one,

think -- Kern County water Agency.

I

The other two are probably MWD

and DWR.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

You mean, the contracts that exist?
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Yes,
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the marketi
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new,
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CHAIRMAN COSTA
arguing

t

al

d

t

We l,

that's really what we've

-- the concept of the public trust
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it allows you
tions that

to supersede that with a concept that
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involves the public trust, when it's involved ...
MR. GRAFF:

... Well, I think the Legislature should take

a look at those contracts, to see whether the absolute provision
-- apparent potential prohibition -- that exists in them to
prevent marketing is inconsistent with the policies that the
Legislature has promoted in favor of marketing and,

if necessary,

amend those.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

If you really want to play "The Devil's

Advocate", we could say that maybe we ought to just let Berenda
Mesa "go under" and save the water.
MR. GRAFF:

Right?

Well, somebody is going to have to "pick up

the tab"; I don't think Kern County is all that enthusiastic about
it ... ( LAUGHTER) ...
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

. .. I can't find anybody who is

enthusiastic about it.
All right.
Any other comments?
MR. GRAFF:

No.

CHAIRMAN COSTA:

Thank you very much.
Thank you -- always a pleasure.

Our next witness is Mr. Zeke Grader.

You're going to

tell us what we ought to be doing next year to balance the diverse
water needs of this state, and what your thoughts are on the
public trust doctrine.
MR. W. F. "ZEKE" GRADER:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I particularly want to thank the Committee for holding
this hearing on this issue, and really express my appreciation to
you, Mr. Costa, for your leadership in this whole area of water
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It's not a

''boogeyman"; but, it's really just a natural evolution of law in
this state, as we have become more and more urbanized.
The public trust doctrine does not give a preference, as
we read the case, to public trust resources.

What it simply

requires is that there be a balancing between instream uses
instream values -- and those out-of-stream.

That, I think, is

where we've really seen a failure of public policy, here in
California; that is, the failure to give balance between the
existing instream values and the transfer of those to
out-of-stream private uses.

Those instream values, ·of course,

include economic values -- those that are easy to measure -- such
as commercial fisheries, which we can give a ready economic value
to, as well as those other commercial values, which also have an
eco11omic value -- but are a little bit harder to determine -- such
as sport fishing and tourism, as well as extending to nonmarket
values; that is, values for wildlife and other things that the
public wants to have in place.
I think, in part, the problem with the failure of policy
in this state has been, basically, our obsession with
out-of-stream needs, to the detriment of existing instream uses.
It's sort of as if we had, as children, a very good toy and, upon
seeing another one, decide to simply drop our toy and break it, in
return for another that was of, perhaps, less value.

I think

that's where we have been in this state; we have dropped and
broken some of those ''toys", in return for others of, perhaps,
dubious value.

Indeed, I think when measuring between the

existing instream values and the out-of-stream uses, we never seem
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CHAIRMAN COSTA:

... Mr. Grader, you said sufficient

opportunity wasn't made to take into account ...
MR. GRADER:

... No, there was some economic testimony

presented; but, in the staff report, it's really not alluded to.
There's a great deal of discussion -- the discussion in the staff
report is "peppered" with words, such as,

"reasonableness" -- but,

really, no time ... Back to what is reasonable in the fisheries,
when they're saying, "It's not reasonable to maintain a salmon
fishery in the San Joaquin River ... "
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

... Would you like the opportunity to

have the Board extend the time, under Phase I, or as a part of
Phase II, to allow ...
MR. GRADER:

... Probably, as a part of Phase II.

I

think greater consideration .. .
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

... for additional testimony to be

submitted-- or evidence ... ?
MR. GRADER:

... Well, I think,

if they would, perhaps,

just consider some of the evidence that was presented ... !

know the

Bay Institute, for one, did present some of these nonmarket
values.

To get that into the record and have it adequately

considered, I think,

is critical ...

CHAIRMAN COSTA:

... Is your argument that the evidence

was submitted and wasn't reflected upon, or is your argument that
additional evidence needs to be considered?
MR. GRADER:
Mr. Chairman ... !

... No,

I don't think additional evidence,

think it's the former; that is, it has to be

adequately considered.

That's what we did not see by the staff
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when it developed its report -- considering the economic aspects
of those fisheries.

They did consider, for example, both Fish and

Game's and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Services' determinations on what
flow needs were required; but,

they should have tied that, as

well, to what the economic values are,

so you can have a full

balancing by the Board, as required, we believe, under a public
trust basis.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

•

What else don't you like about the

staff report?
MR. GRADER:
reasonable uses,

Okay.

On the determination of what are

is it really reasonable to deny water to fish,

when, perhaps, you're sending that water to some crops that would
exist only by virtue of the fact that they receive subsidized
water, and,

furthermore, only get to the ''farm gate" -- that is,

only get to market -- by virtue of federal price supports?
Whereas, you compare that with a crop, such as salmon -- which,
this year,

in California, was in excess of $100 million-- which

required no subsidy ... And,

I should say that we didn't have to

send the Governor to Japan to sell this crop; the Japanese and the
Europeans were over here, attempting to buy it.

It is a crop with

value.
This is the type of balancing you really have to take a
look at.

Is it reasonable to irrigate certain lands, where the

irrigation waste water coming back is poisonous to wildlife?
that reasonable?
done.

Is

This is the type of balancing that needs to be

I'm not here making a value judgment; but,

I

think that's

the duty of the Board, and they've got to consider this -- it's
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our feeling -- under the balancing required by the public trust
doctrine.
Now, we've heard, furthermore, that a number of these
various water projects would be at risk, under the public trust
doctrine, if it's applied the way that some of the speakers here,
earlier this morning, alluded to.

I just want to state that, as

far as our fishery resource in this state goes, it is constantly
at risk, not as a result of this public trust doctrine, but the
way the existing laws have been applied.

It has been constantly

at risk.
There really has been no balancing; this is the other
problem with the report.
fish

The report would provide for flows for

the additional 1.5 million acre-feet between April and

July in normal years -- in ''wet years".

In "dry years" -- or

drought years -- there is no ''sharing of the pain"; it is the fish
whose water is cut back.
uses.

There are no similar cutbacks on other

This is what we're simply saying here, that there needs to

be, as well as a balancing -- a reasonable test; there needs to be
a "sharing of the pain'', to the extent that we're cutting back on
everybody.

In other words, if the fish are going to have to

conserve water and do with less, then other users should also, if
we determine that those fish -- that crop, for example -- have the
same value as, say, an out-of stream use.

That's really where I

think there has been a failure with the staff report, in assessing
and determining how we should do that ''sharing of the pain."
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

You're arguing that under the doctrine

of reasonable use -- or beneficial use --under Burns-Porter, that
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ought to be changed.

Is that correct?

MR. GRADER:

Yes.

In other words,

there has to be a

sharing of water shortages.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

And you don't think the staff's

recommendation to the Board goes far enough,

in sharing that

burden ...
MR. GRADER:

. .. No, we do not ...

CHAIRMAN COSTA:
MR. GRADER:

... under "dry years"?

That's correct .

CHAIRMAN COSTA:

.. . You do like their recommendations to

correct the reverse flows during surplus years?
MR. GRADER:

Yes, obviously.

I think, perhaps, putting

a cap on what further can be taken out of the system, so we can be
assured that we have that water there ...
I would agree with Mr. Littleworth, that there is no
balancing in the report, except I would, perhaps, look at it from
a different side.

I would also agree with him on the needs for

certainty; however,

I'm not certain that there is any certainty in

this world ...
CHAIRMAN COSTA:
MR. GRADER:

... A majority of Americans ... Go ahead ...

CHAIRMAN COSTA:
understand that.

. .. We 11. ..

... No, go ahead ... Well,

I think we all

It's just that everyone makes that statement;

then, after they make that statement, they tell those who they
elected to public office to get them as much certainty as they
possibly can,

realizing that it's an uncertain world we live in ...

MR. GRADER:

... Well,

I'm just reminded of the fact
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that, as voters ... The majority of the voters in this country, two
weeks ago, voted for their candidate, certain that they were going
to get no new taxes.

And now, a surprise ...

We would like to see some certainty, too, here.

I think

what, perhaps, needs to be looked at is a determination that there
is some minimum instrearn flows set aside; of course, as carne out
of the Governor's Report of a decade ago, that was never done
providing for certainty for fish and wildlife with a minimum
amount of flows.
Also, I agree with Mr. Littleworth about the management
of public trust resources.

Really, what we've seen, I think,

in

the past, is that there has been no management; there has been a
mismanagement, in the sense that we've failed to provide them with
the flows that are needed.
I think where we have a disagreement with Mr.
Littleworth

a significant one -- is on the fact that he said

that there are other ways to provide for salmon, other than water.
We're not sure how, because these fish have not yet developed
lungs or legs.

We have attempted,

in this state -- really, for

the past 40 years -- to provide for that resource, without water,
and it has failed.
I should say that, during the rainy years following the
winters of 1984 and 1985, and the flood of 1986, we did get good
flows in the river; we've seen the benefits of that.

Indeed,

this

last year, we had a record harvest of salmon, as a result of those
good flows that we had; in fact,

this past season, we enjoyed the

best commercial fishing season that we've had in this state since,
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at least, 1945 -- if not back to the 1930's.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:
MR. GRADER:

... What do you attribute that to?

We attribute that directly to the high

flows --particularly the Valentine's Day Flood in 1986 -- that
got those fish out of the rivers, and past the pumps in the Delta.
We had flows in the San Joaquin for the first time ever since
Friant Dam.

We had fish coming back to the San Joaquin this year,

as a result of that.

I

So, I think it's pretty indicative that

flows do make a difference, and our attempts in the past to do
without flows simply have not worked.
There was an analogy made this morning,
freeways.

Well,

to rivers and

I think the difference is that a freeway is

something of concrete, and a river provides for life.

While you

could probably argue that there are wildlife and animals out on
the freeways,

really, the only thing that we've seen that's akin

to the wildlife, as we describe it in our various codes, are a lot
of dead skunks.
There was also an analogy made to football here, this
morning.

Again, I

think that, perhaps, that's a good analogy,

except that we're not talking here about changing the rules; I
think,

really, what we're talking about with the public trust

doctrine is instituting an "instant replay".

What we're seeing on

that "instant replay" is that in nearly every "play", salmon have
been "face masked".

So, I

think that's really the football

analogy ...
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

... Mr. Grader,

that's the advantage of

spending all day here-- sitting back there ... (LAUGHTER) ... getting
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a chance to think how you're going to respond to all these
comments ...
MR. GRADER:

. .. I do appreciate the fact that you put me

on near the last, Mr. Chairman ... (LAUGHTER) ... After having to
listen to that, that's one of the few ... (LAUGHTER) ... pleasures
that does come from having to sit in the hearing, all day.
I do want to conclude that the public trust doctrine, as
far as we see it, does not give a preference to public trust
resources; it only requires a balancing.
have to have.

That,

indeed, is what we

That's where the failure of our public policy has

been in the past -- in not providing for adequate balance.
Thank you.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

Thank you very much, Mr. Grader.

While

we haven't always agreed, I think you know that I am as concerned
as you are that we make the effort to improve the salmon
fisheries, and a host of other fisheries,

in this state.

made some progress; I think you're correct.

We have

PCFFA has gone a long

way toward acknowledging that the perception needs to be created
that our fisheries are important.

Too often, in the past, we've

forgotten about them.
I'm not concerned so much about the public trust
doctrine as I am about attempting to balance the needs that the
State Board is currently looking at.

I find a real diverse

opinion from folks.
I do appreciate hearing your comments.
MR. GRADER:

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN COSTA:

All right.
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Moving along ...

B. J. Miller.
MR. B. J. MILLER:
of the Committee ..

Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Members

I'm flattered to be here ...

CHAIRMAN COSTA:
MR. MILLER:

... Are you?

Yes ...

CHAIRMAN COSTA:

... Well, we're flattered to have you

here ...
MR. MILLER:

... Thank you ...

CHAIRMAN COSTA:

... Why don't we get to the point:

How

do we balance these diverse needs that we've been talking about
all day?
MR. MILLER:

I've handed you something that includes

some thoughts on how you do that.

There are some more, down here,

on the table.
I've got three ideas on how you might do that a little
bit better than it seems to be happening now:

First, it seems to

me, you've got to start with the facts, not with popular ...
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

... That's a good place to start; let's

start with the facts ...
MR. MILLER:

... Let's take a look at some of the key

"facts" --and I would put quotes around that word that we're
dealing with, as we approach this question of balancing.
One popular and important one is that California
agriculture uses 85% of the water.
on how you look at it.

It seems to me, this depends

I can look at it and come up with a

conclusion that California agriculture uses 40% of the water,
urban uses amount to about eight percent, and that 50% has been
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dedicated to fish and environmental uses.

The way I get that is,

I take the north. coast wild and scenic rivers, which are
off-limits, and I take their average flow, and I add in the amount
icated to fish and Delta out-flow, and I get an amount that is
quite a bit more than the total water used by urban and
agriculture combined.
I'm not advocating that we abandon the wild and scenic
river protection, and I'm not advocating that we cut the 5 million
acre-feet flow that's required, over and above un-regulated flows,
to go into the bay.

All I'm saying is that when you ...

CHAIRMAN COSTA:

... I'm glad you're not making those

arguments ... (LAUGHTER) ...
MR. MILLER:

... approach this issue, there are other

ways to look at it, besides the one that we hear so much about.
"Fact" number two is that San Francisco Bay is dying,
because of flood control and water development projects.

Tom,

here, writes the weekly editorial for The Chronicle, on this
one ... (LAUGHTER) ...
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

... That's because he's spending all

that time talking to those reporters ...
MR. MILLER:

... This myth has a foundation that is less

stable than Mt. Schuster ... (LAUGHTER) ...
CHAIRMAN COSTA:
MR. MILLER:

... (LAUGHTER) ... Thank you ...

... It rests on two fallacious notions:

One is that flows into the Bay have been decreased by 60%.

We now

have a paper accepted for publication in a highly reputable
journal that documents that,

in fact,
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there has been an increase

in flows.
The other notion is that striped bass is the indicator
species for the Bay-Delta system.

I

think this is nonsense; the

problems with the striped bass are centered in the Delta and
Suisun Bay, and I don't think any experts are saying that these
problems are spread throughout San Francisco Bay.
It has also become increasingly clear -- to me, at least
-- that the demise of the striped bass, since the last drought,

is

not the result of water project operations, but that some other
factor has entered the picture in the Delta -- possibly the
introduction of some new species.
"Fact'' number three is that salmon populations have been
decimated by flood control and water development projects, and the
way to fix this is to dramatically curtail operation of these
projects.
tricky:
decades.

As I say in the paper here,

this one is a little bit

First, salmon populations are stable, and have been for
The number of salmon spawning in the river gravels has

declined dramatically, and hatchery production has offset this
decline.
In my mind,
light:

this casts the issue in a slightly different

We're not talking about trying to save an adult population

of salmon that has been severely decimated.

In fact,

if you were

able to increase the number of adult salmon that spawn in river
gravels -- which I think is a good idea -- and maintain a number
of hatcheries, you're going to, at least theoretically, have even
more adult salmon out there than we have had for years and
years ...
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CHAIRMAN COSTA:

... Well, we have made some progress:

We have a small run -- a beginning of what we hope will be an
annual run-- on the Merced River, and we are improving, we
believe, on

other tributaries on the San Joaquin.

think Mr. Grader's argument is forceful:

But, I

With the nine dams and

reservoirs on the San Joaquin, and with the completion of Friant
Dam in the late-1940's, we virtually eliminated a significant
portion of the salmon, after that time.
t

Now, to my knowledge,

t push of the salmon run has never been replaced.

Are you

arguing that it has?
MR. MILLER:
e

No, no.

I'm not arguing that at all.

you usually hear this salmon issue is without

discussion of the total adult population, and without discussion
of the role of hatcheries.

The impression you get from listening

to the way this argument is characterized is that we don't have
very many salmon out there, anymore -- we've got 90% less salmon.
It seems to me that we've got a problem with salmon, and it's a
serious problem.

But, the problem is not "number of adult

salmon"; it's not that there aren't enough adult salmon out there
for people to catch a problem,

commercially or recreationally.

We've got

in that there aren't as many salmon spawning in the

river gravels as we used to have.

That's a bonafide problem; but,

it is a problem of a different nature than the way it's usually
characterized ...
CHAIRMAN COSTA:
we produce more salmon,

. .. But, the fact of the matter is, if

there's a market for them, and we would be

that much better off ...
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MR. MILLER:

... That's a good idea.

I'm not arguing that it's a bad idea;

It's a

ide

I'm arguing with the way the

problem is characterized, and with the opinion that grows up f

om

that sort of characterization.
The fourth "fact" is that California agriculture is
nothing but big corporate farmers buying cheap subsidized water
growing subsidized crops and producing toxic agricultural
drainage.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:
MR. MILLER:
him here earlier.

Who makes that argument?

I can't remember his name; I

thought I saw

But, therefore, the way to balance California's

water needs is to take the water from agriculture, because they
don't deserve it anyhow, and give it to cities, Owen's Valley, and
to fish.

Now, I think this idea of water transfers from

agriculture to urban users is a good idea.
I

think, we're going to see more of it.

It is ha

ni

, and,

But, I don't think it's

the solution to balancing California's water needs.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:
MR. MILLER:

Partial solution?

It's a

rtial solution, yes.

This

characterization of California agriculture, which is a politic 1
and a public relations pre

ition of taking its water,

is

grossly misleading, apd agriculture is just finally now beginni
to react to this sort of thing.
talked about, when you're

The thing I don't ever hear

alking about transferring large amounts

of water from agriculture to urban users,
serious social consequences.

is the potential of

I don't hear anyone talking yet

about the social effects on scores of Central Valley communities
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CHAIR!>1AN COSTA:

Excuse

rh,e ,
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Mr . Mi 11 e r .

How would you feel about this, Mr. Grader -- the comment
that Mr. Miller just made?
MR. GRADER:

I would

like to see some further looking

at economics.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:
MR. GRAFF:
direction.

How about you, Mr. Graff?

I think you ought to give us greater

If it had been done before the hearing, I agree,

actually, with both Mr. Grader and Mr. Graff, that there is
inadequate justification for a lot that's in the report.

But,

when I think about what Mr. Grader has just been saying about
economics, I recall having been in Fresno -- your home town -- and
hearing the Chairman of the Board rule out of order testimony
about subsidies, because they were beyond the scope of the
proceedings.
Again, it depends on "whose ox is being gored".

And I

think it's quite risky, from a public policy point of view, to
insert the Legislature in the middle of a proceeding and say,
"Take more evidence into account", or whatever.

I think the

oversight function that you're performing here is probably getting
the message over there a couple of blocks, and I'd guess they're
going to be more careful, come the final report, in laying out
more of their conclusions and bases for their conclusions,
probably, without need for legislation.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:
MR. MILLER:

Sure.

CHAIRMAN COSTA:
MR. MILLER:

Sorry to interrupt you, Mr. Miller.

Please go ahead.

At this stage of the Board proceedings, I
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think I, amazingly enough, would agree wi

Mr. Graff,

going to jump in here and try to tell them,

"No, no, no.

this."

But, if the proceedings drag on

the

possibilities in that regard -- and it gets a 1
turmoil that's bound to occur,

en,

I think,

s

legislative intervention that, at least, laid out f

a e

"Look, here are the things you must consider;
go about this kind of planning without prej

r

i

t

recommendations", would be helpful.
That's it.
Thank you.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

So many comments

today, as it relates to trying to

e

1 n e those ne

wondering, Mr. Miller, is it your understanding that t
phase of the Board's hearings will provide re omme
third phase?

Is that correct?

MR. MILLER:

That's correct.

CHAIRMAN COSTA:

What

rtun

l

interests that have testified here
Board's decision-making when they reach
MR. MILLER:

Well, we'll

mean, we all had lots of opportuni

l

ts

in Pha

opportunity doesn't seem to me to be the
I see it,

f

0

is that we all came to th

say, and we all had some

finitive

recommendations that we were making.
on those matters.

B ar ,

We d

The thinq that concerns me
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i

this was just tossed out without justification.

I can go through

and give you some examples of that, but that will just make us go
later; I mean,

I've got so many of them.

CHAIRMAN COSTA:

A lot of people have been giving me

examples from all sorts of view points in the last week.
MR. MILLER:

So,

it's not opportunity that we are

lacking.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

What I'm having a hard time with trying

to understand is, how do we know that they haven't considered?
Because they're not included in the draft report could mean they
considered them and rejected them.
MR. MILLER:
reject them,

Well,

I think even if they did consider and

they have an obligation to put it in writing, so that

others know what their reasoning was.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

Okay.

Thanks for that clarification.

Our last witness on this panel is Jan Stevens, Assistant
Attorney Genera , who,
not be aware,

for those of you in the audience who may

just came back from Oregon last weekend.

participated in a forum whose primary topic was the "
doctrine," and he added his comments, as it relates to

He
lie trust

t .

I

hope you'll share some of those comments with us this afternoon.
MR. STEVENS:
I appreciate

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
r patience, and perseverance, and the

length of this hearing, and the fact that there are a number of
people who would also like to testify, who do not need designation
by the Attorney General for standing to comment on the public
trust, as the legislation may ask -- you would have required --
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stantially

of riparians cannot have

deeper roots and the power to appropriate cannot substantially
diminish the public welfare and
I

nterest in these waters."

would not think that that would be a surprise in the
n in California's existing water

form of National Audubon and

system under Article 10, Sect on 2, because, since 1928, the state
has had this power of continuing authority over the use of waters.
Concerns were voiced over the extension of National Audubon, or
its application, perhaps, to beneficial uses, such as nonnavigable
waters, stored waters, ground waters and waters in place.
Basically, this is the extent of jurisdiction that the state has
already had, under the Article 10, for many, many years.
Therefore, we don't believe

it's proper to think that an

unnecessary extension of state power has been exerted here.
The second

int has to do with the contention that

s given rise, or will give rise,

Audubon

to irresponsible and

frivolous litigation which will impair or, perhaps, bring down,
California's wa er s

tern.

Our experience today with National

Audubon has been that this is not the case and that the mechanism
which

e

s

worked out by the Board and

e courts, in

connection with implementing Na ional Audubon,

s been worki

out pretty well.
The crux,

I think, of

Court's observation which
responsible

h

e

he

epeate

r taken

decision was the
se e al times that no
oak at the impairment of the

public trust that would result from the grant of the licenses and
permits in the case of Mono Lake.

This was repeated several

times, and the Court took pains to reaffirm the fact that the
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just as beneficial usage has

the Legislature, and given increasing guidance in

t years.
It's not necessa
s done ove

the past years in defining fisheries and water

onservation
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res
s
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I

tion.

ivo ous lit
sl
s

I

indicated, Mr. Chairman, in the Delta

on fa tors i

y

And

of consideration has been extended to the

epo t, the Racanelli

f

to bring up here what the Legislature

an
i

have

a

en

n't seen an onslaught of what we consi
There have been some recent pieces of
deal with (INAUDIBLE), the abili

on whi

ons

fr volous

r

igation.

t have been

And

to

NAUDIBLE) pro edure 1021.5 f r
sically, none of the issues which

nAB 44 9, with one possible exception, appear

to us to be worthy of long consideration.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

What's the exception?
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r

MR. STEVENS:
was also express
lie trust

exception might

several justices in Audubon, that maybe

ons

rations are something that can't

Water Board profit
be

sir

le to

applicabili

y at t

initial sta

looked at

; but, it might

some kind of uniform interpretation of the

of this, within the context of the water right

stem, which is really what
CHAIRMAN COSTA:
more experience, and

Audubon decision is all about.

Based upon the fact that they have much
the entire statewide picture, as a

whole, to look at, and they're a better enti
kinds of re
decision.

the feeling, which

to try to get those

ses, as opposed to a court on a case-by-case
Is that your reason?

MR. STEVENS:

That's very possible.

Yes, the Board is

familiar with this, and chances are, we'll have to deal with the
ject,

, because it's going to come up in the context of

adjudication, or the reconsideration of the reasonableness, of a
rticular diversion.

We didn't like the particular approach in

the bill of doing that; it would have required a reference back to
the Board and, in ef
one in t

ct, would have given people two "bites"

Board and one in the Court in which the action

originated -- before any kind of decision would be made
intelligently.

As I said, otherwise, basically, the cases ...

CHAIRMAN COSTA:

So, you might be willing to look at

some legislation which contains that provision?
MR. STEVENS:
and consider it.

We'd be happy to look at such a proposal

Otherwise, pragmatically, the cases that have

arisen in which any kind of interim relief has been granted,
-159

minimum flows have been imposed that worked out on the basis of
interim relief -- minimum flows for a certain time -- appending
studies by the Department of Fish and Game and other responsible
bodies.

And it may be that this system is one which is sort of

working itself out in a very practical way, and will solve some of
the concerns which have been voiced by water users here today.
Other than that, unless there are questions, I think
that summarizes our present feelings in the matter.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

Do you believe the State Board has the

authority to balance competing uses

to take water away from an

established use, to the degree that it would impact the ability of
a water user to generate power, or serve ·its customers?
MR. STEVENS:

Yes, we definitely do, and I think that

Audubon coordinates that clearly, too.

They said that it would be

disingenuous of us to disregard the needs of our water

and I

assume, power -- of large urban areas, and the facilities and the
projects that have been built in alliance on that; but, they're
going to require consideration of the public trust, as well -- a
continuing obligation of the state.

And the Board, I think, would

have the authority to make appropriate adjustments along those
lines.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:
MR. STEVENS:

Public trust notwithstanding?

Public trust notwithstanding, or public

trust included -- a necessary factor.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

Final question:

Do you have any

recommendations for us, during this next two-year session, as to
what we ought to be doing to make your job easier, or to try to
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balance the diverse needs that we see here before us?
MR. STEVENS:

I appreciate the request.

I think that

it's something we (INAUDIBLE) ...
CHAIRMAN COSTA:
MR. STEVENS:

It's your shot; you're "at the plate".

Yes,

right ... (LAUGHTER) ... Our budget

people aren't here today, but aside from that ... (LAUGHTER) ...
I do believe that there will be considerable work to be
done, and that the interest of this Committee, and its concerns,
are appreciated.
I think that we can look at certain things, based on
streamlining of the implementation of this procedure, without
emasculating it.

And if we can assist the Committee in that kind

of a goal, we'll be delighted to.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

You don't think we ought to "sit on the

sidelines" and provide that oversight rule that Mr. Graff
suggested?
MR. STEVENS:

I think you're doing it now-- a very good

job of it.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

Would you recommend that we set aside

instream flows through legislation, or allow the Board to do so?
MR. STEVENS:
aut

I think that the Board has considerable

rity now, with respect to the allocation of water, and the

Audubon Court has given it additional direction; of course, the
Legislature has,
in priorities.

too,

in its definition of beneficial usage, and

The extent to which the actual process of setting

aside flows is an additional thing that ought to be undertaken.
really couldn't comment on it now.
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I think that's an additional

I

bite"

a really big one.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

It goes beyond National Audubon.

All right.

comment , members of the panel?

Any other questions or

Is there anything you'd like to

dd?
11

obviously, the time is late, and you've been very

tien .

you very much.
We

two witness here who have signed on, as I

e rlier
rtment

f

now
t

Fi

is morning:

Mr. Gene Toffoli, from the

and Game -- their legal counsel; and I don't

second person is.
o

Who is the second person?

Who is

rson?
MR. GENE TOFFOLI:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

'm Gene Toffoli, Department of Fish and Game.
There's very little I can add to the discussion on
ic trust.

We will present you with a written commentary on

the evolution of public trust relationship, specifically, to Fish
Game.

We

a little different approach in direction than

t specifically discussed here today.
that, in Ca i

The flavor of that is

rnia, there has been a parallel development, we

lieve, of the public trust for fisheries, and that in discussing
t
s

evolut on on water rights, we've told there is case law that
aks of public trust in the fishery,
, pre

law

that predates Fish and Game

tes statutory authority, and also predates the water

t was enacted, in order to look at beneficial usage and

allocate water rights.
cases:
the

One,

_Truck~~--~-i ve

lie trust in the fishety.

r, specifically, talks of

This was a nuisance case; that
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was 1892.

The other one is the People v. Glen Colusa Irrigation

District, and that, specifically, designates or speaks of the
trust for fishery, in relationship to water rights.

The spinoff

from that is that the Fish and Game Code, which is enacted
statutorily by the Legislature, and the public trust law that has
been developed through court precedent, we believe, gives a very
strong position to the consideration of fishery, in relationship
to water, or water rights, or water allocation in any direction

I

that you go.
The existing statutory scheme in California is that the
Department reviews all water rights, under Section 1243 of the
Water Code.

We look at permits, review them, and make

recommendations for conditions.

If we can't come to some kind of

agreement with the proponent for the water right, we may then
protest.

That goes to the formal hearings before the Board.
We also are involved in negotiations with state,

federal, municipal, and other agencies, in regard to the
coordination-cooperation aspect of implementing both statutory and
regulatory responsibilities under the Fish and Game Code.
Particularly important, I believe, is the aspect of water flows
for fisheries pre-1914 for the issues of water allocation, or
pre-1914 and pre-1928, because then we get into the realm of
public trust -- public trust for fisheries, prior to a real
consideration for some of the out-flow requirements for fishery
considerations.
I believe, in some of the ongoing litigation mentioned
today -- Audubon, some existing cases regarding Rush Creek -- the
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s t

and it looks like it has
that t

courts are

ificant deviation from the
case precedent, as far
deviate too much from

those protections.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

You seem to also be arguing, Mr.

Toffoli, that notwithstanding the public trust doctrine, that
given the current cases -- you sighted the 1914 and 1928 -- and
other legislation since that time, that this balancing of needs
would still be required by the State Board, notwithstanding the
public trust doctrine, or the Audubon decision.
MR. TOFFOLI:

Is that true?

Yes, I believe that the vehicle for

accomplishing that is within regulations of the State Board, and
also those separate authorities that have been provided to
fish and game community, by the Legislature, as enacted in the
Fish and Game Code.
that may, at times,

I believe there are some parallel authorities
run up against each other; but, they're in

there for the same purpose.
interpretation.

There may be a little different

So, I can see in the future, possibly, that the

Department of Fish and Game could disagree with the State water
Resources Control Board, in a public trust issue; but, I think it
can be resolved in the format of a regulation.
CHAIRMAN COSTA:

So, you think the State Board would be

where they are today, without the National Audubon decision that
was rendered?

Is that what you're saying?

MR. TOFFOLI:

I don't think their role would have been

so clear, and as defined, today, as it was; but, I believe that
the direction would have been going the same way, because of the
previous development in case law and precedent on public trust -not called "public trust", per se, in the sense of appropriating
water.
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tment is satisfied.
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prepared.
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CHAIRMAN COS
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r. John Beuttler, with

r witnesses:

We have
the United Ang ers.

... Thank you very much.

John, are you here?

D ck

re was some

w th Cal T
tion -·-166-

t?

ot t

, but, I guess, last

week -- as to whether or not we would provide everybody an
opportunity to testify.

I

always try to run a fair hearing; I

certainly want to make sure that anyone out there who felt that
maybe they didn't get an opportunity to testify, has this
opportunity.
Okay.

I don't know if that's a fact that you felt

satisfied that all your comments were taken into account, or if
you just don't like testifying at this time of the day.
you to know that I

I want

am certainly prepared to be here and to listen,

if you have any added points.
Those of you who have some comments, but are not
prepared, at this time, to submit those, we will be taking written
testimony until December 12.

So, if you would like to provide

additional evidence to the Committee for the transcript, we would
be more than happy to receive that information,

just as the State

Board has been doing, under Phase I.
So, I want to thank you for your patience and your time.
The Water, Parks and Wildlife Committee hearing, as it relates to
the public trust doctrine, is concluded, at this time.
I

wish you all a very pleasant Thanksgiving, with you

and your families, and a Happy Holiday Season.
We'll see what this hearing portends, as it relates to
legislation, next year.
Thank you very much for your time and patience.
This hearing is adjourned.

# # # # #
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JIM COSTAJ CHAIRMAN
WATERJ PARKSJ AND WILJLIFE COMMITTEE

GOOD MORNING!
THIS HEARING OF THE ASSEMBLY WATER, PARKS & WILDLIFE
COMMITTEE IS CALLED TO ORDER.

FOR THOSE OF YOU WHO DON 1 T KNOW

ME, I'M ASSEMBLYMAN JIM COSTA, CHAIRMAN OF THE COMMITTEE

(INTRODUCE OTHER MEMBERS)

I

THE HEARING IS BEING RECORDED AND A WRITTEN TRANSCRIPT WILL
BE PREPARED,

PLEASE IDENTIFY YOURSELF FOR THE RECORD WHEN YOU

BEGIN YOUR PRESENTATION,

IN ADDITION, WRITTEN TESTIMONY WILL BE

ACCEPTED AS PART OF THE OFFICIAL RECORD OF THE HEARING UNTIL
MONDAY, DECEMBER 12TH.
OUR SUBJECT TODAY IS "PUBLIC TRUST DOCTRINE APPLICATION TO
WATER RIGHTS

I

II

DEPEND HJG \A/HAT sIDE YOU TAKE I THE PUBLIc TRUST

DOCTRINE IS EITHER A THREAT TO THE APPROPRIATIVE RIGHTS SYSTEM WE
HAVE HERE IN CALIFORNIA OR IT REPRESENTS THE

WAY TO MODIFY

WATER RIGHTS PERMITS OR LICENSES GRANTED BY THE STATE PRIOR TO
THE 1950s; CERTAIN FISHERY AND OTHER PUBLIC TRUST RESOURCE
PROTECTIONS HAYING BEEN PLACED INTO LAW AT THAT TIME.
HAVE A LEriGTHY AGENDA TODAY.

4:30 P.M. OR THEREABOUTS,
PRESEt'l

I HAVE ONE ADDITION.

AT

GENE TOFFOLI WILL MAKE A

ION ON BEHALF OF THE DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME.

THE

SERGEANTS WILL HAVE A SIGN-UP LIST FOR THOSE PERSONS WISHING TO
TESTIFY AFTER 4:30 P.M.
I ALSO UNDERSTAND THAT HOWARD MARGULEAS EXPERIENCED PLANE

TROUBLE AND WILL NOT ARRIVE UNTIL ABOUT 10:30.

THE PANEL ON THE

BAY-DELTA HEARINGS WILL THEREFORE MOVE UP TO HIS POSITION ON THE
AGENDA, AND WE WILL HEAR FROM MR. MARGULEAS BEFORE NOON.
-168-

ON OUR PANEL PRESENTATIONS TODAY, I'D LIKE TO HAVE THE
INDIVIDUAL PANELISTS MAKE THEIR PRESENTATIONS,
FOUR PERS

AI~D

THEN HAVE ALL

S COME UP FOR A QUESTION AND ANSWER PERIOD.

(COMMENTS FROM OTHER MEMBERS?)
OUR FIR

WITNESS, THEN, IS GEORGE

- 0 -
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ULD.

LAW OFFICES OF

BEST. BEST & KRIEGER

ASSEMBIJY WA'rEH, Pl\HKS AND WI LDL f F'E COMMI'T"rEE
November 21, 1988
Hearing on Public Trust Issues

My name is Arthur L. Littleworth.

I am a senior partner

of the law firm of Best, Best & Krieger, and am Counsel for the
State

Water

Contractors

in

the

current

Bay-Delta

proceedings

before the State Water Resources Control Board.

The State Water

Contractors

public agencies

organization

represents

the

various

that have

contracts with the State of California to

take water

from

State

17

the

Water

Project

("SWP").

More

than

million

Californians living in all parts of the State depend upon the SWP
to meet all or part of their water needs.

State Project water now

flows to Napa, Solano and Alameda Counties, to the rapidly growing
South

Bay area,

comprising a

significant

part

of

the

San Jose

area's supply; for agriculture and domestic use in the San Joaquin
Valley; and below the Tehachapis from Ventura to San Diego.
The

Metropolitan

Water

District

largest contractor in this area,
Southern

California

I

have

also

been

hold

asked

Doctrine as it may apply,

to

of

California

is

State

Water

discuss

Project

today

the

contracts.

Public

Trust

or efforts to attempt to apply it,

a

As you know,

three year
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the

twelve other public agencies in

the current Bay-Delta proceedings.
is now in the middle of

Southern

Whi
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an for
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In short,

Delta water.

1

as wel
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r
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Delta water,

to the

the

a
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mere

s.

rtant to

s

ngs are

protection

The Court

and to cons

users

implementation

not 1

a

State and Federal pro ects.
take

sco Bay,

in connection with

ew water r

and to

San

lta

uses of

city

and

uses within the Delta

i

and Bay.

a

new Water

State

r

Code, Secti

li

Control

rter-Cologne Act.

t

Thi

3

an,

the

{Water

process has been

in the law for

does not depend upon the Public

Trust

s

Doct
as

integrated

t

s

"reasonable

even
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ogne Act,
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ish water
on"

1
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ci l

be

a water law.

into Califo

13241,

requires the
11 ensure the

obje
f

probably

Court had never

f the S

ic Trust Doct

Po
Board to es

d

ses.

The

Racanelli

decision (182 Cal.App.3d 82) gives the Board "wide authority" to
attain

the

highest

water

quality

II

which

is

reasonable,

considering all demands being made and to be made on those waters
and

the

Section

total

values

13000)

involved

The

objectives

reasonable

protection,

interests,"

and

(Racanelli,

pages 116,

invol~ed

in

consistent

considering

(Page

"
the

Plan

with

109,

Water

are

to

"overall

"all competing demands

118)

Code

provide
statewide

for

water."

A balancing process is necessarily

to the extent that enough water is not always available

to meet 4he needs of all uses.
In

the

Bay-Delta

proceedings,

however,

parties representing environmental interests have
the balancing process.
and

they

rely

upon

some

They seek a preference for instream uses

the

Public

Trust

Doctrine

to

support

One environmental coalition,l for example, a

the

Board

resource
trust
as

must

protection."

resources

must

"adopt

a

demonstrable

They contend further
be

afforded

s of the "public interest";

standards
California

"which

are

law now

the

tried to skew

position.
State

of

sure

requires

to

"greater

bias
that

favor

of

protection of

weight"

than

other

that the Board must establish

protect

public

the Board to deny

destructive consumptive uses."

in

s that

uses";

and

that

"environmentally

(Closing Brief for Bay Institute

of San Francisco, pages 6, 15, 81)

1/
This group includes the Bay Institute of San Francisco, the
National Audubon Society, the Sierra Club, the Bay Area Audubon
Society, the California Native Plants Society, Citizens for a
Better Environment, the Point Reyes Bird Observatory, and the Save
the San Francisco Bay Association.
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The

California

Department

of

Fish

and

Game

has

also

argued that fish and wildlife uses should have a "higher priority"
than meeting export needs.

Moreover, the Policy Statement of the

League of Women Voters, dated November 10, 1987 and filed in the
Bay-Delta
accorded

proceedings,
a

recommended

"separate

and

that

special

beneficial uses of the estuary."

public

validity

trust
over

uses

the

be

other

(Page 5)

Thus, major efforts are being made to expand the Public
Trust Doctrine as enunciated in the Audubon decision.
Court,

The Supreme

in National Audubon, did not grant a preference to public

trust values.

It consistently used the same language of current

statutes, namely, that the public trust uses must be "considered"
and "taken into account" in allocating water.
444, 446,

447, 448,

452)

(33 Cal.3d at 426,

The Court stated that the Public Trust

Doctrine, as part of an "integrated system of water law," imposed
a "continuing duty on the state to take such uses into account in
allocating water resources."
Court

said.

It

did

not

(33 Cal.3d at 452)
intend

to

granting a preference to trust values.

overturn

That is all the
statutory

law

by

The Public Trust Doctrine

simply offered the means of reaching the City of Los Angeles, and
all older appropriators in similar circumstances, and of assuring
continued supervision over the exercise of water rights.

Environmentalists often cite Audubon as holding that the
State has a duty to "protect public uses whenever feasible."
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(33

Cal.3d at 446)

They generally omit, however, the Court's further

statement found in the same paragraph that the State as a matter
of practical necessity "may have to approve appropriations despite
foreseeable harm to public trust uses."
the
upon

•

statement
the

that

California's

appropriation

of

Often neglected also is

population

vast

and

quantities

of

economy
water

"depend
for

uses

unrelated to instream trust values," and that the State Board has
the power to grant permits to take water from a flowing stream for
uses in distant parts of the State "even though this taking does
not

promote,

and

source stream."

may

unavoidably

harm,

the

trust

uses

at

the

(33 Cal.3d at 446)

In the recent Draft Water Quality Control Plan released
by the staff of the State Board on November 4,
spring flows are recommended for

fish.

large additional

The staff's recommended

an calls for average April-June flows for salmon based upon the
historical

period

of

1930-87.

For

striped

bass,

the

recommends reducing spring exports to the 1953-67 average.

Plan
All in

all, the staff seeks 1.5 MAF of additional spring outflow for the
benefit of fishery resources.

(1-11)

This additional water is

intended to come from Sacramento River reserves of 360,000 acrefeet, conjunctive use and changing reservoir operations on the San
Joaquin

to

provide

530,000

acre-feet,

and

exports from the Delta by 670,000 acre-feet.
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decreasing
(1-ll)

spring

While the State Water Contractors disagree strongly with
these recommended flows,

nonetheless the recommended Staff Plan

does

upon a public trust preference as

not appear to

legal basis

for

rest

the recommendations.

Instead,

the

the Board Staff

claims to have struck a

reasonable balance among all competing

uses for Delta waters.

Factually,

and

from a

policy point of

view, the State Water Contractors disagree, but the point here is
that the issue of the high flows can be taken to the State Board
to determine finally what is "reasonable," and this can be done
without

a

resources

legal
must

satisfied.
results

I

could

claim
be

met

think
be

that

these

first

the

historic

before

Committee

potentially

city

can

flows
and

see

disastrous

farm

that

if

for

needs

the

the

fishery
are

statewide

Public

Trust

Doctrine were in fact applied to give a

preference to instream

uses over the needs of farms and cities.

Present law requires an

even-handed balancing,

and that

should not be changed to favor

fishery needs.

Finally, I want to mention the "California Water Ethic"
that underlies the staff's Bay-Delta recommended Plan.
ethics calls for extensive management of water use.
substantial municipal,
reclamation;

use;

having

all

responsibility for Bay-Delta objectives;
facilities;

however,

no

mention

It includes

industrial and agricultural conservation;

conjunctive

physical

This water

and
is

water

users

share

the construction of new

pollution

control.

Significantly,

made

efficient

management

environmental uses.
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of

of

The public trust uses of water,
are

subject

to

Constitution.

the

reasonable

use

like consumptive uses,

provisions

(National Audubon Society vs.

Cal.3d 414, 443)

of

the

State

Superior Court:,

33

Efforts to conserve and to seek alternatives to

Delta flows apply not only to urban and farm uses, but equally to
fish and wildlife uses.

A management approach is the only path

that holds promise for the long-term resolution of water issues.
The satisfaction of environmental needs solely by increasing flows
is not a reasonable policy for this State.
Ethic"

must

also

include

the

management

The "California Water
of

public

trust

uses.

This concept must embrace consideration of such non-flow measures
as construction of facilities, habitat restoration, fish screens,
changes

in

project

operations,

hatchery

production,

improved

hatchery and stocking operations, fishing regulations, and the use
of groundwater for some wildlife uses.

Public trust uses cannot be granted a
from

the management

responsibilities

other uses of water.
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preference,
imposed

upon

nor
all

PUBLIC TRUST DOCTRINE APPLICATION TO WATER RIGHTS!/
AND TO BAY-DELTA HEARING

WATER, PARKS, AND WILDLIFE COMMITTEE

The Board has implemented established water right policies, which also served
implement the public trust doctrine, for many years.

In the Bay-Del

context,

Court of Appeal in the "Racanelli decision said that the Board in the 1
11

Bay-Delta decision complied with the public trust doctrine as the doctrine is
in the Mono Lake case, even though the Board acted five years before

descri

Mono Lake decision, and the Board•s decision does not refer to the "public trust".
lieve that previous decisions regarding the Delta also complied with
lie

doctrine, even though these decisions were not characterized as

lie

actions, and were based on other legal theories.

point is that the public trust does not add significantly to the Board 1 s
to put terms and conditions on water right permits and licenses.

i

another legal theory for the lawyers to use in defending a Board

it

public trust resources, it does not change the thrust of the
ision.
under

ile
ision
ic

Like conditions imposed under the other laws, any conditions imposed
public trust doctrine must be reasonable in light of all the

circumstances, including other beneficial uses of the water.

1 Presented by Walt Pettit, Chief of the Division of Water Rights,
State Water Resources Control Board. _177 _

The other laws we routinely apply in this area include Water Code provisions which
about 30 years have recognized fish and wildlife protection as beneficial uses
, and required their protection in water rights allocation decisions.
likewise, protection of the public interest is a long-standing requirement in the
Board's decision making.

Since the early 1970's, compliance with the California

1 Quality Act has required a consideration of alternatives that is

i

analogous to public trust balancing. The constitutional prohibition against waste
and unreasonable use or diversion has been in place since 1928.

Because of the prohibition against waste, a "continuing authority" term has
hi
11

ically been included in water rights permits and licenses.

The Board also

reserves jurisdiction .. over many permits to make amendments for specific

purposes.

The reserved jurisdiction terms are dropped when a project is licensed.

Under the public trust doctrine, the State is a trustee.

When the State makes a

decision affecting trust resources, it must balance public trust values with
developmental interests and must protect the trust resources whenever feasible and
reasonable.

The Board applies the public trust balancing to projects involving navigable
waters, projects which can affect navigable waters, and fisheries.

Under the doctrine, the Board retains continuing authority over water rights to
reevaluate and modify the rights to conform with the public trust doctrine.
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only real change because of the public trust doctrine is

le

ition the Board to undertake statutory adjudications of
consideration of public trust resources.

inc

While

the Mono Lake decision, established water rights were

le

always retained continuing authority over water right
licenses to modify them in the interest of the public welfare
unreasonable use, unreasonable method of use or unreasonable

diversi

included, as Attachment 1, the Board's current continuing

I

i

version includes language intended to comply with the
case.

i

is

This term is included in new permits and licenses

is

ituted for the old term any time the water right is revi
reasons.

In practice, the Board has not yet modified a water right solely on
lie

authority.

s

We have responded to a number of complai

protection of fishery resources and which typically ci
i

as a basis for Board action.
ion.

Some of those cases are

il

Others have been concluded, but actions taken to

agreed upon solutions or continuing jurisdiction
was included in the original permits.
ievi

I

As I stated before, other

the same objectives as the public trust doctrine.

lieve the specific case of the Bay-Delta hearing is consistent wi
1 situation I have described.
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ex

In handing down its decision on the Delta water cases, the appellate court said
the Board had done a couple of things wrong, or incompletely, in its 1979
decision.

For example, it said the Board had to adopt water quality objectives

that reasonably protect a11 beneficial uses of water, not just those beneficial
uses that can be protected by conditioning water rights.
the water quality statutes, not the public trust.

This point was based on

The court also said that the

Board should ma~e all water rights holders share the burden of meeting objectives,
not just the CVP and SWP.

The Board has additional vehicles for modifying delta requirements.

Existing

permits of the CVP and SWP were, at the time of issuance, heavily conditioned to
allow for changes resulting from the many ongoing studies.

Therefore, it is

unlikely at this point that the next Board decision on the Delta will impose any
conditions that rely solely on public trust authority.

By way of a status report, the Board staff released a draft pollutant policy
document and a draft water quality control plan for salinity on November 3.

Those

reports will be used as the basis for testimony by all the parties in the next
hearing which will commence on January 9.

That concludes my presentation; ! 11 try to answer any questions you have.
1
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I

PERMIT TERM 12
Title:
When Used:

inuing Authority--Water Rights
1
ts
to California Water
lie trust doctrine, all rights
any license issued pursuant thereto,
method
use, and quantity of water di
inuing authority of the State Water
accordance with law and in the interest of the
lie trust uses and to prevent wastes unreasonable use
use or unreasonable method of diversion
sa
continuing authority of the Board may be exerci
ific requirements over and above those contai
view of eliminating waste of water and to meeti
irements of permittee without unreasonable
ttee may be required to implement a water
which may include but not necessarily be limi
recla ng
water allocated; (2) usi
i
instead of all or part of the water a11
diversions so as to eliminate agricul
1
f1 · (4) suppressing evaporation losses
5) controlling phreatophytic growth; and (6)
efficient water measuring devices
i
limitations of this permit and
use as against reasonable water requi
will be taken pursuant to this
nes after notice to affected parties and
ific requirements are physically
fi
iate to the particular si
ion.
inuing authority of the Board also may
ex ere
limitations on the diversion
use of
ion 11
protect public trust uses. No
s paragraph unless the Board determines, after
ies
opportunity for hearing, that such action is
lifornia Constitution Article X, Sec. 2; is consi
i
and is necessary to preserve or restore the uses
lie trust.
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STATEMENT ON PUBLIC TRUST IN WATER ISSUES

Presented By
HOWARD MARGULEAS. CHAIRMAN
CALIFORNIA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE*
To The
ASSEMBLY WATER. PARKS & WILDLIFE COMMI'ITEE
CHAIRMAN, ASSEMBLY MEMBER JIM COSTA

Sacramento, California
November 21, 1988

MORNING MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS.

MY NAME IS HOWARD MARGULEAS.

I AM

THE CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE CALIFORNIA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

II

AND THE CHAIRMAN AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER OF SUN WORLD INTERNATIONAL.

WE

APPRECIATE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO EXPLAIN WHY WE CO-SPONSORED AB 4439 WITH THE
ASSOCIATION OF CALIFORNIA WATER AGENCIES.

JOHN FRASER. THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

OF THE ASSOCIATION OF CALIFORNIA WATER AGENCIES, IS WITH ME THIS MORNING SO
THAT WE CAN JOINTLY RESPOND TO YOUR TECHNICAL QUESTIONS ON THE PUBLIC TRUST
DOCTRINE.
WE UNDERSTAND THE ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS INVOLVED IN THIS ISSUE AND AGREE
WITH THE IMPORTANCE OF PROTECTING CALIFORNIA NATURAL WATER WAYS, WILDLIFE AND
.

THERE ARE STILL, HOWEVER, SEVERAL MAJOR REASONS WHY WE ASKED THAT

AB 4439 BE INTRODUCED.
ONE REASON IS TO TELL THE PUBLIC IN HEARINGS SUCH AS THIS THAT THE PUBLIC
TRUST DOCTRINE REPRESENTS A REAL THREAT TO WATER SUPPLIES FOR OUR CITIES AND
INDUSTRIES AND FARMS.
WATER SUPPLIES.

IT ALSO CREATES UNCERTAINTY WHETHER WE CAN EXPAND OUR

LEGISLATION IS NEEDED TO RESTORE AN ELEMENT OF CERTAINTY FOR

THE PUBLIC'S WATER SUPPLY.
LET ME BREAK DOWN THE PROBLEM BETWEEN EXISTING AND NEW WATER SUPPLIES.
WATER DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS ARE NOT UNLIKE OUR TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM.

THEY ARE

, EXPECTED TO LAST DECADES, AND THEY ARE PAID FOR LARGELY THROUGH USER
FEES, WHETHER IT IS A GAS TAX OR A MONTHLY WATER BILL.
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IF AN ENVIRONMENTAL ORGANIZATION BROUGHT A LAWSUIT TO SHUT DOWN A MAJOR
FREEWAY BECAUSE THERE WAS TOO MUCH NOISE AND POLLUTION IT WOULD NOT BE UNLIKE
PUBLIC TRUST CLAIMS AGAINST EXISTING WATER RIGHTS.

IF EITHER CLAIM WAS

SUCCESSFUL THERE WOULD BE A HUGE LOSS TO THE ECONOMY.

NEW HIGHWAY ROUTES AND

WATER SUPPLIES WOULD HAVE TO BE FOUND.
THE PROBLEM WOULD BE MORE SERIOUS FOR THE WATER INFRASTRUCTURE, HOWEVER,
REPLACEMENT WATER MAY NOT BE AVAILABLE.
THE ONLY SOLUTION TO A SUCCESSFUL ENVIRONMENTAL CLAIM AGAINST AN EXISTING
WATER PROJECT MAY BE RATIONING.

I AM SURE YOU WILL HEAR ABOUT RATIONING

ALTERNATIVES FOR EXISTING WATER SYSTEMS IN YOUR PANEL DISCUSSIONS LATER IN THE
DAY.
MY NEXT POINT DEALS WITH DEVELOPING NEW WATER SUPPLIES TO MEET POPULATION
AND ECONOMIC GROWTH.

THE PUBLIC TRUST DOCTRINE SAYS THERE ARE NO VESTED WATER

RIGHTS UPON WHICH A COMMUNITY CAN RELY.

ANY EXISTING OR NEW PROJECT IS FAIR

GAME FOR AN ENVIRONMENTAL LAWSUIT TO TAKE AWAY THE WATER RIGHT AT ANY TIME.
I WILL GO BACK TO THE FREEWAY ANALOGY.

WOULD ANYONE SERIOUSLY CONSIDER

FINANCING AND BUILDING A NEW FREEWAY IF OPPONENTS COULD FILE AN ENVIRONMENTAL
LAWSUIT AND SUCCEED IN CLOSING THE FREEWAY AFTER IT IS BUILT?

IF ONLY A

POSSIBILITY, THE DECISION MAKERS WOULD HAVE TO SERIOUSLY CONSIDER THEIR
POTENTIAL LIABILITY FOR PRUDENT USE OF PUBLIC FUNDS.
FOR NEW WATER PROJECTS UNCERTAINTY IS THE PROBLEM.

HOW CAN WE BUILD A

CANAL, ENLARGE SHASTA RESERVOIR, OR BUILD AUBURN DAM IF A NEW COURT
INTERPRETATION OF THE PUBLIC TRUST DOCTRINE TEN YEARS FROM NOW REQUIRES RELEASE
OF THAT WATER TO SATISFY NEW ENVIRONMENTAL CLAIMS?
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THE UNCERTAINTY OF WHEN A PUBLIC TRUST CLAIM WILL BE MADE CREATES A UNIQUE
PROBLEM FOR FINANCING NEW WATER SYSTEMS.

FOR MOST WATER PROJECTS BONDS ARE

ISSUED.

THE PUBLIC TRUST DOCTRINE MAKES THOSE

FINANCIAL INVESTMENTS ARE MADE.

INVESTMENTS RISKY WITH TWO CONSEQUENCES:

THE COST OF MONEY WILL EITHER GO UP

OR THE MONEY WILL NOT BE AVAILABLE AND THE PROJECT WILL NOT BE BUILT.

THUS THE

MAJOR PURPOSES OF THE BILL WERE TO PROVIDE SOME CERTAINTY FOR BOTH EXISTING AND
NEW WATER SUPPLIES AND TO BRING THIS POLICY ISSUE BEFORE THE LEGISLATURE.
MY THIRD POINT IS THAT IT IS NOT FAIR TO SAY THE ONLY WAY TO PROTECT
FISHERIES AND THE ENVIRONMENT IS THROUGH THE PUBLIC TRUST DOCTRINE.
DOZENS OF STATE AND FEDERAL LAWS WHICH PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT.

THERE ARE

BUT THOSE

LAWS, WHEN SATISFIED, WHEN COMPLIED WITH, SET THE STAGE FOR FINANCING AND
PLANNING THE PUBLIC WORKS PROJECTS.
PLANNING AND FINANCING.

THE PUBLIC TRUST DOCTRINE UPSETS THE

WE BELIEVE THE LEGISLATURE SHOULD TAKE THE ROUGH EDGES

OFF THIS DOCTRINE AND ESTABLISH CERTAIN GROUND RULES SO THAT PLANNING AND
FINANCING DECISIONS ARE NOT MADE IN A VACUUM.
THE NEXT QUESTION IS WHO WILL PAY FOR SUCCESSFUL PUBLIC TRUST CLAIMS WHICH
TAKE AWAY A COMMUNITY'S WATER SUPPLY?
PUBLIC AGENCIES.

WATER RIGHTS ARE PRIMARILY HELD BY

IF MORE WATER MUST BE RELEASED INTO A RIVER FOR FISHERIES,

SHOULD LOCAL RESIDENTS PAY DOUBLE FOR DEVELOPING NEW SUPPLIES AND FACILITIES
WHILE PAYING OFF THE DEBT FOR OLD FACILITIES?
PUBLIC TRUST CLAIMS CAN BE BROUGHT AT ANY TIME AGAINST ANY COMMUNITY'S
WATER SUPPLY.

THIS HIT AND MISS DOCTRINE CAN UNFAIRLY SINGLE OUT ONE

WATERSHED, ONE COMMUNITY. ONE PROJECT.

THE LEGISLATURE NEEDS TO ADDRESS THE

QUESTION OF WHO WILL PAY FOR THESE ECONOMIC LOSSES.
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THE FINAL REASON THE BILL WAS INTRODUCED WAS TO REINFORCE THE LEGISLATURE'S
DECISION TO HAVE THE STATE WATER RESOURCES CONTROL BOARD DECIDE WATER RIGHTS
QUESTIONS.
WE HAVE A METHOD FOR CONSIDERATION OF PUBLIC TRUST CLAIMS THAT WAS PUT IN
PLACE BY THIS LEGISLATION DECADES AGO.

THAT PROCEDURE REQUIRES THE STATE WATER

RESOURCES CONTROL BOARD TO CONSIDER FISH AND WILDLIFE NEEDS WHEN ISSUING OR
MODIFYING A WATER RIGHT PERMIT.
AB 4439 REINFORCED THIS PROCEDURE AND GAVE THE STATE BOARD BROADER
AUTHORITY TO DECIDE PUBLIC TRUST ISSUES.

WE THINK THE STATE BOARD IS THE

APPROPRIATE FORUM TO DECIDE PUBLIC TRUST WATER RIGHT MATTERS.

WE OBJECT

STRENUOUSLY TO THE PRESENT SYSTEM THAT ALLOWS FORUM SHOPPING AMONG THE VARIOUS
COURTS OF THIS STATE.

I WOULD NOW LIKE TO ASK JOHN FRASER TO MAKE A FEW COMMENTS ON OUR JOINTLY
SPONSORED BILL.

THANK YOU.
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*THE CHAMBER IS A VOLUNTARY, NON-PROFIT ASSOCIATION OF PRIVATE-SECTOR
EMPLOYERS.

IT HAS APPROXIMATELY 3,300 MEMBERS, INCLUDING 160 TRADE

ASSOCIATIONS, AND REPRESENTS VIRTUALLY EVERY INDUSTRY AND GEOGRAPHIC AREA OF
THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA.
BUSINESSES.

APPROXIMATELY 65 PERCENT OF THESE MEMBERS ARE SMALL

THE CHAMBER IS CLOSELY AFFILIATED WITH NEARLY 400 LOCAL CHAMBERS

OF COMMERCE AND, THROUGH THEM, COMMUNICATES WITH MORE THAN 170,000 LOCAL
BUSINESS OWNERS.

THE CHAMBER ESTIMATES THAT ITS MEMBERS, AND THOSE AFFILIATED

LOCAL CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE, REPRESENT THE EMPLOYERS OF MORE THAN 75 PERCENT OF
THE PRIVATE WORK FORCE IN CALIFORNIA.
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November 22, 1988

The Honorable Jim Costa
California State Assembly
State Capitol, Room 2111
Sacramento, California 95814
Dear Jim:

•

At a meeting in Lake Tahoe this J.a.st week, the
members of the Association adopted a statement
on water policy that covers virtually every
water issue of current interest.
ASSOCI/\1 iON OF
C1\LIFORNI!\
W/\TER AGENCIES

J(!

I think it is important to point out that every
one of the 370 members of the Association were
given a copy of the draft statement and were
invited to corr.ment.
Many did a.nd we are delighted
to report that the final st.atement was adopted
unanimously last ·week <'\t a 111eeting of ottr members.

This is significant since it represents a consensus
among water agencies delivering nearly all of the
agricultural water us~d in California and over 95%
of the municipal and industrial water used in this
state.
When a printed copy of the policy is available, ·we
will send a copy to each member of the Leqislature.
For purposes of your hearing on the Public Trust
Doctrine, however, I am enclosing a copy of that
portion of the water policy applicable to Public
Truzt.
We are respectfully requesting that this statement
be made a part of the record of the hearing.
Sincerely,

and
910 K STREET, SUITE 250
SACRAMENTO, CA 95814-3577
(916)441-4545
JPF/cp
FAX- (916) 441-7893

Enclosure
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PUBLIC TRUST
The California Supreme Court's Audubon decision in
1983

applied
As
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concerned governmental agencies

the

should be

guided by the following principles:
•
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balanced
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all

other
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•
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should

has

been

only

changes

have

•

Public

investment

in

and

reliance

on

water

supply systems should be given great weight in
balancing

the

factors

to

be

considered

in

making a public trust evaluation.
•

A high degree of certainty is required in the
establishment
provide

the

of

water

security

rights

necessary

in
for

financing of required development.
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order

to

adequate

STATEMENT OF ADOLPH MOSKOVITZ
BEFORE
ASSEMBLY WATER, PAHKS AND WJLfJLTFE
COMMITTEE HEARING
ON
PUBLIC TRUST DOCTRINE APPLICATION
TO WATER RIGHTS

NOVEMBER 21, 1988

My name is Adolph Moskovitz.

I am a lawyer with the Sacramento

law firm of Kronick, Moskovitz, Tiedemann & Girard.
I have been practicing as a specialist in water resources law
for nearly 40 years, first as a government lawyer with the U.S.
Bureau of Reclamation and the California Attorney General's Office
for 10 years, and then in private practice since 1959 representing
public and private clients throughout California and western Nevada.
Since 1981, I have been special counsel for the City of Los
Angeles Department of Water and Power in the disputes about the
City's diversions from the Mono Lake Basin, including the AusJubon
case and other lawsuits seeking to compel reductions of those
diversions based on the public trust doctrine.
My remarks today are not intended to present the official views
of the Department of Water and Power.

Instead, they will reflect my

own perspective gained through my experience as a water lawyer and my
involvement in water right disputes,
controversy,

including the Mono Lake

in which the public trust doctrine has been raised.
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I want to focus on three aspects of the public trust doctrine:
significance, the uncertainty it has created, and its

its s

effect on the ability of water purveyors to continue to
meet the needs of their users unless alternative supplies and the
means

them are provided.
As

down

the California Supreme Court's 1983 Audubon

doctrine applies to diversions which affect navigable

is
waters.

fore poses a threat to municipal supplies for every

t

major urban area of the state, for each of them depends on water
tly from navigable sources or from sources which flow into
le waters.

navi

In addition to Los Angeles, the southern

urban areas all rely, to some extent, on the State Water

Cali

Project's storage on the navigable Feather River and diversions from
the

Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta.

San Francisco and the

on the Hetch Hetchy Project which affects navigable
its storage and diversions on the Tuolomne River down to

waters
the Delta
on East

San Francisco Bay.

Oakland and the East Bay area rely

Municipal Utility District's storage and diversions on
River, which is also tributary to the Delta and the
Sacramento area relies, in substantial measure, on
from the navigable American and Sacramento Rivers.

Much of California's irrigated agriculture is also dependent on
s

and diversion of navigable water.

Like the State Water

Project,

federal Central Valley Project stores water of navigable

streams

Trinity, Sacramento, and American Rivers) and diverts it

from
also
to

ta.

Many local public agencies throughout the state have

lt storage projects on navigable streams or their tributaries
igation water.
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All of the users from these sources face uncertainty about the
future of their supplies and the billions of dollars invested in the
storage and diversion facilities which bring them their water.

The

basic uncertainty arises from the essence of the doctrine -- that
diverted water supplies long thought to be assured under vested
rights are now subject to reallocation for instream public trust
uses.

That is, what was once secure no longer is.

But the

uncertainty extends beyond that, to how the doctrine will be applied.
The first uncertainty as to the application of the doctrine
concerns what kinds of uses are protected by the public trust.
Public trust uses have been dramatically expanded by California
courts in the past two decades.

Originally, the uses protected by

the public trust included only fishing, navigation, and commerce.

In

recent years, however, the list has been expanded to include
"recreation," "open space," "units for scientific study," and
"environments which favorably affect the scenery."
Whitney, 6 Cal.3d 251, 259-60 (1971)).

(Marks
- - - - v.
--

While it may be difficult to

imagine how such an amorphous and inclusive list might be expanded
further,

it is clear that water rights would be subject to future

further encroachment with any further redefinition of the uses
protected by the public trust.

As the Supreme Court held in the

course of the last expansion of the definition:
The public uses ... are sufficiently
flexible to encompass changing public
needs.
In administering the trust, the
state is not burdened with an outmoded
classification favoring one mode of
utilization over another. (Marks
Whitney, 6 Cal.3d at 259.)
A second uncertainty is what kinds of water rights are subject
to public trust limitations.

The Audubon decision dealt with
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statutory appropriations; it is unclear from the basis of the
decision whether the doctrine also limits other kinds of rights, such
as non-statutory appropriations, riparian rights, prescriptive
rights, and reserved rights.
A third uncertainty is whether there must be an impact on
water to trigger the doctrine.

The Audubon decision

emphasized that factor in enunciating the doctrine.

But the Attorney

General has argued in court that it applies to non-navigable streams
in which fish are affected, while others have contended lhat it
applies to all streams in the state without qualification.

And what

about groundwater, where it supports the growth of natural vegetation
ich may be impacted from the lowering of ground water levels by
purnpi

?

Except for the River Styx in Greek mythology, groundwater

is not generally regarded as navigable.
A further uncertainty is whether it applies to non-natural flows
or bodies of water.

In recent months, the doctrine has been asserted

both to require the r lease of stored water (in lawsuits concerning
the Lower American River and the Delta) and the retention of stored
water as a minimum pool for fish (in lawsuits concerning Bridgeport
and Concow Reservoirs).
Finally, there is uncertainty because of the absence of any
articulated standard to be used in determining whether a particular
diversion should be curtailed.

While the Audubon decision outlined

various factors which should be taken into consideration in a public
trust balancing, it provided no guidance on how the factors should be
weighted against each other in striking the balance.

Il lefl the

courts in the inappropriate posture·of legislators to make policy
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determinations of public interest based on the percept

and values

of the Superior Court judge assigned to the particular case.
Growing out of absence of articulated standards is the related
difficulty of resolving public trust disputes by settlement rather
than by litigating them to judgment.

In the absence of standards

which enable the disputants to predict with any degree of confidence
the risks and potential of their respective cases, it is difficult
for them to gage whether settlement is in their best interest.
Further, even if a settlement were reached between the immediate
parties, there is no standard by which bystanders could judge whether
the settlement yields too much ground on public trust protection.
Because the private attorney general doctrine in California enables
any interested person to sue on behalf of the public interest, those
who disagreed with a particular settlement, or even with a final
judgment for that matter, could simply file a new lawsuit challenging
the same water right on the same grounds as the suit which had just
been decided.

There are currently no legal barriers to such a

challenge, and there is certainly no shortage of environmental
organizations, with different constituencies and priorities,
available to mount multiple challenges.
The most disturbing prospect raised by the public trust doctrine
is that a public trust balancing will result in depriving a diverter
of valuable, long-used and long-relied upon water, leaving it with no
available substitute supply.

From a legal standpoint, in creating

this prospect, the Audubon decision represented a sharp departure
front the preceding century of California judicial decisions.
Consistently they declared perfected appropriative water rights to
be vested, permanent property rights, immune from reduction or
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termination so long as the water continued to be reasonably and
beneficially used.
Thayer v.

Ca~ifornia

As stated by the California Supreme Court in
Development Co., 164 Cal. 117 (1912):

[T)the water right which a person gains
by diversion from a stream for a
beneficial use is a private right,
subject to ownership and disposition by
him, as in the case of other private
property.
Under the 5th and 14th Amendments to the

u.s.

Constitution, the

taking of private property for public purposes may constitutionally
be accomplished only upon the payment of just compensation.

But the

decision purported to eliminate that necessity in dealing
with a water right by redefining the right.

The Court said:

The public trust doctrine ... bars DWP or
any other party from claiming a vested
right to divert waters once it becomes
clear that such diversions harm the
interests protected by the public trust.
(33 Cal. 3d at 425-26.)
[The State's continuing supervisory
control over its navigable
waters] ... prevents any party from
acquiring a vested right to appropriate
water in a manner harmful to the
interests protected by the public trust.
(33 Cal. 3d at 445.)
It is clear that some responsible body
ought to reconsider the allocation of
the waters of the Mono Basin.
No vested
rights bar such reconsideration.
(33
Cal.3d at 447.)
It was the expressed purpose of the Court to "clear away the
legal barriers which have so far prevented either the Water Board or
the Courts from taking a new and objective look at the water
resources of the Mono Basin."

(3

Cal. 3d al t1S2. l

1\

principal

legal barrier which the decision purported lo eljminate was the
requirement that the taking of private property be accomplished
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through the payment of just compensation.

Whether removing the legal

barrier in that manner complies with the U.S. Constitution is still
to be tested in the U.S. Supreme Court.
The provision of replacement water supplies and the means to
obtain them is important not just for legal reasons, but for
practical and moral reasons as well.

The communities threatened by

the public trust doctrine have developed, paid for, and relied upon
the priority of their water rights and water supplies for decades.
To place the burden on them to replace those supplies would subject
them to obstacles which they alone are probably unable to overcome.
Chief among these obstacles are the decreasing availability of
undeveloped or unused water (because of Wild and Scenic River
designation,

increased Delta outflow requirement,

loss of Colorado

River supply and increased groundwater contamination 1 for example)
and the decreased ability of public agencies to finance water
projects (because of the Jarvis and Gann initiatives, for example).
Fairness and the public welfare require that where water supplies
long relied upon are taken and reallocated for public trust benefits
enjoyed by the citizens of the entire Slate, the State should assume
the responsibility of helping those deprived to replace the lost
water.
To conclude, the public trust doctrine is a potential threat to
diverted water supplies serving all the major urban areas of the
State as well as much of the State's irrigated agriculture.

The

doctrine has made insecure water rights long believed to be vested
and assured.

How it will be applied is ridden with uncertainty.

And

where it results in the reallocation of water from established urban
and agricultural uses to public trust uses,
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it will impose on those

who are deprived not only the loss of valuable assets, but also the
burden of obtaining replacement supplies.
islature can alleviate the problems the doctrine has
c eated

1

islation which would reduce the uncertainties as to how

the doctrine will be applied and which would provide replacement
wa

r and compensation to those whose established supplies are

eallocated for public trust uses.
islature is better suited to alleviate these problems
than

courts.

By its nature, the judicial process addresses

rob ems case by case.

Courts are bound by Lhe specific fHclual

s tua ion and legal issues which come to them.

It is not their role

o address problems in a systematic and integrated fashion; that is
he f

ion of the Legislature.

By identifying through legislation

the scope and application of the public trust doctrine, the
slature can restore some semblance of certainty and
predictabi ity to lhe water supplies of the State which the public
rust doctrine has undermined.
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MONO LAKE:

PUBLIC POLICY PERSPECTIVE

Duane L. Georgeson
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power
SUMMARY
The age of firm water rights in California apparently
ended with the 1983 Supreme Court public trust ruling. Today,
most everyone recognizes that environmental resources will be
protected and balanced with other beneficial uses of the state's
water resources.
Sorting out the complex issues of public trust
balancing will be a difficult task. Leaving administration of
public trust reallocations up to the courts will foster a great
deal of uncertainty and may not be in the best interest of the
state. The Legislature may wish to consider what role it can
play in bringing about a smoother, more controlled, more
efficient implementation of the public trust than will occur if
the issue is left to the courts. The experience of the City of
Los Angeles in addressing the Mono Lake issue may be of interest
in considering these matters.
GENERAL
Prior to the public
water supply business had, or
were firm for all time. With
public trust, we learned that

trust ruling, we in the public
thought we had, water rights that
the 1983 Supreme Court decision on
we did not.

The rules have changed now, we all recognize that.
Public Trust reallocations of water will occur in California.
The question we all face is how to bring about and how to manage
these reallocations in a manner that best serves the public
interest.
I believe that a problem we face with the public trust
doctrine as it now stands is that it is all up to the courts,
and if we leave it entirely in the courts, then we will get
different decisions from different jurisdictions, and we will
get occasional extreme decisions, in both directions, that
probably will not be in the best interest of the state as a
whole.
Leaving the public trust entirely up to the courts
fosters a great deal of uncertainty with water rights and
with the water supply for vast regions of the state. Given the
importance of water supply to this state and given that water
management is really a shared, statewide issue, then uncertain
water rights are not in the public interest.
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lature may wish to consider what role it can
about a smoother, more controlled, more efficient
of
public trust than we will get if we leave
courts.

s
f

tell you what we are doing at Mono Lake.
I
may provide some useful ideas relative to
public trust in California.
ago, the Department thought it had firm
Mono Basin, and built facilities to exercise
1983, of course, we learned that we did not

scientific research, specifically the
the National Academy of Sciences report,
Mono Lake ecosystem today is healthy and
However, we recognize that in the future the lake
1 water supplies to stabilize the lake
remain productive and will be useful for
birdlife that uses the lake.
1983, the City has had to grapple with uncertainty
water supply. The issue is in the courts, and
the courts will do.
around this uncertainty, the City has been
some time now with representatives of the Mono Lake
state, the u.s. Forest Service, and Mono County
to the Mono Lake problem. This dialogue has
assisted by Professor Le Roy Grayrner and
of
UCLA Public Policy Program. We believe that
cooperative approach will help lead to a resolution
t issue. In fact, just a couple of weeks ago our
licy statement, included as Attachment 1, that
zes
importance of the natural resources in the
Department is committed to work with the State
to resolve the issue by obtaining a
water supply for Mono Lake.
ieve there is growing recognition that the
protecting the ecosystem at Mono Lake must be
not just the people of Los Angeles, but also by the
1 governments and other interested parties.
I
additional background information on Mono Lake

trust is not an isolated issue affecting only
Mono Bas
There are important public trust
As a result of years of water development, the
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state's water resources have become highly interconnected. Water
set aside for public trust purposes will reduce the overall supply
available for other beneficial uses in the state.
Rather than leaving the matter of the public trust
entirely up to the uncertainty of the courts, we suggest that
administration of the public trust in California can best be
carried out with state involvement. We believe the Legislature
would be helpful in sorting out the following issues and options:
o

How should water rights holders suffering reallocation
of their water supplies be compensated?

o

What is the proper forum for public trust balancing?

o

What are the relevant issues that should properly be
considered in a public trust balancing?

There is a need for consistent application of public
trust decisions to restore confidence in our state's water rights
system. Such consistency is important if we are to put the water
resources in this state to maximum beneficial use and if we desire
to promote sensible long-range planning and investment. It is
also of major importance if we are to achieve significant benefits
from the water marketing opportunities being encouraged by the
Legislature.
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ATTACHMENT NO. 1
LADWP POLICY STATEMENT ON MONO LAKE

1.

rsions by the DWP from the Mono Lake Basin are
source of high quality water for the City.
Bas
water also produces a substantial amount of clean,
sil-fuel-based electricity for the City. The people
of
ty own established water rights under state law
authorizing these diversions and have relied on these rights
and
water those rights secure for many years.

2.

will consider any decrease in Mono Basin
light of two important realities.
a.

The Department faces considerable uncertainty today with
regard to every one of its basic sources of water: in
Mono Basin, in the Owens Valley, from the Colorado
River, from the State Water Project, and from groundwater
pumping
the San Fernando Valley. The reliability of
supply from each of these sources is less than it has
been in decades.

b.

, all water purveyors are under increasing pressure
to serve the highest quality of water available. Mono
Bas
water is the highest quality water currently
lable to the Department. A loss of Mono Basin
water would force the Department to serve more water of
sl
tly lesser quality.

3.

The Department believes that, based on available scientific
evidence, the Mono Lake ecosystem is currently in a healthy
and productive state, particularly in regard to the most
tical issue of the Lake's ability to provide food and
habitat for large numbers of migratory birds. The DWP will
continue to participate cooperatively in research and
monitor
programs designed to determine the lake levels
necessary to maintain the Mono Lake ecosystem in a healthy
state.

4.

The
must view the water needs of the residents of
the
as its first priority. However, the Department
recognizes that for many citizens of the City, State and
lake is a unique environmental resource of
signi
value. The Department acknowledges its
responsibility to do what it reasonably can to maintain
the lake
an environmentally healthy condition. The
Department also recognizes that to do so will, at some
point
time, require a reduction in the City's authorized
diversions which must be replaced.
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5.

The Department believes it is incumbent on all concerned -the City, the State, the Nation, the environmental community,
and other relevant entities -- to work together to find means
by which both the needs and requirements of both the City and
the lake can be accommodated.

6.

Specifically, the Department believes that the responsibility
for providing high quality replacement water and energy
supplies for the City must be shared by the State and Federal
governments and other interested parties. The Department hopes
that such a sense of shared responsibility will enable all
concerned to reach a settlement that best serves the needs of
people and the environment.

7.

The Department will continue to vigorously pursue the
practical implementation of water conservation and reclaimed
water projects.

8.

The Department pledges its best efforts to reach such a
settlement. Until such a long-term settlement or solution
is achieved, however, the Department must continue to
represent the needs and rights of the people of the City.
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ATTACHMENT NO. 2
THE MONO LAKE CONTROVERSY

INTRODUCTION
The City of Los Angeles' water gathering activities in
the Mono Basin, currently the source of approximately one-sixth
of the City's water supply, continues to be a focus of controversy.
Several lawsuits have been filed against the City seeking permanent
water releases in the Mono Basin to protect values associated with
fish and other wildlife. These releases could reduce or eliminate
the 100,000 acre-feet of water annually diverted by the City. The
City is currently working with State and Federal governments and
others to resolve these issues.
LOS ANGELES WATER SUPPLY
The Department has three basic sources of supply
serving an average of 690,000 acre-feet of water per year to
approximately 3.4 million people in Los Angeles.

•

o

The Los Angeles Aqueduct supply, including Mono Basin
diversions and Owens Valley supplies account for
70 percent of the total.

o

Local groundwater basins in Los Angeles account for
an additional 15 percent.

o

The remaining 15 percent is purchased from the
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (MWD)
which delivers water from both the State Water Project
and the Colorado River Aqueduct. During dry years, when
Los Angeles Aqueduct deliveries are below normal, the
City relies on increased water purchases from MWD to
help meet demands.

MONO BASIN PROJECT
Not long after completion of the First Los Angeles
Aqueduct in 1913, it became apparent that additional water
supplies would be needed for Los Angeles.
In 1923, Department of
Water and Power officials filed for permits for water rights in
the Mono Basin.
Construction of diversion facilities necessary to
extend the aqueduct into the Mono Basin were completed in 1940
and permits were granted by the State Water Resources Control
Board in that same year. Mono Basin facilities are shown on
Figure 1.
The Mono Basin supply is of great importance to the
people of Los Angeles. Mono Basin water, together with diversions
from the Owens Valley, is the highest quality available to the
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City. The needs of over 500,000 people are served
Mono Basin
water, approximately one-sixth of the City's total water supply.
The water also generates 300 million kilowatt hours of clean
hydroelectric power as it flows to Los Angeles.
Over the last 40 years, the State and
l
governments have supported the City's water r
s and associ
water-gathering operations by granting permits and l
s, and
enacting supporting legislation. The State Water Resources
Control Board has always had the responsibility to cons
environmental consequences of all water rights
licenses granted.
The Mono Basin Project has contributed
recreational opportunities in the Eastern Sierra
provisions required by the State Water Resources
for the protection of the environment:
o

As a condition to the water licenses granted in
Mono Basin, the Department agreed to provide land and
help fund the construction of the Hot Creek Fish
Hatchery, the largest and most productive
hatchery
in the Eastern Sierra.

o

Hundreds of thousands of acres of land were
from potential development by the u.s.
protect the watershed, resulting in the rna
open space for all types of outdoor recreation.

o

Crowley Lake Reservoir, one of the state's
trout fishing areas, and Grant Lake
constructed as part of the Mono Basin
play host to hundreds of thousands of
year.

MONO BASIN ECOLOGY
Mono Lake is a unique natural resource
simple
food chain that supports hundreds of thousands of nesting and
migratory birds, but no fish. Mono Lake has been a salt lake,
like the Great Salt Lake, for thousands of years. However,
IS
since 1941, Los Angeles water diversions have
level to gradually decline and the lake's salinity
increase.
The Mono Lake ecosystem has adapted to the changing
lake levels. Scientific research on the Mono Bas
indicates that it is currently healthy and productive,
11
remain that way for years to come; however, the
recognizes that diversions may have to be reduced at some future
data to maintain the lake in a healthy condition.
The City has committed approximately $3.5 million on
environmental research in the Mono Basin. This research has and
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LOS ANGELES WATER SUPPLIES FACE INCREASING UNCERTAINTY
11 have a gradual
increasing demand for
population and commerc !/industrial growth,
water conservation and rec
ion are serving to
in demand. Water lost from the Mono Bas
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of new water that Los Ange s will need.
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slow
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grow,
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0

need for water
Los Angeles continues to
sources of supply are becoming increasingly

ts challenging the City 1 s Mono Basin supplies and
unsettled groundwater pumping agreements in the Owens
raise serious questions about long-term water
lity from the Los Angeles Aqueduct.
water quality problems in the San Fernando
Basin has limited
amount of water
for extraction.

rtment must look to MWD for water needed to
reductions in City supplies as well as for
water needed for future growth. However, MWD
resources are also becoming less secure
o

MWD has already lost over half of its entitlement to
water to Arizona.
- 2 0 7-

•

o

MWD's dependable supply from the State Water Project is
currently only 1.180 million acre-feet/year compared to
a current contractual entitlement of 2.011 million
acre-feet/year.

o

The recent draft report from the State Water Resources
Control Board staff on water quality in the San Francisco
Bay and the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta recommends
that exports from the Delta be reduced to 1985 levels.
Such a limit on Delta exports would raise serious
questions as to MWD's ability to meet current and
future water needs.

WATER CONSERVATION AND RECLAMATION
Los Angeles is vigorously pursuing all practical water
conservation measures for the City and has one of the most
comprehensive water conservation programs in the State. These
efforts will help to extend the ability of the City's existing
water resources to meet the water needs of the City's growing
population.
This year, the Los Angeles City Council enacted an
ordinance requiring all residential and business customers to
install conservation devices in showers and toilets to reduce
water use and sewer flows.
Other water conservation programs now in effect include
a conservation-oriented pricing policy; low-flow shower head and
conservation kit distribution; system maintenance measures: and a
variety of residential, landscaping, business and industry,
public information, and school education programs.
During this period of drought, the City has initiated
Phase I of the Emergency Water Conservation Ordinance, which
mandates a number of water use restrictions, and encourages a
voluntary 10 percent water use reduction for all customers.
Mandatory reductions in water use can be imposed as needed,
depending on water supply conditions.
The City is also pursuing water reclamation where
feasible. Although increased conservation and reclamation is
slowing growth of demand, they will not overcome need for
additional water supplies.
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Draining Mono Lake
t:A. has to find other water sources
<'~•

.

hey're putting a brave face on
it, but Los Angeles Department of Water and· Power
ohicials suffered a serious setback
th.i~- ·week when the U.S. Forest
Ser.vice released its report on Mono
Lake. Responsible for protecting this
federally designated
,
scenic area. the
agency now adds its
voi.ce to the swelling
chorus of those demanding that L.A. reits
water
du<:e
1rhports to protect
that region's faltering
ecosystem. Yet city
water planners seem
· · ·~~
determined to turn a
~af ear to this increasing clamor to
save Mono Lake.
' For the last 75 years, L.A. has
been tapping the streams that carry
tiie.runofT from the melting Eastern
Sierra snowpack to slake the thirst
o.C Angelenos. In 1940. the Los
Angeles Aqueduct ferrying that
\\ater south \vas extended 105 miles
lurther north to the ~lono Da:-;in near
: hu California-:\evada border. ant.l it
\\ <b then that the serious environmental damage really began.
Decades of diverting the streams
that feed this briny lake have
dropped its level by some 40 feet.
with catastrophic effects on the wild
bird populations. The increased salinity has depleted the brine shrim_P

T

and brine flies that serve as a
primary food source for the birds:
it's opened up land bridges to the
former islands where they nest.
allowing predators an easy stroll out
to feed on the vulnerable young
hatchlings. And as the dropping
water level exposes more of the
alkaline flats surrounding the lake.
winds whip up a salty dust that
further degrades the wildlife habitat
and aggravates air quality problems
in the area.
There's only one thing to do. as
the Mono Lake Committee and other
environmental groups, court rulings
and now the Forest Service are
insisting: Los Angeles must reduce
its dependence on the Eastern
Sierra streams feeding Mono Lake,
which now constitute some 15 percent of the city's water supply.
That's going to take some doing.
It may require cutting a deal with
Central Valley farmers for part of
their Northern California irrigation
supplies; it may mean contracting
with the Metropolitan Water District
for more Colorado River water: it
may dictate dramatic improvement:-;
in groundwater management ant.l
cleanup o!' the D\VP\; polluted San
Fernando Valley wells :-,0 more can
be used or reopened.
But most of all it means ut\
officials must stop adding to ;";!on;)
Lake's problems and start contributi~~ to solutions.
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Help for Mono
has been on the wall before
There should have been little surprise at the U.S.
of
and Power for some time.
Forest Service's recommendation last week that
everyone, including Mayor Tom Bradley,
the level of Mono Lake be maintained at the range
agrees that Mono Lake must be stabilized. The
of 6,390 to 6,377 feet above sea level. The lake
now is at the lower limit, just above the pomt at
has been on the
end of lawsuits that seek
which Negrit Island ceases being an island and is
to maintain
lake
Los
Linked by a land bridge to the Mono Lake shore.
water diversions.
officials have been involved
This permits predators like coyotes to walk onto
in
with the Mono Lake
the island and prey on thl3 important
the Forest
the .Environmental Defense
area.
Fund and others to find replacement water.
_ The lake minimum that was proposed
the
One source is conservation within the city itself.
Forest Service is similar to recommendations of
Los Angeles residents have demonstrated that
scientific groups and .the- Mono Lake- Committee
they can save as much as 10% of historic
a year without
That alone would be
of water leveis needed to maintain the lake as the
scenic and scientific resource that won it federal
to offset the water that must be sacrificed
protection in 1984 as a national Forest Service
in order to maintain Mono Lake.
scenic area. The occasion of the announcement
The Forest Serv1ce cannot force Los Angeles
the Forest Service was the release of a draft plan,
to
up water, because the 1984 law creating
requested by Congress, for the management of the
the Mono Lake scenic area specifically protected
water
But the federal government
41,000-acre lake and surrounding region at the foot
of the eastern Sierra near the town of Lee
instrumental in the search for
·in Mono County.
water. One potential source is in another corner of
There is little dispute about the need and desire
the federal government.
to maintain Mono Lake, but there is a hitch, of
The U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, wh1ch operates
course. The reason the level of the lake has dethe Central
ProJeCt on the other side of the
clined about 40 feet in the past 40 years or so is
is in the process of selling 1 million acre·
that the Los Angeles Department of Water and
feet of
water to farmers for irngatwn
Power has been diverting Sierra stream water
and to other customers. including cities
to Los Angeles to augment its mumc1pal water
and towns.
the federal government believes
supply. Th1s is stream water that normally flows
that :'1-Iono Lake is a precious natwnal natural
mto the lake. The
feas1bie way of
resource that must be preserved, as 1s clear from
the
mandate, why can't the federal
further drops in the level of the lake 1s LO cut back
on the
water diversions
about 70.000
government use some of its own unsold water
to
save the lake? A s1mp!e order from the
acre-feet a year. Th1s must be~"''"'"""
or the contmued
secretanes of
and the mtenor m1ght
of the lake ·.v!ll cause
harm
tnck.
from the Prestdent
would.
ecosystem
- 1
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J.
Nearly my entire pn:nesstiOrl<ll
been spent in
environmental protection in
it in the field of water
resources. During that
to integrating economic
values. I believe that my
Fund (EDF), has also "'"'"'J"''"
have long advocated
vate and public electric,
water utilities. We have
mented with attempts to qualify what most have thought to
unquantifiable environmental
recreational assets such as trout
streams and high-quality
We
sought to •nt·rnnin
economic criteria into a
control regulatory
investment contexts, most recently
connection with the growing
agriculture in the West. And
problem of drainage from
for many years we have championed
marketing of water rights in the
as an
to the government
subsidy-and-regulation policies
been the
method of allocating scarce water
Western states.
The question then arises: if we are so committed to an economic
way of thinking, what are we doing promoting the gre:lter
tion of the public trust doctrine the water rights field? The public
trust doctrine is a lawyer's
But at least at
glance it seems to leave little room for the balancing of economic
costs and benefits. And certainly it seems to elevate public property
rights
to a status well above
of private propertv,
a result that
•
•
s'
mevatably will lead to more
inefficiency and less market-based efficient allocation of private property interests in water.
• Thomas J. Gratf, Senior Attorney, Environmental D.:fense Fund. Adapted from a
presentation given at a symposium on "Western Resources in Transition: the Public
Trust Doctrine and Property Rights," sponsored
the Political Economy Research
Center at Bozeman, Montana May 17, 1986.

l37
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I think there are several answers to
promoted the implementation of the
some situations, which should be
treme devotees of libertarian thought
concept of market failure. They
in public resources are shared so broadly among so
without any reasonable method for
sources, that the only way to protect
intervention, and situations where economic
environmental externalities to publicly held
To take the most salient example, there
· way to tax every bird watcher or duck
from the birds nesting or feeding at Mono
be feasible to assess every passer-by on
view of the Mono Lake Basin. Yet these
committed to having the greater society take
count in determining the future of Mono
tation of the public trust doctrine is one means
come to terms with the conflict in values over
Lake's future. Many who have criticized
Court's decision in the Mono Lake case,
ciently recognized that it was not the Court
over Mono Lake's future, but rather the
Having said this much, let me say now
the courts, via the public trust doctrine or any
will decide Mono Lake's future. The public
Lake's preservation is so pervasive that I am
the Governor and Legislature of California to
between environmental interests and
a compromise will limit the City's
will include some financial contribution,
state (and perhaps the federal government)
pensate the City for its loss of water
lem with environmental and economic . . nrnnr'n
the political area. Contrary to de Tocqueville's
jar American political questions eventually become
tions, I believe the various Mono Lake
recede when a political compromise is
lawsuits are basically tactical devices to win
ical negotiation yet to come.
The second major water controversy in
lie trust doctrine is lurking barely below

··-
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sciousness and contentiousness
freshwater
inflow to San Francisco Bay. In
board, the State Water Resources
rights and water quality ........~.,,,...,,.
menta and San Joaquin River
Joaquin Delta interests. One
municipal, industrial and
eluded the two major water nrt·npo-r
San Francisco Bay/Delta
ject and the State Water Project.
to that decision were
pending before a California
One of these challenges
employ the public trust rlf'lor'fron.ues of the entire San Francisco
appears in an amicus brief
other environmental and
a lawyer would I be if I were
SQQn issue an Opinion invoking
trust
to 1"\!"f\tPr't
the Bay and Delta that will give direction to the Board as it
· begins the process of hearing
in 1989 or 1990 updating its
It may be instructive. moreover, to describe what kind of directo
Board as it allocates the
tions we are asking the courts to
water of the Sacramento/San
terns. We are asking for more ..........""""'"'
are calling on the Board to ...,.,,,..,, ......... .
water from the Estuary are ............, ..........
ment subsidies which encourage too many
asking the Board to consider
would
for diversions if the major nn.rpr;rp
structed, the free trading of water
asking what would the
diversions be if water were
priced at what it is really
at what it actually costs
to store and deliver.
Admittedly an imperfect. cumbersome, and not very expert State
Board will hear the evidence and allocate
waters of the estuary.
The Board, much like the California Public Utilities Commission
the mid-1970s when we first brought economic criteria to
tric utility investment business,
only
its first staff
member who has an economic
is not even employing him as an economist. But
the Bay's fu-
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ture is at least formally in the
the public trust doctrine, are merely
lie values in San Francisco Bay water
rity be weighed in the balance
ignored entirely or given extremely
What then do these two examples
cisco Bay) of highly visible, and yet very
.controversies teach us? I suppose that we are
era of mixed systems. Private and public ,...,.,,,..."'""
trust doctrine and free marketing
lawyers.
Having said that in a room probably
tarians, let me hasten to add that I agree
of the public trust doctrine because
serious problems. I will now detail a
make a few suggestions as to how
use and
should be deployed to reduce those
already alluded to the first problem.
public trust doctrine to protect
the certainty with which private property
held. If appropriators of water from a stream
the open-ended possibility that a court or a
may seek to take back that appropriated water
stream value which that diversion may be
ative right, which may long have been thought
vested right, may turn out instead to be an
over, the uncertainty which is engendered by
public trust doctrine will be invoked may
that appropriative right less likely
it
right less valuable. A potential buyer '". """''""
may well be deterred from paying
ing a water purchase if his prospective
and non-compensating use, thus possibly
use for that water.
A second problem arises because is
see fit to limit application of the public trust
resources which truly are "public" in nature
cannot reasonably be restricted. It is my
Montana legislature has recently sought to
tween categories of streams where
ment are prescribed and others where
control
to be the norm. Whether such a distinction can be made
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fully, time may tell. It certainly will be difficult to fashion
that satisfactorily distinguish cases where
. ..
tified from those where ~t is not.
Finally, a third problem
already alluded to is the
arbitrariness of bureaucratic allocation
"public choice" theorists and others have
case that bureaucrats (and most probably judges)
invariably, act in ways which
than those of the public they are
many cases, even where the motivation of
or
decision.makers is not suspect, their capacity to make sensible
cation decisions among
resource claimants is
to
biased by political philosophy, environmental attitude,
tion limitations. When eco-minded dedsion·makers are
which tends to be rather rare, the pendulum
When the boomers take over,
These are aU serious
is
ing to bring this presentation to a dose, let me suggest if not a resolution of these problems at least the beginning of an
to
their amelioration. In essence,
I will
to integrate the economist's
efficiency with
mental lawyer's advocacy of judicial and bureaucratic nri'<:Pn!~lnrm
ist doctnne.
First, we should all recognize that the principal reason
trust doctrine is being c;:mployed and discussed ever more
in judicial and academic circles is that generally the
placing on environmental and recreational amenities seems to
steadily increasing. People may debate whether this is primarily a
function of higher incomes, increasing population density, or
ishing environmental quality, but the phenomenon is '"''"'"'""
pute. Fifty years ago no one thought twice about the value
a
wetland or a tidal marsh if economic development was proposed on
such a site. Today, as they have become increasingly scarce, "'"'""'"
values such environments much more highly. Accordingly, at least
in a rough sort of way there is frequently an implicit economic valuation taking place when the public trust doctrine is invoked to protect a particular environmental resource.
Second, as societal experience with the public trust
cept increases, economic criteria are likely to play an
in the real-world decisions
flow from application of
trine. The Mono Lake case
been remanded to lower courts and
for fact-finding which will
may be referred to the State
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ance the interests of
lake and
City of Los Angeles. In the San Francisco
earlier, EDF has already announced its
to consider economic evidence and
ters of the Bay/Delta estuary. The public trust
it applies to water rights allocation, is
clear that its implementation will involve
nomic criteria.
That still leaves the question, however,
water can be integrated with the application of
trine. Bureaucratic or judicial implementation
does not a market make. Here I think progress is
state. Earlier in this presentation I predicted the
of the Mono Lake controversy and labelled
But that resolution, if it takes place, can also be termed an
and almost a market solution. Representatives
appreciates Mono Lake, i.e., the state and
ernment, will pay Los Angeles at least
foregoing a significant percentage of its
the Mono Lake Basin. In the San Francisco
political/economic solution is both harder to
but the seeds of such an approach have
now wending its way through Congress
Central Valley Project so that if more
dedicated to Bay/Delta protection, less
ject's financial cost will be required of its water
larly, at the state level, discussion has
reallocation of cost to the state taxpaying
public interest in the Bay should more water
outflow.
I do not mean to suggest that the above
Mono Lake and San Francisco Bay
from it. Indeed, a lengthy and bitter debate is
ing the question of what segment of the
tion of the public trust and what segment
compensate the property rights hoiders
fringed by application of the trust (if compensation
all). Not all California taxpayers are bird-lovers.
that a resident of New Jersey or even of San
pelling interest in the ecological health of
democratic political process, with its
an imperfect method for discerning the
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tic. But for the major public resource questions we face it is the best
we have.
I conclude with an .exhortation. Let's just.' make sure that as
political decisions are made to allocate our resources, both the public's interest in environmental preservation and its interest
eco~
nomic efficiency are considered. In many situations, if not
most,
the two should be reconcilable, particularly if the environmental
concerns are given the imputed economic value which they deserve.
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BALANCING CALIFORNIA'S DIVERSE WATER
a statement before the
Assembly Committee on Water, Parks and
by
William J (B.J.) Miller
Consulting Engineer
November 21, 1988
You have certainly chosen a challenging topic for us. This "balancing,''
State Water Resources Control Board Bay-Delta proceedings, has two
characteristics: It is highly controversial, and it is conceptually difficult.
a piece of cake.
Undaunted by the formidable nature of this issue, I will set forth the principles on
believe this balancing should be based.

I

First, it must start with the facts, not with the popular but erroneous opinions so common
in California. Let's look at some of the key "facts 11 :
"Fact" 1: California agriculture uses 85% of the water in California.
That depends on how you look at it. If you consider all uses, you
different picture.

a

California agriculture uses about 40% of the water. Urban uses amount
8%. About 50% has been dedicated to fish and environmental uses.
The North Coast Wild and Scenic Rivers have an average annual
million acre-feet per year. Delta outflow requirements for fiSh account
5. This 34 million acre-feet is dedicated to environmental uses.
more
the total water use by urban and agriculture combined.
I am not advocating that we abandon the Wild and Scenic River onJte4:tlcms
we lower the Delta outflow requirements. Let us keep in mind, '"~~ ...,...
not Arizona; this is a state that has already dedicated 50%
water to
environmental uses.

"Fact" 2: San Francisco Bay is dying because of flood controVwater
Tom Graff writes the weekly editorial for the San Francisco
However, even the State Water Resources Control Board staff
not
old myth has a foundation less stable than Mt. St. Schuster*. It rests on two
notions, one, that freshwater flows into the Bay have decreased
fact, they have increased over the last 65 years. (Incidentally, we now
accepted for publication in a highly reputable, refereed journal
d04:un1ents
increase.)

*Recalling Assemblyman Costa's reference to the snow at Lake Tahoe actually not
snow, but fallout from the eruption of Mt. St. (Dave) Schuster when Schuster saw the
Bay-Delta Plan.
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Fourth, such transfers have the potential of serious social COl1SeQU1enc:es.
hear anyone talking yet about the social effects on scores of '-"'-''lA"'"''
communities of taking water from surrounding agricultural

So, my first principle for balancing would be to start on a firm factual
rhetoric or old, emotion-laden positions.
Balancing does not start with policy, not in a system as constrained as
with facts; it starts with a critical examination of those facts and of the IV''·""""""'"......
solving problems.
My second principle would be to look at all the options. Do not, as the State
staff has done, arbitrarily rule out a host of options. Look at options that
management of all the uses, not just urban and agricultural uses. Look at """'t"'"'"'
involve maximum protection of public health. Look at facilities.
My third principle would be that balance requires cooperation. It is pretty clear
not be a win-lose deal. So, I would presume that success depends on cooperation,
would take steps to encourage, if not require, that such cooperation take place.
One final thought on the matter of legislation--It is clear to me that the
planning
mistake made by the State Water Resources Control Board staff in its draft Bay-Delta
is that they were arbitrary. They have eliminated from consideration a number important
policy bases for the plan. Four come quickly to mind: a policy requiring
comprehensive management be applied to WI uses, a policy providing for ma:x:imtum
protection of public health, a policy requiring that costs be minimized,
a
providing for economic development. Whether you agree with those policies or
it
would be hard to argue that they should have been summarily dismissed.
they were.
Of course, there is no guarantee that had such things been considered,
been recommended. Nevertheless, it seems appropriate that consideration
required.
Therefore, I think legislation would be appropriate that, at a minimum, sets
detail just what the Board should consider in making such far-reaching ut.A~L:)J.uu.::~.
also want to provide quidance on how they should decide, I would think
appropriate also, but I have serious doubts about the possibility of 1'-'"''-'llJ<U.!:",
that point.
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Sacramento, California
November 15, 1988

Honorable Jim Costa
2111 State Capitol
Public Trust Doctrine - #22732
Dear Mr. Costa:
QUESTION NO. 1
Is the public trust doctrine, as judicially construed to
apply to appropriated waters, subject to statutory change or
elimination?
OPINION NO. 1
The public trust doctrine, as judicially construed to
to appropriated waters, is not subject to statutory
or
imination. However, the public trust doctrine does not
preclude the Legislature from enacting legislation for purposes
administration of the public trust and the allocation of the
state's water resources.
ANALYSIS NO. 1
In the landmark decision of National Audubon Society v
Court (33 Cal. 3d 419; hereafter Audubon), decided in
1983, the California Supreme Court held that the public trust,
which applies to navigable waters and the lands underlying those
waters, imposes on the state a duty of continuing supervision over
the taking and use of appropriated water. The court discussed the
issues involved in Audubon, which concerned the diversion of
water from streams flowing into Mono Lake by the Department
Water and Power of the City of Los Angeles (DWP), as follows
(Audubon, supra, pp. 425-426):
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The relationship between the publ
doctrine and
the appropriative water rights system was summarized in Audubon,
as follows (Audubon, supra, pp. 445-446):
"a. The state as sovereign retains cent
supervisory control over its navigable waters and
the lands beneath those waters. This principle,
fundamental to the concept of the public
,
applies to rights in flowing waters as well as to
rights in tidelands and lakeshores; it prevents any
party from acquiring a vested right to appropriate
water in a manner harmful to the interests
protected by the public trust.
[Footnote omitted.]
"b. As a matter of current and historical
necessity, the Legislature, acting directly or
through an authorized agency such as the Water
Board, has the power to grant usufructuary licenses
that will permit an appropriator to take water from
flowing streams and use that water in a distant
part of the state, even though this taking does not
promote, and may unavoidably harm, the trust uses
at the source stream.
. . .
"c. The state has an affirmative duty to take
the public trust into account in the planning
allocation of water resources, and to protect
public trust uses whenever feasible.
[Footnote
omitted.] Just as the history of this state
that appropriation may be necessary for effie
use of water despite unavoidable harm to publ
trust values, it demonstrates that an
water rights system administered without
consideration of the public trust may cause
unnecessary and unjustified harm to trust
interests.
. .. "
It
well established that the state, as administrator
of the trust
navigable waters on behalf of the
, does not
have
power to abdicate its role as trustee
of Berkeley
v. Superior Court, 26 Cal. 3d 515, 521; see also Sec. 4, Art. X,
Cal. Canst.).
In Audubon, the court held that the state's duties
as trustee of the trust include an affirmative duty to take the
public trust into account in the planning and allocation of water
resources, and to protect public trust uses whenever feasible
(Audubon supra, p. 446). Thus, as a general proposition, the
public trust doctrine, as construed by the court in Audubon, is
not subject to statutory change or elimination, in that the state
may not abdicate its duties as trustee of the trust or
trust
property from trust restrictions (Audubon, supra, p. 440).
-225-
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does not mean, however, that
as trustee of the public trust, may not enact
of administration of the trust. The
trust by the state is committed
of that branch of government
conclusive in the absence of
11 be to impair the power
the trust in a manner consistent
(see City of Long Beach v.
fn. 17; Mallon v. City of 1Qng Beach, 44
The court in Audubon, moreover,
of the state, as administrator of the
one
use over another (Audubon,
fn. 21). The court also expressly recognized the
Legislature, as a matter of current and historical necess
an appropriation of water from flowing streams
watershed even though the appropriat
,
may unavoidably harm, public trust uses
stream (Audubon, supra, p. 446). Thus, while the
on
Legislature in its role as trustee
require the Legislature to take the publ
trust
the planning and allocation of water resources, the
not preclude the enactment of
of the public trust and
allocat
resources of the state between trust anq nontrust uses

ect
trust
legislat
al

In summary, therefore, the publ
trust
construed to apply to appropriated
statutory change or elimination. However
does not preclude the Legislature from
for purposes of administration of the
of the state's water resources.
QUESTION NO. 2

Does the public trust doctrine require a preference
trust uses over existing water use
statute and the California Constitution?
OPINION NO. 2

The public trust doctrine does not
trust uses over existing water use
and
California Constitution.
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ANALYSIS NO. 2
The court observed in Audubon that
ective of the
public trust has evolved in tandem with the changing public
perception of the values and uses of waterways (Audubon, supra,
p. 434). Public trust uses were traditionally defined in terms
of navigation, commerce, and fisheries, and have been held to
include the right to fish, hunt, bathe, swim, to use for boating
and general recreation proposes the navigable waters of the state,
and to use the bottom of the navigable waters for anchoring,
standing, or other purposes (Audubon, supra, p. 434). Trust uses,
however, are sufficiently flexible to encompass changing public
needs, and now include the preservation of trust lands in their
natural state for ecological and scenic purposes (see Marks v.
Whitney, 6 Cal. 3d 251, 259-260). The court recognized that the
principal trust uses sought to be protected in Audubon "are
recreational and ecological--the scenic views of the lake and its
shore, the purity of the air, and the use of the lake for nesting
and feeding by birds" (Audubon, supra, p. 435).
The appropriative water rights system which is
administered by the State Water Resources Control Board (hereafter
the board) developed independently of the publ
trust doctrine
(Audubon, supra, p. 445). The court noted in
that the
duties of the board in the administration of the appropriative
water rights system have evolved from an essential
ministerial
function restricted to determining if unappropriated
was
available, to a quasi-judicial function involving a determination
of the public interest and responsibility for comprehensive
planning and allocation of waters (Audubon, supra, pp. 443-444).
In regard to water use priorities,
by
statute to be the established policy of the state that the use of
water for domestic purposes is the highest use of water and that
the next highest use is for irrigation (Sec. 106, Wat. C.; see
Sec. 1254, Wat. C.). However, as indicated
, the court
pointed out in Audubon that both statutory enactments and judicial
decisions have expanded the powers and duties of the board to
protect recreational, ecological, and other in-stream uses of
water subject to appropriation (Audubon, supra, p. 444). Thus,
the court concluded that the present board is required by statute
to take into account interests protected by the public
in
undertaking planning and allocation of water resources and is
authorized to protect public trust uses by withholding water from
appropriation (Audubon, supra, p. 444).
The court discussed the relationship of the statutory
water use priorities as follows (Audubon, supra, pp. 447-448,
fn. 30):
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the DWP appropriative
Water Board relied on Water Code
states that '[i]t is hereby declared to
ished policy of this State that the
domestic purposes is the highest
and that the next highest use is for
DWP points to this section, and to a
which declares a policy of
water rights
. Code,
into the
of
in any recons
of
Mono Lake tributaries.
the primary function
these
, particularly section 106, is to
priorities between competing
, these enactments also declare
ifornia water policy applicable to
water resources.
In the latter
however, these policy declarations must be
unction with later enactments requiring
of in-stream uses (Wat. Code, Sees.
at pp. 443-444) and
explaining the policy embodied
trust doctrine. Thus, neither
and municipal uses nor
uses can
absolute priority."
water use priorities established by statute must
with statutory provisions
f in-stream uses involving the values embodied
doctrine, and neither consumptive nor in-stream
an
priority.
use priorities are also established in Section 2
California Constitution, which limits the
to such water as is reasonably required for the
to be served, and prohibits the waste or
unreasonable use of water pursuant to any water right.
amendment not only affected priorities between
users, but 11 established the doctrine of reasonable
feature of California water law" (Audubon,
The Audubon court noted
all uses of water,
uses, must now conform to the standard of
ired by the California Constitution (Audubon,
nothing in Audubon, moreover, which mandates
trust uses be given priority over water use priorit
statute. As we have seen,
specifies only
-228-
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that "the state has an affirmative duty to take the public trust
into account in the planning and allocation of water resources,
and to protect public trust uses whenever feasible" (Audubon,
supra, p. 446). The court recognized that the state may approve
appropriations despite foreseeable harm to public trust uses.
The
duty of the state as trustee is to consider the effect of the
taking on the public trust, and to preserve, so far as consistent
with the public interest, the uses protected by the trust
(Audubon, supra, pp. 446-447).
The court in Audubon held, however, that once the state
has approved an appropriation, the public trust imposes a duty of
continuing supervision over the taking and use of the appropriated
water, and the state may reconsider allocation decisions whether
or not the original decision considered the effect of the decision
on the public trust (Audubon, supra, p. 447). Thus, vested
appropriative water rights, whether or not the board has reserved
jurisdiction to amend, revise, or supplement terms and conditions
in any water rights permit issued by the board (see Sec. 1394,
Wat. C.), may be reconsidered for their effect on public trust
uses, in the same manner as the board, in approving new
applications to appropriate water, may weigh and protect public
trust interests. As in an original proceeding for a permit to
appropriate water under existing statutory procedures, neither
consumptive nor in-stream public trust uses are entitled to an
absolute priority, but the board in making any allocation or
reallocation decision must take into account the impact of the
water diversion on public trust uses.
In our opinion, therefore, the public trust doctrine
does not require a preference for public trust uses over existing
water use priorities set by statute and the California
Constitution.
QUESTION NO. 3
Does the public trust doctrine apply to releases of
stored water?
OPINION NO. 3
The public trust doctrine applies to releases of stored
water to the extent they affect navigable waters.
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ANALYSIS NO. 3
The court concluded in Audubon that the publ
navigable waters from harm caused
tributaries (Audubon, supra, p. 437). Releases of
have a direct impact on downstream navigable
acting upon applications to appropriate water, the
terms and conditions for the protection of intrust uses (see United States v. State Water
, 182 Cal. App. 3d 82, 150-151;
v.
Control Bd., 90 Cal. App. 3d 590,
====~ Inc. v. State Water Resources Control
816, 821).
Recently, in Golden
Irrigation Dist., 199 Cal. App. 3d, 402, 409,
that the public trust doctrine does not extend
streams to the extent they do not affect
navigability is the measure of the public trust
the extent, however, that releases of stored water
uses of navigable waters, they would be
state's powers of continuing supervision over the
of appropriated water derived under the public
(see United States v. State Water Resources Control
150) .
inion, therefore, the public trust doctrine
of stored water to the extent
affect
QUESTION NO. 4
Is the public trust doctrine necessari
of natural water flows?

limited to the

OPINION NO. 4
trust doctrine is not necessarily limited to
natural water flows.
ANALYSIS NO. 4
v. Whitney, supra, at pages 259-260, the
Court held that the preservation of trust lands
state for ecological or environmental purposes is
within the public trust. Trust purposes,
ionally been broadly delineated in terms of
commerce, and fisheries, and the implied powers of the
trustee include everything necessary to the
the trust in view of its purposes
Long
supra, p. 482). Thus,
purposes of
trust
preservation of
the
-230-
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state may undertake to improve trust lands in furtherance of trust
purposes, such as navigation and commerce (City of Berkeley v.
Superior Court, supra, pp. 523-525}.
The court noted in Audubon that the principal public
trust interests in Mono Lake are recreational and ecological,
although the lake probably qualified as a "fishery" under the
traditional public trust cases (Audubon, supra, p. 435). As a
general matter, the public trust interests which will be affected
by water resources allocation decisions made by the board in the
administration of appropriative water rights are in-stream trust
uses, including fisheries, recreational, ecological, and
environmental uses.
There is nothing in Audubon, however, which limits the
state's powers as trustee of the public trust to the preservation
or restoration of natural water flows.
The state is broadly
directed to take the public trust into account in the planning and
allocation of water resources and to preserve, so far as
consistent with the public interest, the uses protected by the
public trust (Audubon, supra, pp. 446-447).
It is apparent, for
example, that requirements for enhanced stream flows during a
specified period may promote trust interests and mitigate
unavoidable harm to trust uses caused by water diversions. Thus,
in reconsidering past water resource allocation decisions under
the public trust doctrine, we think the state may consider all
relevant public trust interests and is not limited solely to
preservation of natural water flows in protecting trust
interests.
In our opinion, therefore, the public trust doctrine is
not necessarily limited to the preservation of natural water
flows.
QUESTION NO. 5
May the public trust doctrine be applied to require
retention of minimal pools in reservoirs not otherwise subject to
such a requirement?
OPINION NO. 5
The public trust doctrine may not be applied to require
retention of minimal pools in reservoirs not otherwise subject to
such a requirement.
ANALYSIS NO. 5
In Golden Feather Community Assn. v. Thermalito
Irrigation Dist., supra, the court considered whether the public
trust doctrine could be applied to prevent a reduction in the
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In our opinion, therefore, the public trust doctrine
may not be applied to require retention of minimal pools in
reservoirs not otherwise subject to such a requirement.
QUESTION NO. 6
May the Legislature enact mandatory procedures under
which public trust claims to appropriated waters could be asserted
and determined?
OPINION NO. 6
The Legislature may enact mandatory procedures under
which public trust claims to appropriated waters could be asserted
and determined.
ANALYSIS NO. 6
The administration of the public trust by the state is
committed to the Legislature, and a determination of that branch
of government made within the scope of its powers is conclusive in
the absence of clear evidence that its effect will be to impair
the power of succeeding legislatures to administer the trust in a
manner consistent with its broad purposes (City of Long Beach v.
Mansell, supra, p. 482; Mallon v. City of Long Beach, supra,
p. 207). The establishment of procedures for asserting and
determining public trust claims to appropriated waters would not
in any manner constitute an abdication of the Legislature's trust
responsibilities or impair the power of the Legislature to
administer the trust in a manner consistent with trust purposes.
As a
matter, we think that the establishment of
appropriate administrative procedures could assist the Legislature
in implementing the state's duty to take the public trust into
account in the planning and allocation of water resources and to
protect public trust uses whenever feasible, and we assume any
administrat
determinations would be subject to appropriate
judicial review.
In
, the court determined that although
administrative remedies before the board were available to persons
assert
public trust claims to appropriated waters (Audubon,
supra, pp. 448-449), it was not the intent of the Legislature to
grant the board exclusive primary jurisdiction in water rights
cases, and that the superior court has concurrent original
jurisdiction in suits to determine water rights, including claims
to appropriated waters for public trust uses (Audubon, supra, pp.
450-451). The court noted various statutes (Sees. 2000, 2001, and
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2075, Wat. C.) expressly authorizing courts to refer cases to the
board for determination of various water rights issues in suits
brought before the court.

Thus, the court in Audubon impliedly recognized that the
determination of procedures for asserting and determining public
trust claims is a matter within the power of the Legislature,
consistent with meeting the state's public trust duty of
continuing supervision over the taking and use of appropriated
water.
In our opinion, therefore, the Legislature may enact
mandatory procedures under which public trust claims to
appropriated waters could be asserted and determined.
Very truly yours,
Bion M. Gregory
Legislative Counsel
i-
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By
Thomas D. Whelan
Deputy Legislative Counsel
TDW:kg
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